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1 Introduction

In industrial organization’s influential long history, researchers have devoted tremendous attention

to thinking about the precise details of the economic environment firms and regulators are operating

in, and how these details influence firm behavior, market outcomes, and possibilities for welfare-

increasing intervention. Thousands of papers point out ways in which the complementarity versus

substitutability of products, the information, technological capabilities, and commitment power

of firms and regulators, and the timing of market interactions and interventions crucially affect

consumer and producer welfare. Yet until recently, researchers have devoted a comparatively tiny

amount of attention to thinking about the individuals driving market outcomes: how consumers and

managers perceive the environment they are operating in, what personal goals and expectations they

have in going to the market, and how these goals interact with their individual mental capabilities

to shape behavior. In this chapter, we review research that aims to make progress on the latter

questions, broadly summarized under the umbrella Behavioral Industrial Organization. Only ten

years ago, Editors of the third volume of the Handbook of Industrial Organization did not consider

it essential to cover the topic, and indeed at that stage research on it was only in its infancy. Since

then, there has been an explosion of research, warranting a comprehensive review.

As it is the case with behavioral economics in general, defining what we view as behavioral

industrial organization—and therefore what we include in this chapter—entails some difficult and

often debatable subjective judgments. We have converged on two criteria that the research we

review must satisfy. First, consistent with what is usually considered industrial organization, the

work should explore economically important market interactions between firms, or between firms

and consumers. This means that we exclude topics such as contracting inside a firm, auctions

and mechanism design, public finance that does not involve non-trivial models of firm behavior,

or experimental work where market interactions are simulated in the lab. Second, consistent with

what we (but not all researchers) consider psychology and economics, we require that the central

feature of the decisionmaking model at the heart of a contribution be psychologically well-founded.

This excludes, for instance, applications of rational inattention where unfounded features of the

attention-cost function are central for the results, or macroeconomics-style models of menu costs
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whose source is unclear. We also do not review issues that are too context-specific to draw general

conclusions from.

Even with the above relatively strict inclusion criteria, the research we review is already large

and quickly expanding. This development strikes us as quite natural, given that (as we will argue)

the insights are relevant for understanding outcomes and welfare in some of the most important

economic markets, as well as evaluating possible policies that pertain to those markets. Consumers’

systematic failure to fully understand offers, or their mistakes in predicting their own behavior,

appear helpful in explaining why credit cards have high interest rates, why bank accounts charge

high overdraft fees, or why life-insurance contracts have front-loaded fees—and suggest that we

should think about (but not automatically jump to) regulating such charges. Consumers’ limited

attention, combined with firms’ limited incentive to educate, but often substantial incentive to

obfuscate, appear useful for understanding why confusion still reigns free in many consumer financial

markets, such as those for mortgages and mutual funds—and why strict disclosure regulations have

not solved the problem. And loss aversion appears helpful in explaining patterns in pricing under

oligopolistic competition in a variety of consumer retail markets, such as why sellers charge the

same price for differentiated products—questioning the received wisdom that such patterns reflect

collusion by firms.

Importantly, although we require models to be well-founded, we do not discuss evidence for

individual-decisionmaking models; at most, we mention such evidence as motivation and refer

readers to other chapters in the Handbook. We include evidence only if it is specifically about

market interaction. And although we require that some evidence or economic argument support

the decisionmaking model used, we do not take the view that a researcher must conclusively rule out

the existence of a classical account for a market before considering alternatives. Model uncertainty,

or current unavailability of data to distinguish models, does not justify sticking with the classical

model. Furthermore, developing and then testing distinct market implications of well-founded

behavioral-economics models is a fruitful indirect way of going about testing these models. As a

simple example, observing firms’ strict preference to hide some price components is inconsistent with

models of rational consumers—where adverse selection dictates that consumers would anticipate
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hidden prices to be high—and hence provides indirect evidence for consumer naivete. We will point

out when the theoretical results we discuss have such implications.

In the rest of this introduction, we outline the specific topics we will cover. Our review is

organized around theoretical principles rather than empirical findings or methods. The reason is

simple: at the current stage of the literature, the theoretical side of behavioral industrial organiza-

tion is far more developed than the empirical side. We discuss empirical work where it fits within

the conceptual organization. We hope that empirical researchers will soon come to study more

industrial-organization issues. Indeed, that pattern of research development, whereby a spate of

theoretical research is followed by an emphasis on empirical testing, would be consistent with what

happened in classical industrial organization.

A very substantial part of behavioral industrial organization studies situations in which con-

sumers make systematic mistakes, or are “naive,” in assessing the value they will derive from a

product. Usually, this is formalized by assuming that consumers ignore part of what they will

pay for the product. Because this simple possibility of “hidden prices” raises a host of different

issues, we devote three sections to it. We begin in Section 2 with what can be viewed as the

basic market implications of hidden prices: we study situations in which a firm takes advantage of

consumers’ mistakes to make its own product look more attractive, but in doing so does not affect

how consumers value other firms’ products. Under the simplest of circumstances, competition pro-

tects consumers from the effects of their own naivete, and in fact competition does more for naive

consumers than for rational consumers. But in a host of more complicated situations naivete has

distributional as well as efficiency implications. Competition often leads to a redistribution from

naive to sophisticated consumers, and leads to too many consumers participating in the market.

And independently of the degree of competition, consumer naivete induces firms to sell products

or contracts with inefficient features geared toward exploiting naivete. We also show how mistakes

that have been documented in other settings can lead to hidden prices in a market setting, and

how to detect consumer mistakes from market data.

Analogously to classical preference-based price discrimination—in which firms treat consumers

with different preferences differently—in Section 3 we review work on naivete-based discrimination—
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in which firms treat consumers with different degrees of naivete differently. Naivete-based dis-

crimination raises theoretically novel issues. With rational consumers, a consumer’s (potentially

stochastic) behavior and her ex-ante beliefs about her behavior coincide. With naive consumers,

they may not, raising two new motives for discrimination. First, a firm may want to discriminate

between consumers who have the same ex-post preferences (and hence behavior) but different ex-

ante beliefs. Since consumers with different beliefs choose from available offers in a different way,

it is possible to induce self-selection among them. This leads to second-degree price discrimination.

Second, a firm may want to discriminate between consumers who have the same ex-ante beliefs but

behave differently ex post. Since consumers with the same ex-ante beliefs (and ex-ante preferences)

always choose from available options in the same way, it is impossible to induce self-selection among

them. Hence, discrimination must be based on other information. This leads to third-degree price

discrimination.

In Section 4, we consider situations in which a firm can affect not only a consumer’s valuation

of its own product, but also her valuation of competing products. Such perception externalities

can arise because the firm can educate or obfuscate the products on offer, or manipulate what the

consumer considers. The research we review establishes that firms often have a limited incentive to

educate consumers about hidden fees, and—especially when competition is fierce—they may have

a strong incentive to obfuscate hidden fees. Perception externalities also arise if the set of products

on offer affects how consumers trade off different features of the products. Finally, perception

externalities often arise if consumers have limited attention, so that one firm’s product can draw

away costly attention from other offers.

In Section 5, we turn to considering markets where both firms and consumers are rational, but

consumers have different preferences from those typically assumed in industrial organization. We

focus on three well-studied aspects of consumer preferences. When consumers are loss averse, they

are very (first-order) averse to bearing risk. As a result, firms often have an incentive to shield

consumers from economic risk, resulting in reduced price variation, flat fees, and fewer choices.

Nevertheless, loss aversion can also induce firms to introduce risk into an otherwise riskless en-

vironment, resulting in temporary price discounts or limited-availability sales. When consumers
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have present bias or temptation disutility, they prefer to commit their future behavior, and profit-

maximizing firms have an incentive to fill this demand. But the demand for commitment may

be limited due to uncertainty, and market conditions may place constraints on commitment pos-

sibilities, resulting in a rich set of tradeoffs. And when consumers purchase products not just for

consumption benefits, but also to show off their wealth or good taste, market competition looks

very different than when firms supply classical products.

All of the above topics pertain to situations in which firms are identical to those typical in

classical industrial organization: they are rational and profit-maximizing. In Section 6, we discuss

the literature on how psychological phenomena may affect firms. Just like consumers, managers can

be subject to mistakes or limited attention, and therefore they do not always make optimal decisions.

This manifests itself in mistakes in pricing and investment decisions and in gauging competitors’

behavior, which may occur for both small and large firms. Psychological considerations are also

important for understanding contracting between firms and therefore the theory of the firm, as a

contract can induce a change in preferences that affects how parties interact at a later stage. And

firms may have—or consumers may expect them to have—motivations beyond profit maximization,

especially regarding other market measures or social causes.

In Section 7, we discuss research addressing possible policy implications of psychological phe-

nomena. As our overview in Sections 2 through 4 indicates, it is in general difficult to leverage

market forces to eliminate the effects of consumer mistakes. Because heavy interventions can create

large welfare losses if used in the wrong situations and because many researchers and policymakers

dislike heavy interventions on principle, a lot of the emphasis among applied researchers has been

on soft interventions—interventions that help naive consumers without changing their choice set

or without hurting sophisticated consumers. We point out, however, that once equilibrium consid-

erations are taken into account, soft interventions are unlikely to be available. Furthermore, the

most obvious approach for dealing with naive consumers, education or improved disclosure, may

not work or may have undesirable side-effects. We therefore consider heavier interventions that

regulate the types of products or contracts firms can sell. Furthermore, we review research on

how considerations in behavioral industrial organization affect classical policy recommendations.
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Most importantly, researchers studying puzzling market phenomena from a classical industrial-

organization perspective have sometimes attributed those phenomena to welfare-decreasing firm

behavior such as predation or collusion. New work has pointed out that plausible explanations

based on psychologically motivated consumers may also be available, so that a regulatory response

may not be justified.

2 Basic Economics of Hidden Prices

By far the largest topic in behavioral industrial organization concerns situations in which rational

profit-maximizing firms who fully understand the environment they are operating in—including

being able to correctly forecast (average) consumer behavior—interact with consumers prone to

making systematic mistakes. Both because of the volume of research and for conceptual reasons,

we break up the literature into three parts. In this section, we consider situations in which a

firm competes solely by trying to take advantage of consumer mistakes to make its own product

look good, taking the consumer’s perceived outside option as given. In the next section, we review

research on how firms can price discriminate between heterogenous consumers when some consumers

make mistakes. Finally, we consider various ways in which firms can manipulate the mistakes

consumers are making, so that they can affect the perceived valuation of alternative products.

2.1 Framework and Safety-in-Markets Benchmark

We introduce a bare-bones reduced-form model that will allow us to discuss, in a single framework,

insights from a wide range of papers employing different approaches. We start with the simplest

benchmark model, and in the subsequent subsections add features to introduce themes that have

been explored in the literature.

The Additional Price. Generalizing a framework introduced by Gabaix and Laibson (2006),

the key assumption of our model is that a firm can leverage consumer mistakes to charge an

“additional price” a that naive consumers ignore when making purchase decisions, but that they

pay if they purchase. That many consumers pay unexpected charges is supported by a large body

of evidence cited in Chapter [Household Finance] of this Handbook. The literature discusses three
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basic types of systematic mistakes that can lead consumers to pay unexpected charges. First and

most fundamentally, consumers may misunderstand the contract itself and, hence, misestimate the

amount they will end up paying when accepting a product or contract.1 Second, in what Bar-

Gill and Ferrari (2010) refer to as use-pattern mistakes, consumers may incorrectly forecast their

own future behavior and hence the cost associated with accepting a product or contract. Third,

consumers may misunderstand some statistical features of the world.

An alternative possibility is that consumers misunderstand not the price, but the quality or

value of the product. For most of the issues we discuss, this generates similar effects as a price

misperception: the consumer overestimates the net value she gets from purchasing, and the firm

makes extra profits. The only difference is that in the case of value misperception, the extra profits

come from lower costs or selling more rather than higher revenues.

Some authors posit exogenously that firms can charge an additional price. Other work, which we

review in more detail below, derives the additional price from the interaction of profit-maximizing

firms with consumers who make “primitive” behavioral mistakes documented in other settings.

Taken together, researchers have identified countless foundations for an additional price. We briefly

mention three very different examples. (1) Armstrong and Vickers (2012) argue that some con-

sumers simply ignore overdraft charges, choosing bank accounts as if the overdraft charges did not

exist. (2) Grubb (2009) assumes that mobile-phone consumers underestimate the variance of their

demand for calling. Providers respond by making the price convex in minutes of calling. With

such plans, consumers’ mistake leads them to underestimate the expected price. (3) In Spiegler

(2006b), “quacks” who produce no value offer treatments to customers whose outcome is random.

In a law-of-small-numbers type of statistical mistake, a customer believes a quack offers successful

treatments whenever the treatment she observes was successful, and otherwise believes the quack’s

treatment to lead to certain failure. The observation of a successful treatment, hence, leads con-

sumers to be willing to pay for a useless service. As will be clear from our analysis, for many

1 A common reaction we have encountered in seminars and referee reports in response to this assumption is that
(at least in developed economies) prices are disclosed, so it is unreasonable to assume that consumers systematically
underestimate the price. In our view, such a reaction is misplaced: whether a disclosed price is an understood price
is an empirical question. And indeed, the evidence suggests that it is often not. For instance, different types of
empirical evidence suggest that—despite disclosure regulations—investors do not fully understand the management
fees of mutual funds, and that they appreciate front loads better. See Chapter [Household Finance] of this Handbook.
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purposes the source of the additional price is unimportant, and it is very convenient to work with a

reduced-form model. But to understand some issues, including exploitation distortions and screen-

ing discussed below, it is necessary to model the underlying consumer behavior. Any researcher

aiming to make progress regarding the economics of hidden pricing must carefully consider her

research agenda to decide whether a reduced-form or more well-founded model is called for.

All existing models of consumer mistakes posit that in addition to misunderstanding the price

or the product, consumers also make a strategic mistake. In particular, consumers do not make

inferences about their own naivete from the products and contracts offered by firms. While there

is little evidence for this assumption and investigating relaxations would be useful—for instance,

consumers may become suspicious of overly attractive-looking deals—we feel that it is highly plau-

sible as a starting point. Consumers who do not understand basic features of the product they are

getting are even less likely to make sophisticated equilibrium inferences from firm behavior.

Market Framework. Following Heidhues and Kőszegi (2017), our bare-bones model adds

the above possibility of charging additional prices into a duopoly pricing model with horizontally-

differentiated products. The duopolists are located at the endpoints l = 0 and l = 1 of the unit

interval, and offer their products to consumers who are interested in buying at most one unit.

Consumers are uniformly distributed over the unit interval, and a consumer located at y incurs

a disutility or “transportation cost” of t|y − l| when buying product l, where t > 0 is a product-

differentiation parameter that determines a firm’s market power. A consumer has gross utility of

v of acquiring the product, and her outside option has gross utility 0; the outside option, however,

is available only at the endpoints of [0, 1], so that for consumer y it has utility −tmin{y, 1 − y}.2

Both firms have identical marginal costs c and simultaneously set anticipated prices fl ∈ R and

additional prices al ∈ [0, amax], where amax > 0. Crucially, despite the fact that consumers end up

paying al when purchasing the product, they ignore this price component when making purchase

decisions.

We suppose firms have a correct understanding of consumers’ behavior, and analyze symmetric

2 This specification of the outside option follows Benabou and Tirole (2016). In contrast to the standard formu-
lation (Hotelling, 1929), the product-differentiation parameter t only impacts the level of competition and not the
attractiveness of purchasing relative to the outside option. It, thus, allows us to single out the effect of competition
on outcomes.
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pure-strategy Nash equilibria of the firms’ pricing game. Depending on firms’ market power t, a

firm that raises its anticipated price fl slightly above the equilibrium level either loses consumers

to its rival or the outside option. We refer to the former case as an imperfectly competitive market

and the latter case as a monopolistic market. To understand the effects of consumer mistakes, it is

useful to compare the equilibrium outcome of a model with naive consumers to that of a model in

which all consumers are “rational” in that they fully understand that they end up paying fl + al

when accepting the contract of firm l.

High Additional Price—But Safety in Markets. Because consumers ignore the additional

price when shopping, both firms set al = amax, so that the profits on the additional price can be very

high. Indeed, numerous authors in the literature propose that the high prices we observe in some

markets are due to consumers not paying (full) attention to those prices. In early contributions,

for instance, Ausubel (1991) and DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004) contend that the high interest

rates for credit cards are due to the presence of borrowers who underestimate borrowing and hence

underappreciate the importance of interest rates. And Bar-Gill (2009) argues that the escalating

payments in subprime mortgage contracts are consistent with borrowers underestimating future

costs.

Despite the high additional prices, however, in the current model an important “saftey-in-

markets” benchmark result obtains: Suppose the good is socially valuable (v > c) and the market

imperfectly competitive. Then, consumers’ equilibrium welfare is unaffected by consumer naivete.

Based on the same logic as in switching-cost (e.g., Farrell and Klemperer, 2007) and loss-leader (e.g.,

Lal and Matutes, 1994) models, competition leads firms to hand the profits from the additional

price back to consumers by lowering the anticipated price. Hence, consumers end up paying the

same amount for the service as they would if they fully understood the contract. Although in a

completely different framework, the idea that competition can protect irrational consumers already

appears in Laibson and Yariv (2007), and indeed variants of the above benchmark result are derived

in a number of papers (e.g., Grubb, 2015a).

The safety-in-markets argument depends crucially on the market being (at least imperfectly)

competitive. In the monopolistic case, a firm in equilibrium makes consumers indifferent between
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accepting and rejecting its offer. Unforeseen additional charges do not affect consumers’ willing-

ness to accept an offer, and hence consumer naivete—by allowing a monopolistic firm to raise its

total price fl + al and still sell its product—hurts consumer welfare. Consumer naivete, therefore,

strengthens the case for competition policy as a means of increasing consumer welfare: moving from

monopoly to perfect competition (t = 0) raises consumer welfare from 0 to v − c in the rational

case, and from −amax to v − c in the naive case.

2.2 Limitations on Competition for Naive Consumers

The safety-in-markets result relies on competition returning all profits from the additional price

to consumers. We review a number of economically important reasons that—even if the market

is competitive—this may not be the case. In later subsections, we discuss further limitations that

arise when consumers are heterogenous in their understanding of offers.

Underweighting of All Price Components. One important feature of our simple model

and others that emphasize safety in markets is that there is some element of the contract—here the

anticipated price—that allows for transferable utility and that consumers fully take into account.

If a consumer instead underestimates all elements of the total price by a given percentage—due to

underestimating the probability of purchase, as in Johnson’s (2017) model of unplanned purchases,

or ignoring a tax to be added to the price, as in Chetty et al.’s (2009) empirical findings—then

she puts too much weight in her purchase decision on how well the product matches her taste,

and values price reductions less than a rational consumer. Even in an imperfectly competitive

environment, this is equivalent to an increase in transportation costs, and hence leads to higher

prices.

Price Floors. Competition can also fail to return profits from the additional price in full

because there are limits to the extent to which firms can cut the anticipated price. Some authors

simply posit that negative prices are infeasible (e.g., Armstrong and Vickers, 2012; Ko, 2012),

but there are also a number of models in which price floors arise endogenously. In Miao’s (2010)

duopoly model, firms sell a basic good—such as a printer—and an add-on service—such as a new

cartridge—and a firm can choose to make its printer incompatible with the cartridges of other
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firms. Naive (or myopic) consumers do not take the need for cartridges into account, so that—

by the same logic as above—firms price cartridges at consumers’ valuation. But if a firm set its

printer price too low, a consumer would be better off buying a new printer instead of a cartridge.

Hence, the monopoly price in the aftermarket effectively creates a price floor in the primary-good

market. Similarly, in Michel (2017) consumers at the point-of-sale of some basic product—like

an electronic device—decide whether to buy an extended warranty. Naive consumers do not take

the warranty terms into account when selecting a store, and underestimate their return costs and,

hence, overvalue an extended warranty. Because buying multiple units of the basic good partially

ensures against needing a replacement, firms can only earn profits from selling the warranty if the

base good is not priced too low, inducing a price floor below which firms cannot cut the price.

In Heidhues et al.’s model of the mutual-fund industry (2017), funds choose front loads investors

incur when buying a share in the mutual fund, and which they fully understand. In addition, mutual

funds choose management fees investors ignore. Thinking of these management fees as being the

additional price, our bare-bones model predicts that new investors should receive a “signing bonus”

or negative front load. Payment of such a signing bonus, however, is ruled out through part of the

Investment Company Act of 1940, which forbids favouring new investors relative to existing ones,

and thereby effectively requires front loads to be non-negative. Similarly, a number of countries

require supermarkets to sell their products above the wholesale price, implying that loss leaders—be

they due to rational (Lal and Matutes, 1994) or naive (Johnson, 2017) consumers—cannot be sold

below their marginal cost even if firms would want to do so in an equilibrium absent price floors.

In the credit-card model of Heidhues et al. (2017), card issuers offer contracts containing an

anticipated price as well as an interest rate naive (time-inconsistent) consumers ignore. Consumers

receive a convenience benefit from using the card, but due to their naivete pay unanticipated

interest. When indifferent between card offers, each consumer decides wether to get a card based

on some exogenously given order among cards, and gets multiple cards if doing so strictly increases

utility. Similarly, when deciding on which card to charge, the consumer uses the same exogenous

preference order whenever she is indifferent. These assumptions imply that any consumer who

prefers a firm’s card will get the card if the firm charges an anticipated price of zero. As a result, a
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situation in which credit-card companies earn unanticipated interest, charge an anticipated price of

zero, and earn positive profits is an equilibrium: any additional consumers a negative anticipated

price attracts will not use the firm’s card and hence these consumers are unprofitable. Because

consumers can multi-home, therefore, firms act as if they were facing a price floor of zero.

Finally, consumer suspicion can also give rise to a price floor. Consumers seeing a low price

may begin to wonder just how the price could be so low, and come to believe that “there must be

a catch,” leading them to refrain from buying. This possibility prevents firms from setting overly

low anticipated prices. Perversely, it is exactly consumers’ distrust that creates a price floor and

enables firms to earn profits in equilibrium; if consumers were entirely unsuspecting, firms would

compete more fiercely.3

Failure in Comparing Offers. When all firms price at a price floor, consumers make pur-

chase decisions based on non-price considerations—either based on their tastes, or, for homogenous

products, completely randomly. The same consideration arises when consumers cannot compare

prices. Evidence that consumers often fail to choose the best price, and the implications for firm

behavior, are discussed in detail in Grubb (2015b), and we will also summarize such models in

Section 4. As will be clear, the failure to choose the best price can also limit competition for

consumers who pay an additional price.

Just like consumers’ inability to compare prices, consumers’ inability to judge product values

3 While this has not been fully modeled and explored, we provide a sketch based on Heidhues et al. (2012b).
Consumers—who may naively think that existing regulations are likely prevent firms from collecting an additional
price—a priori think that firm l is restricted to charging al = 0 with probability 1− ε, and can charge any additional
price al ∈ [0, amax] with probability ε. Consumers suppose that the probability of a firm being the “deceptive” type
is drawn independently across firms.

Customers believe that all firms’ marginal costs are c̃ ∈ (c−amax, v), and that firms are playing a perfect Bayesian
equilibrium given those marginal costs. In fact, however, no such strict regulation of the additional price exists, so
that firms are playing a simultaneous-move game in which they choose contracts (fl, al) with al ≤ amax. We want
to establish that if c̃ + εamax ≤ min{c, v}, there is a Nash equilibrium in this simultaneous-move game between the
firms in which all firms choose an up-front price of c̃, implying that c̃ acts as a floor on the up-front price. In this
equilibrium, firm l offers a contract in which fl = c̃, al = amax, and consumers believe that firm l offers the contract
fl = c̃, al = 0 if restricted to al = 0 and the contract fl = c̃, al = amax if not restricted to al = 0. Whenever firm l
deviates and charges an anticipated price strictly below c̃, suspicious consumers—convinced that without additional
prices the firm would make losses—believe with probability one that firm l charges an additional price al = amax.
(If the firm charges an anticipated price weakly above c̃, we suppose that consumers do not update their prior and
believe that the firm must charge al = 0 with probability 1− ε.) Given these consumers’ beliefs, when undercutting
c̃ consumers correctly predict the firms total price fl + amax, and only buy if this price is below their valuation and
is below the expect expenditure c̃+ ε they incur when buying from a rival.
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can also lower competition. In particular, if consumers with homogenous tastes overvalue different

homogenous products by different amounts, the resulting perceived product differentiation enables

homogeneous firms to earn positive profits. Spiegler (2006b) demonstrates this in a model of

“quacks.” Patients can acquire a treatment from n profit-maximizing healers, with a patient’s true

recovery rate being the same for all healers as well as the outside option. Patients, however, rely on

a form of “anecdotal reasoning:” each patient independently samples each treatment as well as the

outside option once, and incorrectly believes that an option’s success rate equals that in her sample.

A firm, hence, has monopoly power over consumers for whom only its own sample treatment was

successful, and competes with another firm over consumers for whom both firms’ sample treatments

were successful. The fact that firms have monopoly power over some consumers enables them to

earn positive profits. The tension between exploiting these consumers and undercutting rivals to

steal those consumers who are willing to switch leads to a mixed-strategy equilibrium as in Varian

(1980).

Evidence. In an influential paper consistent with a model of limited competition for naive

consumers, Ausubel (1991) uses multiple empirical approaches to argue that credit-card lending

is—from a classical point of view—puzzlingly profitable given the industry’s competitiveness by

conventional measures of concentration. He finds that credit-card issuers have earned profits that

far exceed the rate of return elsewhere in the banking industry. Additional data shows that banks

can sell credit-card portfolios at a substantial premium, suggesting that firms expect the profitability

to persist. Consistent with our prediction that the additional price is high and not tied to marginal

cost, Ausubel also documents that interest rates remained high and stable in a period with large

changes in the cost of funds. Ausubel argues that his findings are inconsistent with a model featuring

reasonable search or switching costs. In a model of switching costs, the profit a firm can make on

a consumer ex post is lower than the consumer’s switching cost. Yet the profits lenders earn are

far higher than any reasonable switching cost. Instead, Ausubel proposes that a specific form of

consumer irrationality, whereby borrowers expect not to borrow and then do, may be involved. In a

similar vein, Bar-Gill (2004) points out that basic features of the credit-card market are consistent

with consumers underestimating borrowing costs. Adding a price floor or other phenomenon that
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limits competition in the annual fee and perks accounts for the profitability Ausubel finds.

2.3 Heterogenous Naivete and Distributional Effects

The previous subsection demonstrated how the exploitation of naive consumers can affect the distri-

bution of welfare between firms and consumers. We now show that if consumers are heterogeneous

in their understanding of products, then the exploitation of naive consumers can also affect the

distribution of welfare between consumers, and has further effects on the distribution of welfare

between firms and consumers.

To isolate the implications of heterogeneity in naivete rather than heterogeneity in other things,

most models in the literature assume that consumers are homogenous in everything else. Yet con-

sumers could differ in other things, such as their taste. The implications of such multidimensional

heterogeneity are relatively unexplored.4

Cross-Subsidy from Naive to Sophisticated Consumers. To capture heterogeneity in

our bare-bones framework, suppose that in addition to the naive consumers, there are some so-

phisticated consumers—consumers who fully understand the contracts they are offered—in the

population. Each consumer is, independently of her taste, naive with probability α and sophis-

ticated with probability 1 − α. We begin by supposing that sophisticated consumers anticipate

the additional price al and can costlessly avoid paying it. Hence, both sophisticated and naive

consumers’ perceived utility when buying product l is v− fl− t|y− l|, but naive consumer’s actual

utility is v − fl − al − t|y − l|. In the symmetric pure-strategy equilibrium of the game between

firms, firms’ pricing satisfies f(α) = min{c+ t− αamax, v} and a(α) = amax.

Since the demand of both sophisticated and naive consumers is independent of a, in equilib-

rium a(α) = amax. As before, in the imperfectly competitive case the expected ex-post profits

from attracting a consumer, αamax, are handed back to consumers through a lower anticipated

price. Hence, the presence of naive consumers benefits sophisticated consumers, and because the

expected handout is less than the additional price naive consumers pay, the presence of sophis-

ticated consumers hurts naive consumers. As first emphasized by Gabaix and Laibson (2006),

4 Grubb (2015a) allows for such a case, and demonstrates in an example that this can lead to one firm specializing
in offering an efficient contract while the rival offers a deceptive one.
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therefore, naive consumers in effect cross-subsidize sophisticated consumers.5 In as much as naive

consumers are poorer, this can give rise to very adverse distributional effects. For example, in

the UK banking industry discussed in detail by Armstrong and Vickers (2012), one can think of

the—typically zero—account maintenance fee as the anticipated price, and of the—typically high

and by many consumers unanticipated—overdraft fee as the additional price. The overdraft fee is

incurred by a fraction of consumers, but of these consumers many incur the fee multiple times; and

the subpopulation that does has significantly lower income than the rest. This leads the authors

to cite a judge who describes the business model of high overdraft fees together with free banking

services as a “reverse Robin Hood exercise.”

Arbitrageur-Induced Price Floors. Beyond those discussed in Section 2.2, the presence

of sophisticated consumers introduces yet another potential source for a floor on the anticipated

price (Armstrong and Vickers, 2012; Ko, 2012), which lowers the extent to which sophisticated

consumers benefit from the exploitation of naive consumers, and increases the extent to which firms

benefit. Following Heidhues et al. (2012a), consider our bare-bones model with naive consumers

from above but suppose that v < c and for simplicity consider the limit case of homogenous

products (t → 0). Furthermore, suppose that in addition to the naive consumers, there are many

sophisticated consumers who have a valuation of zero for the product; that is, there are many

rational arbitrageurs who accept the contract offer if and only if its price is negative. This effectively

induces a price floor as long as firms selling to these arbitrageurs at a negative price cannot recoup

the losses from doing so.

At the heart of this arbitrageur-type argument lies the idea that lower anticipated prices attract

disproportionally less profitable consumers, a possibility first modeled in Ellison’s (2005) model of

add-on pricing. Such an adverse attraction effect lowers competition and raises profits, and may

be extremely relevant in practice. If more sophisticated consumers are not only better at avoiding

contract terms designed to exploit them but also better at comparing prices and selecting the

cheapest offer, lowering the anticipated price should often disproportionally attract less profitable

consumers (Grubb, 2015a) .

5 In the monopolistic case, no such cross-subsidy occurs. Firms then maximally exploit consumer naivete by
setting fl = v and al = amax.
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2.4 Distortions

The implications of consumer naivete we have identified so far are all distributional. We now discuss

distortions that can arise from firms taking advantage of naive consumers. Some of the effects have

a parallel in the industrial-organization literature on aftermarket monopolization. This literature

assumes that after buying a primary good, consumers are locked into a complementary-good market

(aftermarket), and when purchasing the primary good consumers do not observe the (future) price

of the complementary good. In such a setting, Shapiro (1995), Hall (1997), and Borenstein et al.

(2000) demonstrate that the overly low price in the primary market and the overly high price in the

aftermarket lead to inefficiencies. The former parallel our participation distortions, and the latter

parallel a special case of our exploitation distortions.

Participation Distortions. The fact that naive consumers underestimate the total price of

the product (or overvalue its benefit) can have a distortionary effect by inducing consumers to buy

even when their value from the product is lower than the production cost. To see this in a trivial

example, suppose all consumers are naive in our framework above (α = 1) and consider the case of

a perfectly competitive market (i.e., the limit as t→ 0). Then, if c− amax < v < c consumers buy

a wasteful product whose social value is negative.

More generally, in a competitive market with a downward-sloping demand curve a participation

distortion always arises for marginal consumers, as the underestimation of the total price affects

demand in the same way as a subsidy. In some markets, such as the one for bank accounts considered

in Armstrong and Vickers (2012), it is likely to be efficient for most consumers to have an account,

so the concern about participation distortions pales in comparison to other concerns, such as the

adverse distributional effects we have discussed in Section 2.3. But for other settings, participation

distortions may be very important. For example, in a provocative piece (Heidhues and Kőszegi,

2015), we demonstrate through a simple calibration exercise that the participation distortion in the

US credit-card market may be enormous—as high as half of the size of the market. As carefully

discussed in Grubb (2015c), however, the participation distortion induced by consumer naivete

depends on the demand and supply elasticities, and hence requires more research to evaluate.

Brown et al. (2012) identify a mistake in consumer responses to movies that critics are not
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permitted to review beforehand. The authors document that these “cold openings” are correlated

with a pattern of fan disappointment, suggesting that moviegoers do not properly account for the

fact that these movies are not reviewed. At the same time, these movies earn more domestic box-

office revenues than reviewed movies of similar quality, which—although controlling for endogeneity

and selection is difficult—suggests that firms increase demand by profitably exploiting consumers’

failure to reason strategically.6 As consumers treat movies with the same quality differently, again

the consumers’ misevaluation leads to a participation distortion.

Of course, the participation distortion interacts with the level of competition. If firms have

market power and hence charge prices above marginal costs—so that in a classical setting too few

consumers would purchase—then the increased participation due to consumers’ underestimation of

prices may be beneficial. As a specific example, de Meza and Reyniers (2012) show that additional

prices can decrease total prices and increase consumer and total welfare in a Cournot model with

constant elasticity of demand.7 Nevertheless, one should not jump to the conclusion that we should

allow hidden prices in oligopolistic markets. Indeed, this argument is akin to the suggestion that

polluting firms should be allowed to collude to raise price and lower dirty production, or that firms

with market power should receive a subsidy to overcome the allocative distortion from overly high

prices. We typically think of these as bad ideas, among other things, because they tend induce

excess entry into the undesirable practice.

Indirect Distortions from Profitable Hidden Prices. In the presence of a floor on the

anticipated price, the potential profits from exploiting naive consumers can induce firms to engage

6 Similarly, Mathios (2000) suggests that consumers underinfer low quality from receiving no news regarding the
fat content of salad dressing. He looks at the introduction of the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act, which
required producers to disclose the fat content. In a classical model with rational consumers and cheap disclosure,
even absent regulation all but the highest-fat-content salad dressings should disclose their fat content (Grossman,
1981; Milgrom, 1981). While Mathios finds significant labelling by “low-fat” producers prior to the Act, there is also
considerable variation in the fat content of products that are not labeled. After the introduction of the compulsory
labeling law, consumers purchase less of the highest-fat-content dressing, indicating that the lack of labeling had an
effect on their purchase behavior.

7 To see heuristically that the total price can decrease, suppose the reduction in the up-front price would exactly
offset the additional price. Then each firm’s value of a marginal consumer would be the same, but it would have more
inframarginal consumers. If—as would be true in the case of linear demand—the derivative of inverse demand would
stay the same, the firm would have an incentive to increase its price, suggesting that the symmetric equilibrium price
will be higher. But with a constant elasticity demand curve the derivative of inverse demand falls in absolute value,
making quantity increases more attractive, potentially leading to lower equilibrium prices.
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in a number of inefficient behaviors. At a basic level, the quest for these profits can generate

overentry into the industry, or lead to excessive marketing efforts such as advertising, mailing of

contract offers, or paying commissions to intermediaries.

More subtlely, Heidhues et al. (2016) ask a basic question regarding products with hidden prices:

where do the hidden prices come from? Coming up with novel ways to exploit consumers, similar to

inventing product improvements, presumably is costly and therefore begs the question what a firm’s

incentive is to engage in such“exploitative innovation.” Given that many of these novel exploitative

features—particularly in financial markets—are in contract terms that can be easily copied, the

incentives to develop these are unclear from a classical perspective. To study this question, Heidhues

et al. append a pricing game similar to that in our bare-bones model with a preceding stage in

which one firm can make innovations. They focus on the incentives for exploitative innovation—

i.e., increasing the maximum additional price the firm can charge—but contrast these with the

often-studied incentives for making product improvements that consumers value—i.e., increasing

consumers’ value for the firm’s product. Without a price floor, the incentive for either kind of

innovation equals the “appropriable part” of the innovation—the part competitors cannot copy—

resulting in similar incentives for exploitative and value-increasing innovations. But in the presence

of a binding price floor, the innovation incentives are typically stronger for exploitative than for

value-increasing innovations. As a good approximation of contract-clause innovations, consider

innovations that any competitor can copy in full. Because in a deceptive market with a binding

price floor a higher additional price increases the markup, a firm is willing to engage in such a

non-appropriable exploitative innovation. In contrast, because non-appropriable value-increasing

innovation does not change the equilibrium prices, and gives no competitive advantage in attracting

consumers, a firm has no incentive to engage in it.

Exploitation Distortions. When a firm sells to naive consumers, it has an incentive to tilt

its business model from providing efficient service to generating revenue from hidden fees. When a

firm does so, it offers a contract that—conditional on being accepted—is inefficient. We refer to the

resulting distortion as an exploitation distortion. For example, if naive consumers underestimate

the importance of roaming fees when signing a contract, mobile-plan providers may charge high
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roaming fees. Faced with these high roaming fees when abroad, consumers have an incentive to

reduce their amount of calling, generating an inefficiency. And (as we will formalize below) if naive

time-inconsistent borrowers pay unanticipated interest on their debt, lenders have an incentive to

ramp up this debt in order to collect more unanticipated interest payments, leading them to induce

inefficient overborrowing.

Following Heidhues and Kőszegi (2017), we capture exploitation distortions in our reduced-form

model by supposing that the additional price al creates a “distortionary impact” k(al) that adds to

the social cost of trades, with regularity conditions on k(·) to make our first-order approach below

correct. To categorize possible exploitation distortions identified in the literature, we distinguish

three extreme cases depending on exactly which trades are distorted: sophisticated-side distortions,

homogenous distortions, and naive-side distortions. We consider each case in turn, solve for the

market equilibria, and discuss applications that broadly fit into each of the cases. The type of the

exploitation distortion will also be important for policy questions, such as the impact of third-degree

price discrimination or consumer education discussed later.

(i) Sophisticated-Side Distortions. In this case, k(al) arises only for trades with sophisticated

consumers. Formally, we assume that sophisticated consumers’ utility from purchasing product l to

be v−fl−k(al)− t|y− l|, while a naive consumer’s utility is v−fl−al− t|y− l|, and firm l’s cost of

serving a consumer of either type is c. If a naive consumer anticipates taking the effort to avoid the

additional price—but ends up not doing so—then her perceived utility is also v−fl−k(al)−t|y− l|.

If a naive consumer does not think about the additional price at all, then her perceived utility is

v − fl − t|y − l|. We analyze the former case, solving for the optimal contract that provides a

perceived utility gross of transportation costs of ûl to consumers:

max
fl,al

α(fl + al) + (1− α)fl − c

s.t. v − fl − k(al) = ûl.

The constraint gives fl = v − k(al) − ûl. Plugging this fl into the maximand and differentiating

with respect to al yields that the equilibrium additional price a(α) satisfies

k′(a(α)) = α. (1)
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This trivial analysis already yields an economically important point: while a change in the level of

competition (i.e., a change in t) does affect the equilibrium anticipated price (since it determines

ûl), it does not affect the equilibrium additional price. This contrasts with the prediction of many

classical models, in which firms engaged in fierce competition charge prices close to marginal cost.

Since the equilibrium is symmetric, all consumers buy from the closest firm. Because the

contract induces an exploitation cost of k(a(α)) for every trade with sophisticated consumers,

the deadweight loss (DWL) relative to first-best—where consumers buy from the closest firm and

k(a) = 0—is

DWL(α) = (1− α)k(a(α)). (2)

Equation (2) implies that an increase in the share of naive consumers, α, has an ambiguous effect

on consumer welfare. It follows from Equation (1) that an increase in α increases firms’ incentive to

focus their business model on the exploitation of naive consumers, increasing the additional price

and thereby lowering the associated welfare of trading with sophisticated consumers. But with

more consumers being naive, fewer consumers engage in inefficient avoidance behavior, increasing

welfare.

A sophisticated-side distortion emerges in many papers due to a common source: that sophis-

ticated but not naive consumers engage in costly behavior to avoid the additional price. In Gabaix

and Laibson (2006) and Armstrong and Vickers (2012), firms charge high add-on prices (e.g., for

room service in the case of a hotel or cartridges in the case of a printer) to profit from naive con-

sumers who do not think about these prices. Facing such high prices, sophisticated consumers exert

socially wasteful effort to avoid the add-on.8 As a more subtle example, Seim et al. (2016) develop

and empirically estimate a model of the Portuguese driving-school market in which firms provide a

basic service—instruction up to the first driving exam—as well as additional services—instruction

for consumers who need to repeat an exam. All consumers pay attention to the basic fee, but

only sophisticated consumers pay attention to the additional fee. Higher additional fees therefore

8 At the same time, Zenger (2013) points out that high add-on prices can be efficiency-enhancing if ex-ante
avoidance is efficient, and there are (partially) naive consumers who underestimate but do not completely ignore
their need for the add-on. These consumers may exert too little avoidance effort, and high add-on prices encourage
them to exert more. Because in many applications the production cost of the add-on—and therefore the optimal ex-
ante avoidance effort—is low, however, this consideration is often less important than the welfare loss for sophisticated
consumers.
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lead sophisticated but not naive consumers to exert more effort to avoid failing an exam. The

authors provide empirical evidence suggesting that prices for the basic service fall in the number

of competitors, but prices for the additional service do not, supporting the basic prediction of our

simple model. Additionally, survey evidence indicates that a significant fraction of students are

naive in the sense of being unaware of the additional fees, and that these students are more prone

to overestimate their exam pass rate and less prone to engage in specific useful exam preparation

techniques.

A variant of a sophisticated-side distortion arises in Grubb’s (2015a) model of industries in

which the price of a marginal unit depends on past purchases, and it is difficult for consumers to

keep track of past usage. In his model, consumers need to pay an attention cost to recall past

usage, and naive consumers underestimate their future attention costs. After having selected a

contract, consumers can consume in up to two time periods, with their consumption values drawn

independently in the two periods. In addition to a basic fixed fee, firms charge (potentially different)

prices for consumption in the two periods, and possibly a penalty for consumption in both periods.

A high penalty can be used to exploit naive consumers—who overestimate their probability of

paying attention and avoiding the penalty—but it distorts sophisticated consumers’ consumption

decisions, and hence generates a sophisticated side-distortion.9

(ii) Naive-Side Distortions. In the case of a naive-side distortion, k(al) arises only for trades

with naive consumers. Formally, all consumers anticipate their utility from purchasing product l

to be v − fl − t|y − l| and while sophisticated consumers forecast their utility correctly, a naive

consumer’s utility is actually v − fl − al − k(al)− t|y − l|, and firm l’s cost of serving a consumer

of either type is c.10 Solving for the optimal contract that provides a perceived utility gross of

9 Grubb’s (2015a) model, however, is not a perfect example of a sophisticated-side distortion. While absent
sophisticated consumers the optimal contract induces efficient consumption by naive consumers, this need not hold
when sophisticated consumers are present. In this sense, there may also be a naive-side distortion, albeit one would
intuit that it is often less important.

10 We suppose here that it is naive consumers who incur the exploitation cost. If instead the firm incurs the
exploitation cost—as would be the case with legal and administrative costs of collecting additional prices—then a
naive consumer’s utility from purchasing product l is v − fl − al − t|y − l|, firm l’s cost of serving a sophisticated
consumer is c, and its cost from serving a naive consumer is c+ k(al). A similar analysis shows that in this case the
optimal additional price is implicitly defined by k′(a(α)) = 1.
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transportation costs of ûl to consumers:

max
fl,al

α(fl + al) + (1− α)fl − c

s.t. v − fl = ûl.

Because the additional price increases profits and does not impact the constraint, the firm sets

al = amax. The exploitation of naive consumers is, thus, unaffected by their population share.

Intuitively, because sophisticated consumers are not affected by the additional price, its choice

does not affect a firm’s market share, and hence firms choose that additional price that maximizes

the profits earned from interacting with a naive consumer. In contrast to the case of a sophisticated-

side distortion, the dead-weight loss in a symmetric equilibrium increases in the number of naive

consumers; formally,

DWL(α) = αk(amax).

While the literature has not focused on naive-side distortions, it is perhaps the most basic type

of exploitation distortion that can emerge: the very fact that a naive consumer pays unexpected

charges leads her (and not a sophisticated consumer) to miscalibrate her budget or intertemporal

consumption. As another example, naive consumers who find out about unanticipated expendi-

tures may get outraged and call the firm to complain, creating a cost for the firm and society.

Furthermore, the higher the additional price, the more consumers complain, and hence the higher

is the associated cost. A naive-side distortion also arises if firms offer products with useless but

costly add-ons—e.g., rust proofing for a new car—that only naive consumers take.

(iii) Homogenous Distortions. In the case of homogenous distortions, k(al) arises in trades

with both naive and sophisticated consumers. Formally, all consumers anticipate their utility from

purchasing product l to be v−fl− t|y− l|, a naive consumer’s utility is actually v−fl−al− t|y− l|,

and firm l’s cost of serving a consumer of either type is c+k(al).
11 Proceeding along the same lines

as in the case of a sophisticated-side distortion, the optimal contract in the homogenous-distortion

11 As our analysis below highlights, the assumption that k(al) is borne by the firm rather than the consumer does
not effect the optimal additional price, firms’ equilibrium profits, or consumers’ equilibrium utility.
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case solves:

max
fl,al

α(fl + al) + (1− α)fl − c− k(al)

s.t. v − fl = ûl.

Hence, the optimal additional price solves k′(a(α)) = α, and the dead-weight loss in a symmetric

equilibrium equals

DWL(α) = k(a(α)). (3)

In contrast to the case of sophisticated-side distortions, an increase in the share of naive consumers

unambiguously lowers welfare.

There are several economically relevant examples of homogenous distortions. A homogenous

distortion emerges in the credit-market model we analyze in detail in Section 2.5. In this model,

naive time-inconsistent borrowers pay more interest than they expect, and to take advantage,

firms overlend. Furthermore, because firms cannot distinguish naive and sophisticated borrowers,

they overlend to everyone equally. A simple modification of the prime example of sophisticated-

side distortions, where sophisticated but not naive consumers engage in costly avoidance of the

additional price, also creates a homogenous distortion. In particular, if both naive and sophisticated

consumers realize that they should avoid the additional price and take the same costly ex-ante steps

to do so, but naive consumers pay more than they expect anyway, then the distortion affects all

trades equally. Finally, firms may increase naive consumers’ unexpected spending through product

modifications, such as free alcohol and a glitzy environment to encourage gambling in a casino,

that affect all consumers.

Intermediate Cases. Many applications feature what might be described as an impure homoge-

nous distortion: they involve both sophisticated-side and naive-side distortions, but these are not

necessarily equal. At a basic level, a distorted price on an add-on typically distorts the consumption

of both sophisticated and naive consumers, although possibly to different extents. In Grubb (2009),

for instance, cellphone consumers correctly predict their average demand for minutes, but they un-

derestimate the variance in their demand. This mistake would not affect consumers if the price

for minutes was linear. But to exploit the consumers’ prediction error, a profit-maximizing firm
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charges a convex price, leading the consumer to underestimate how much she will pay in expecta-

tion. Because the marginal price per minute does not equal marginal cost, consumers’ consumption

decisions are distorted. Collecting information on mobile-plan choices and usage patterns, Grubb

(2009) finds usage patterns consistent with the overconfidence explanation but not natural alterna-

tives. Most notably, in a model of price discrimination in which high types also have highly variable

demand, charging (more) convex prices for low types can discourage high types from taking the

cheap package intended for low types. Yet in the data, the consumption of high types first-order

stochastically dominates the consumption of low types.

To explain why the majority of customers who buy life insurance in the US do not hold the

insurance until the end of the term, Gottlieb and Smetters (2012) propose a simple model in which

consumers underappreciate non-mortality-type background risk, such as employment or health

shocks, when buying life insurance. Because consumers underappreciate background risk, they

underestimate the probability of lapsing that can occur after a bad background shock. Firms inef-

ficiently front-load life-insurance premiums both to take advantage of unexpected lapsing—which

leads consumers to forego cheap continued insurance—and to encourage further lapsing by deplet-

ing consumers’ early resources. These inefficient loads can distort the lapsing decisions of both

naive and sophisticated consumers. Gottlieb and Smetters carefully combine theoretical observa-

tions and empirical evidence to argue that alternative explanations do not provide a full account of

the empirical patterns. Most notably, under a rational model of reclassification risk, front-loaded

premiums discourage policyholders from lapsing after a favorable health shock, guaranteeing the

integrity of the insurance pool. Yet health shocks are unlikely until older ages, so under reclassi-

fication risk younger consumers should not be paying significant loads—yet they pay the highest

loads.

In Michel’s (2016) model of extended warranties, naive consumers underestimate how costly it

is to return a product, and hence overestimate the value of a warranty. Because naive consumers

thereby misestimate the firm’s warranty expenditure when offering a low-quality product, these

consumers not only overestimate the value of the relatively useless warranty itself, but also the

firm’s incentive to produce high quality. As a result, firms have less of an incentive to produce
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high quality than they would with rational consumers, which can lead the firm to sell inefficiently

low-quality products to naive consumers. And even for parameter values for which selling high-

quality is still optimal, the firm distorts naive consumers’ warranty terms in order to better exploit

their return-cost misprediction. Due to screening issues (which we introduce in Section 3), however,

the firm may also want to distort sophisticated consumers’ contract offers, sometimes leading to

distorted contracts for both types.

In the search model of Gamp and Krähmer (2017), firms choose between inefficient low quality

and efficient high quality, and naive consumers erroneously believe that all firms offer high quality.

The authors derive conditions under which sophisticated consumers always search for a high-quality

firm, but naive consumers purchase immediately. Consequently, sophisticated consumers may in-

efficiently pay search costs, and naive consumers may obtain inefficiently low quality. As search

frictions disappear, low-quality products come to dominate the market and naive consumers’ pur-

chases. Intuitively, the increase in competition resulting from the reduction in search frictions

reduces the profit from offering a high-quality product, leading firms to focus their business model

on exploiting naive consumers.

Externalities between Naive and Sophisticated Consumers. To highlight a few addi-

tional issues in the case of homogenous distortions, suppose that the market is in the perfectly

competitive limit (t→ 0). The utility of a sophisticated consumer is then

Us(α) ≡ v − f(α) = v − c+ αa(α)− k(a(α)), (4)

while the utility of a naive consumer is

Un(α) ≡ v − f(α)− a(α) = v − c− (1− α)a(α)− k(a(α)). (5)

An immediate implication of the above characterization is that, just as when there is no exploitation

distortion, sophisticated consumers benefit from the presence of naive consumers. To see this, note

that since a(α) maximizes αa−k(a), it must be the case that αa(α)−k(a(α)) is strictly increasing in

α.12 Unlike in the case without exploitation distortions, however, whether naive consumers benefit

12 This robust result does not depend on assuming a homogenous distortion but follows from the fact that naive
consumers are more profitable. As a result, if in a competitive equilibrium the sophisticated consumers’ utility would
strictly decrease as α increases to α′, a firm could deviate and offer the equilibrium contract for the case of α—which
consumers strictly prefer—and earn positive profits as it would attract relatively more naive consumers.
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from or are hurt by the presence of sophisticated consumers is in general ambiguous. Because

competition forces firms to hand back the unanticipated payments from naive consumers, when

more fellow consumers are naive, naive consumers get a larger fraction of this unanticipated payment

handed back to them. But when more consumers are naive, firms also focus more on exploiting naive

consumers, increasing the exploitation distortion borne by all consumers. Which effect dominates

depends on the exact form of the exploitation cost function k(·). See Armstrong (2015) for a much

more complete analysis of how naive and sophisticated consumers affect each other in equilibrium.

Behavioral First Welfare Theorem. Another interesting property of the perfectly com-

petitive outcome is that it satisfies a kind of “behavioral first welfare theorem:” it maximizes

consumers’ perceived utility (which equals Us(α) ≡ v − f(α)) subject to a zero-profit constraint

(f(α) = c+ k(a(α))− αa(α))—that is, subject to the economy’s resource constraints. The logic is

in fact general to the current section’s models: under perfect competition, consumers end up with

a product they would be willing to choose if all products on which firms earn non-negative profits

were available in the market. Firms are simply selling what consumers want to buy. If this was not

the case, a firm could profitably offer a product consumers strictly prefer, undermining the logic of

a fully competitive equilibrium.

This simple observation is related to a common question in seminars, and especially popular

discussions: “whose fault is it” that consumers end up with suboptimal outcomes? We refrain

from making moral judgements on the issue, but think that the above clarifies: firms do not

necessarily have to be malicious in any sense for inefficient outcomes to occur. Indeed, even if firms

have no explicit theory of consumer behavior, but are able to somehow find the profit-maximizing

product, the same equilibrium obtains. Furthermore, even if firms do want to help consumers, in

a competitive market they have little scope to do so. As pointed out in Appendix B of Gottlieb

and Smetters (2012), the same equilibrium outcome remains an equilibrium in a model in which

one profit-maximizing firm competes with firms that attempt to maximize consumer welfare but

must break even. These altruistic firms cannot offer consumers a deal that they are willing to

accept and that yields higher welfare. We think of the outcome as due to the interaction between

profit-maximizing firms with a deceptive technology and consumers’ reaction to that technology.
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We should note, however, that it will be more difficult to see firms in such an innocent light in

Section 4, where they also manipulate consumer perceptions. In addition, when firms have market

power, they do have scope for increasing consumer utility if they wanted to. As a case in point,

Bubb and Kaufman (2013) develop a model of how mutuals—companies jointly owned by their

customers—as well as nonprofit firms treat consumers who might be naive. They assume that

managers of such companies have less financial incentives and incur a cost of exploiting customers,

so that in equilibrium these firms charge (what we would call) a higher anticipated price and a

lower additional price. Bubb and Kaufman (2013) offer evidence from the financial service market

in the US that mutually owned firms offer lower penalties—e.g., default interest rates—and what

they (reasonably) interpret as higher anticipated prices—such as higher introductory interest rates.

2.5 Example: Deriving the Additional Price from Primitives

So far, we have discussed the economic implications of hidden prices in a reduced-form model with

an exogenously specified additional price. We now show for a simple example how the additional

price, and the distortion it generates, can be derived from a more basic model of consumer mistakes.

Specifically, we sketch a simplified version of Heidhues and Kőszegi (2010)—which itself builds on

the pioneering approaches of DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004) and Eliaz and Spiegler (2006)—to

provide a microfoundation for the additional price in a model of a credit market with partially naive

time-inconsistent consumers.13 We focus on two-part-tariffs, but the economic logic is the same

with general contracts. Also, for simplicity we focus on a perfectly competitive market (t = 0).

In our three-period model, consumers may borrow money from lenders who have access to

funds at zero interest and have no costs of making loan offers. In period 0, lenders make loan offers

(b, r, d) that consist of a borrowed amount b, and interest rate r, and a discount d that—depending

on the application—can be thought of as airline miles, cash back, or other credit-card perks. Upon

observing the loan offers, consumers decide whether to accept a loan offer, and if so, which one. The

utility of not accepting any offer is normalized to zero. Those consumers who borrowed b decide

how much of their outstanding debt to repay in period 1. The remaining debt incurs interest and

13 We developed this simplified version in Heidhues and Kőszegi (2017).
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has to be repaid in period 2. So if q ∈ [0, b] is the chosen repayment in period 1, the consumer

needs to repay (b− q)(1 + r) in period 2.

Crucially, consumers have a time-inconsistent taste for immediate gratification. Self 0’s utility,

which we take as relevant for welfare, is u(b)− q − (1 + r)(b− q) + d, where we assume that u′ >

0, u′′ < 0 and that u′(0) > 1 and limb→∞ u
′(b) < 1. Self 0 hence trades off the benefit from borrowing

(as well as the discount) with the total cost of repayment. Self 1, however, downweights period-2

repayment costs by a factor β satisfying 1/2 < β ≤ 1, choosing q to minimize q+β(1+r)(b−q). Self

0 has point beliefs β̂ about her future β; that is, she believes that self 1 will choose q to minimize

q+ β̂(b− q)(1 + r). A consumer chooses a contract or the outside option to maximize her perceived

utility, given her prediction about her own future behavior. Lenders know consumers’ beliefs β̂, and

conditional on β̂, there are two consumer types: sophisticated—who have β = β̂—and naive—who

have β = βn < β̂.14 Note that since firms’ and consumers’ total utility is u(b) − b, social welfare

depends only on the amount borrowed, and the efficient amount of borrowing satisfies u′(b) = 1.

We think of the firm as solving two interrelated problems: identifying the optimal contract

that provides a given perceived utility û to consumers, and identifying the optimal û. The main

economic insights derive from the former part, so we solve this part. Observe that naive borrowers

are willing to repay all of their loans in period 2 if βn(1 + r) ≤ 1, so that the highest interest rate

at which they are willing to delay repayment is r = (1 − βn)/βn. When setting this interest rate,

the firm can collect interest of (1 − βn)b/βn from consumers. For this interest rate, β̂(1 + r) > 1,

so all borrowers expect to repay their loans in period 1, and sophisticated consumers actually do.

An optimal contract that generates unanticipated interest payments must solve

max
b,d

(b+ α(1− βn)b/βn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
actual repayment

−d− b

subject to u(b)− b︸︷︷︸
expected repayment

+d = û.

14 The assumption that all consumers have the same beliefs at the time of contracting allows us to sidestep screening
issues, including those we discuss in Section 3. Since all consumers have the same beliefs and preferences in period
0, they choose between contracts in the same way.
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Solving the constraint for d and plugging it into the maximand yields

max
b

α(1− βn)b/βn︸ ︷︷ ︸
unant. interest

+u(b)− b︸ ︷︷ ︸
social surplus

−û.

Hence,15 the profit-maximizing loan size b satisfies u′(b) = 1−α(1−βn)/βn, and is therefore above

the socially optimal level. Intuitively, the firm sets a high interest rate for delaying repayment

that naive consumers do not expect to pay, but in the end do pay. These additional payments

correspond to the additional price in our reduced-form model, and the amount consumers expect

to pay to the anticipated price. Furthermore, to increase the amount of unexpected interest naive

consumers pay, the firm induces overborrowing. Since all consumers get the same loan and hence

all consumers overborrow, this distortion corresponds to a homogenous exploitation distortion in

our reduced-form model. Nevertheless, sophisticated consumers benefit from the presence of naive

consumers: in a perfectly competitive market, d = αrb, so sophisticated consumers obtain credit

below cost. In Heidhues and Kőszegi (2010), we argue that these properties have close parallels

in real-life credit-card markets. Most credit cards do not charge interest on any purchases if a

borrower pays the entire balance due within a one-month grace period, but deferring repayment to

later carries large interest charges and potentially other fees.

A surprising feature of the equilibrium is that borrowing is discretely higher than optimal for any

βn < β̂—that is, for an arbitrarily small amount of naivete. The consumer’s small misprediction

of her future preferences leads to a large welfare loss because the optimal contract hones in on and

exacerbates her mistake: even though she mispredicts her future preference by only a little, she

mispredicts her future behavior by a lot, and with time inconsistency this has serious consequences.

By honing in on and exacerbating the mistake and thereby collecting a high additional price, the

firm can offer the most attractive-looking deal up front.

15 Observe that if a lender would set an interest rate at which sophisticated borrowers expect to delay repayment,
this anticipated interest payment would feature in the participation constraint. As the rewritten objective function
indicates, the lender earns lower profits when making loan offers that do not generate unanticipated interest.
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2.6 Identifying Hidden Prices from Market Data

In the course of our review, we discuss a variety of evidence indicating that in many markets firms

are interacting with consumers who are not all rational. In a similar vein, we discuss how models

of consumer mistakes can help explain a variety of evidence on market outcomes, and since most

researchers also argue that it is difficult to find reasonable classical explanations for the same pat-

terns, these patterns also constitute evidence of consumer mistakes. In all these instances, however,

researchers have used special data opportunities, unique market features, or specific theoretical ar-

guments to (directly or indirectly) document consumer mistakes. An important question we are

often asked by regulatory agencies is whether there are any telltale signs that hidden prices are

important in a market. Economic principles suggest a few possible “cook-book” approaches for

regulators who have access to price and demand data. While researchers have used some of these

approaches in individual cases, we are unaware of a synthesis in the literature, and provide some

rough ideas here.16 We hope future research will address this question more deeply and systemat-

ically.

Responsiveness to Equivalent Price Changes. In all cases, we suppose that the product

is potentially subject to two prices, f and a. If the price of a product is f + a, then with classical

consumers the responsiveness of demand to an increase in f should be the same as the responsiveness

of demand to an increase in a. Chetty et al. (2009) use this observation in the context of alcohol

consumption in the US. Alcohol is subject to two kinds of taxes, an excise tax and a sales tax,

and while the excise tax is included in the price posted in the store, the sales tax is added only at

the register. Furthermore, these taxes vary considerably across states. Chetty et al. find a major

violation of the above rationality principle: demand is much more responsive to excise taxes than

to sales taxes.

Asymmetric Demand Responses. Suppose that f is the price for a base good and a is the

per-unit price of an add-on to the base good. A consumer’s type θ is drawn from the interval [θ, θ]

that admits a density g(θ), and the θ’s are ordered such that for any prices, it is the consumers with

16 We developed these preliminary ideas together with Takeshi Murooka, whom we want to especially thank for
letting us use them in our survey.
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higher types who buy the base good. A consumer’s utility is quasilinear in money and the utility

from the product and the add-ons, with her marginal utility of money being normalized to 1. Her

outside option has a fixed utility level independent of prices in this market. Let Dθ(a) be the add-

on demand of consumer θ conditional on purchasing the base good, and Vθ(f, a) the consumer’s

perceived indirect utility from purchasing the product when prices are (f, a).17 In addition, let

D̃θ(a) be the consumer’s perceived add-on demand for a given a; for a rational consumer, we

have D̃θ(a) = Dθ(a). Finally, let xb(f, a) and xa(f, a) be the total base-good demand and add-on

demand, respectively.18 Suppose we start from a given market situation (f, a), where the consumer

who is indifferent between purchasing and not purchasing the base product has type θ0.

By the envelope theorem,

∂Vθ(f, a)

∂a
= −D̃θ(a) = D̃θ(a)

∂Vθ(f, a)

∂f
. (6)

Because small price changes only affect a marginal consumer’s decision to purchase the base good,

this immediately implies that
∂xb(f,a)
∂a

∂xb(f,a)
∂f

= D̃θ0(a). (7)

Equation (7) implies that the base-good demand of rational consumers (D̃θ(a) = Dθ(a)) responds

to the add-on price relative to the base-good price exactly in proportion to add-on demand. For

instance, if the marginal printer consumer uses 40 cartridges for the printer, then a $1 change in the

cartridge price should have the same effect on printer demand as a $40 change in the printer price—

these have the same effect on the marginal consumer’s total ownership costs. Shui and Ausubel’s

(2004) test of borrower rationality in the credit-card market tests exactly this prediction. They

think of the introductory interest rate as the base-good price and of the post-introductory interest

rate as the add-on price, and find that the above ratio is far below the rational level. Based on

Equation (7), the natural interpretation is that consumers underestimate their own add-on demand,

i.e., long-term borrowing in the credit-card case.

17 The perceived indirect utility of a consumer θ conditional on purchasing is Vθ(f, a) = Uθ(D̃θ(a), 1)−f −aD̃θ(a),
where Uθ(d, b) is the perceived direct utility of consuming d units of the add-on and b ∈ {0, 1} units of the base good.
We suppose that consumers’ perceived preferences satisfy the usual regularity condition so that the perceived add-on
demand is characterized through its marginal utility being equal to the add-on price.

18 That is xb(f, a) =
∫ θ̄
θ0
g(θ)dθ and xa(f, a) =

∫ θ̄
θ0
Dθ(a)g(θ)dθ.
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Using that
∂xa(f, a)

∂f
=
∂xb(f, a)

∂f
Dθ0(a),

we can rewrite Equation (7) in the following way:

∂xb(f, a)

∂a
=
∂xa(f, a)

∂f
· D̃θ0(a)

Dθ0(a)
. (8)

For a rational consumer (D̃θ(a) = Dθ(a)), Equation (8) reduces to the well-known Slutsky equation.

For consumers who might mispredict add-on demand, we think of Equation (8) as the misprediction-

augmented Slutsky equation: it says that the extent to which Slutsky symmetry is violated equals

the extent to which marginal consumers underestimate add-on demand. As a result, testing Slutsky

symmetry not only provides a test of consumer rationality, it also gives a quantitative estimate of

consumers’ degree of irrationality. We are unaware of empirical work using exactly this test.

The misprediction-augmented Slutsky equation has an interpretation beyond the setting of

products with add-ons. Namely, the same logic applies to any setting in which a consumer purchases

one good, and then has a chance to purchase a complementary good. Take, for example, cigarette

consumption. Suppose that the initial decision of whether to buy the base good is whether to smoke

a cigarette, and the demand function Dθ(a) represents the additional smoking if the consumer

smokes the initial cigarette. Then, D̃θ0(a) < Dθ0(a) means that the consumer underestimates the

addictiveness of smoking the current cigarette. In this reinterpretation of the model, Equation (8)

says that if the consumer is rational, the responsiveness of future cigarette demand to current price

should be the same as the responsiveness of current cigarette consumption to the (net present value

of) future price. Without emphasizing it, Becker et al. (1994) document a strong violation of this

condition consistent with consumers’ underestimation of the addictiveness of cigarettes.

Optimal Price Setting by Firms. In addition to such demand-side tests, we can use a more

structural approach, exploiting the assumption that firms set profit-maximizing prices. Suppose a

profit-maximizing firm with marginal cost c of producing the add-on is setting (f, a). Consider an

infinitesimal increase ∆a in a combined with a decrease of D̃θ0(a)∆a of f . Since this leaves the

marginal consumer indifferent, it does not affect the number of consumers who purchase the base
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good. For (f, a) to be profit-maximizing, we must therefore have19∫ θ

θ0

[
(a− c)D′θ(a) +Dθ(a)

]
g(θ)dθ − (1−G(θ0))D̃θ0(a) = 0.

Rearranging gives

a− c
a
·
a
∫ θ
θ0
D′θ(a)g(θ)dθ∫ θ

θ0
Dθ(a)g(θ)dθ

+ 1 =
D̃θ0(a)

Dθ0(a)
· Dθ0(a)∫ θ

θ0
Dθ(a)g(θ)dθ/(1−G(θ0))

.

In more intuitive terms, we get the following expression for the optimal markup:

a− c
a

=

(
− 1

elasticity of add-on demand

)
(9)

·
(

1− marginal consumer’s perceived add-on demand

marginal consumer’s add-on demand
· marginal consumer’s add-on demand

average add-on demand

)
.

Absent consumer mistakes, firms want to target price cuts to marginal consumers. Hence, if

marginal consumers demand more of the add-on than do average consumers, then we would expect

the add-on to be sold below cost. In contrast, if the marginal consumer has little add-on demand,

then the add-on should be sold above cost. To see a potential application, consider again the

credit-card industry. There, it is plausible that marginal consumers—being poorer—have a higher

demand for credit than do inframarginal consumers, so if consumers were rational, credit-card

interest rates should be below the cost of funds—a prediction that is drastically violated. As this

example illustrates, while a precise demand-side test requires price responsiveness data, to predict

the sign of the markup it often suffices to know the ratio between marginal and average add-on

demand.

We want to emphasize that because consumer behavior and firm pricing can be driven by specific

considerations outside our simple framework, the above screening tests should only be the start,

and not the end of investigating a market. Following the failure of one of the above screening tests,

a more in-depth theoretical and empirical analysis is needed to understand firm and consumer

behavior.

19 Below, we denote the cumulative distribution function of θ by G.
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3 Price Discrimination with Naive Consumers

Price discrimination—treating different consumers differently—is an extensively studied topic in

industrial organization. The classical approach typically presumes that the consumer heterogene-

ity motivating price discrimination pertains to preferences. In this section, we review a growing

literature that studies price discrimination when consumer heterogeneity pertains to naivete. Such

naivete-based discrimination raises theoretically novel issues. With rational consumers, a con-

sumer’s (potentially stochastic) behavior and her ex-ante beliefs about her behavior coincide. With

naive consumers, they may not, raising two new motives for discrimination. First, a firm may want

to discriminate between consumers who have the same ex-post preferences (and hence behavior)

but different ex-ante beliefs. Since consumers with different beliefs choose from available offers in

different ways, it is possible to induce self-selection among them (i.e., screen them). This leads to

second-degree price discrimination, which we discuss in Section 3.1.20 Second, a firm may want

to discriminate between consumers who have the same ex-ante beliefs but behave differently ex

post. Since consumers with the same ex-ante beliefs (and ex-ante preferences) always choose from

available options in the same way, it is impossible to induce self-selection among them. Hence, dis-

crimination must be based on other information. This leads to third-degree price discrimination,

which we study in Section 3.2.

A useful illustration of the above distinction is the contrast between environments in which

sophisticated consumers can versus cannot avoid the additional price. If sophisticated consumers

can avoid the additional price—as in the case of credit-card interest, for instance—then both naive

and sophisticated consumers believe that they will not pay the additional price. The consumers

therefore often choose from contracts in the same way, so it may not be possible to screen them.

If sophisticated consumers cannot avoid the additional price—as with mutual-fund management

fees all consumers pay—then consumers have different ex-ante beliefs, so it is possible to screen

them. For instance, a naive but not sophisticated consumer is willing to take a small cut in the

anticipated price along with a large increase in the additional price.

Although not conclusive, some evidence indicates that firms engage in both second-degree and

20 Our review of second-degree naivete-based discrimination has benefitted from Kőszegi (2014).
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third-degree naivete-based discrimination. Gurun et al. (2016) document that lenders targeted less

sophisticated populations with ads for expensive mortgages. Ru and Schoar (2016) find that the

offers credit-card companies send to less educated borrowers feature more back-loaded payments,

including low introductory interest rates but high late fees, penalty interest rates, and over-the-

limit fees. These patterns are consistent with third-degree price discrimination. In addition, Ru

and Schoar also find that issuers attempt to screen consumers with menus of offers: cards combine

rewards programs that appeal to less-sophisticated consumers with more back-loaded terms, and

miles programs that appeal mainly to sophisticated consumers with more front-loaded fees.

3.1 Second-Degree Naivete-Based Discrimination

Naivete Regarding Time Inconsistency. Starting with Eliaz and Spiegler (2006), a sizable

theoretical literature studies screening potentially naive consumers according to their beliefs. Eliaz

and Spiegler analyze perhaps the purest version of this issue, considering consumers who have the

same ex-post preferences, but are differentially naive regarding those preferences at the time of

contracting. Specifically, a monopolist firm (or principal) offers a consumer (or agent) a contract

that is contingent on an action the consumer will take later. The firm knows that the consumer’s

preferences will change by the time of the action, but a partially naive consumer assigns positive

probability to her preferences not changing. Furthermore, the consumer is time-inconsistent, eval-

uating her action differently ex ante and ex post. This induces two effects. First, as in Section

5.2 below, the consumer prefers to commit her future behavior, and the firm wants to cater to

this demand. Second, as in models of hidden pricing above, the firm wants to extract money from

the consumer’s misprediction of her own behavior—charging her a low fee if she does not change

her mind and a high fee if she does. Eliaz and Spiegler show that—unlike in a classical screening

model—near-sophisticated consumers are always pooled with sophisticated consumers and get the

efficient contract that fully commits future behavior. Consider instead a contract that lowers the

anticipated price and introduces a fee if the consumer changes her mind. This allows the firm

to make a little money on near-sophisticated consumers’ slightly wrong beliefs about paying the

fee. The contract, however, is very attractive to much more naive consumers—who grossly under-
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estimate the probability of paying the fee—increasing the information rent that must be paid to

these consumers. Eliaz and Spiegler (2008) establish that the same result obtains if the consumer

is not time inconsistent, but merely uncertain about her future preferences. Consumers who are

sufficiently naive, however, get a contract with which they mispredict their future behavior.

In Heidhues and Kőszegi (2010), we analyze a model of a competitive credit market in which

consumers differ in their beliefs about their time-inconsistency, β̂, and for any β̂ they may be

partially naive or sophisticated. We solve the case in which firms can observe β̂, and provide

conditions under which consumers self-select into the same contracts even when firms cannot observe

β̂. Relatedly, in Heidhues and Kőszegi (2017, Appendix I.A), we analyze a variant of the credit-

market model introduced in Section 2.5, and identify conditions under which all consumers borrow

the same amount and pay the same interest as when β̂ is observable to firms. Heidhues and Kőszegi

(2010) illustrates the logic of self-selection through an example. Consider a consumer looking to

buy a TV on sale financed using store credit that does not accrue interest for six months, but

carries high interest and potentially penalties if she fails to pay back the loan within six months.

A fancier TV is a better deal for two reasons: it comes with a larger discount and the larger loan’s

interest-free period is more valuable. To take advantage of the deal, however, the consumers needs

to repay the full amount within six months; the larger the outstanding loan, the harder it is to

do so. Hence, consumers choose TV’s based on their beliefs about their ability to exert enough

self-control to pay back the loan in time, sorting perfectly according to β̂. This logic, however,

requires assumptions on the distribution of types to guarantee that better TV’s are more attractive

for consumers repaying early and less attractive for consumers repaying late. We are unaware

of analyses under more general conditions, and more broadly do not know of further research on

screening under competition in the types of models in Section 2 when sophisticated consumers can

avoid the additional price.

General Naivete. Johnen (2017b) compares monopolistic and competitive screening in a mar-

ket where consumers can buy the product over multiple periods, and firms can automatically renew

an uncanceled contract. Naive consumers overestimate their likelihood of canceling (for instance

due to overconfidence regarding their limited memory or naivete regarding their future procrasti-
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nation), and firms take advantage by automatically renewing and raising the price. Sophisticated

consumers are attentive and correctly forecast their switching behavior, so the more the monopolist

attempts to attract and then exploit naive consumers by a low price followed by a high price, the

more sophisticated consumers can take advantage by signing up and then switching. Since—as

in Eliaz and Spiegler (2006)—the aggressive exploitation of naive consumers implies that the mo-

nopolist must give sophisticated consumers a greater information rent, monopolists exploit naive

consumers less than under full information. In contrast, under competition the full-information

equilibrium—in which naive consumers are heavily exploited—remains an equilibrium whenever

sophisticated consumers prefer their undistorted price offers to naive consumers’ distorted offers.

For these parameters, competition leads to a higher exploitation distortion than does monopoly.

Heidhues et al. (2017) model a competitive market in which firms can offer both a superior

product—e.g., an index fund that is cheap to run—and an inferior product—e.g., a managed

fund that generates more expenses than extra returns. Again thinking of management fees as the

additional price, this is a situation where all consumers must pay the additional price. A natural

separating equilibrium often arises: sophisticated consumers buy the superior product at a low

(competitive) total price, but because naive consumers ignore the additional price, they buy the

inferior product at a high total price. This is especially true if a floor on the front load—e.g., due

to mutual-fund regulations discussed above—leads to positive profits on the inferior product.

Naivete about Health and Insurance. In the models we have discussed so far, a firm screens

only with respect to consumers’ beliefs. Yet in many economic settings, there are classical reasons

for screening as well, and a natural question is how naivete-based discrimination affects outcomes

in such settings. Perhaps the most important example is insurance. Sandroni and Squintani (2010)

study a competitive insurance market with low-risk and high-risk consumers, some of whom are

overconfident: they believe themselves to be low-risk when in fact they are high-risk. Because low-

risk and overconfident consumers have the same beliefs, they cannot be screened, so whenever they

buy, they must buy the same insurance contract. The price of this contract must in turn reflect

the presence of some high-risk consumers, so that it is a bad deal (i.e., actuarially unfair) given

consumers’ beliefs. In contrast to the prediction of the classic insurance model of Rothschild and
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Stiglitz (1976), therefore, there may be a group of consumers who prefer not to buy any insurance.

Note that naive consumers have a qualitatively different effect on sophisticated consumers in

Sandroni and Squintani’s model than in our bare-bones model. In our main model, naive consumers

cross-subsidize sophisticated ones, so that the presence of naive consumers benefits sophisticated

consumers. Here, overconfident consumers render the low-risk insurance contract more expensive

while leaving the price of the high-risk contract unchanged, hurting sophisticated consumers.21

Schumacher (2016) models an insurance market in which consumers—in contrast to the US but

in line with other institutional settings—select a long-term health-insurance contract. Sophisticated

consumers engage in a healthy lifestyle, and naive consumers believe that they will do the same, but

they do not. With fixed and inflexible contracts, naive consumers exert a negative externality on

sophisticated consumers because they select the same contract and generate higher expenses. But

when firms can offer long-term flexible contracts that allow consumers to switch among insurance

options, all consumers initially select partial insurance, and while sophisticated consumers stick to

it, naive consumers switch to full insurance after realizing that they did not take care of themselves.

Because naive consumers are locked in ex post, their firm extracts their extra benefit from switching

to full insurance, increasing the ex post profits firms earn from naive consumers. As a result, the

transfer from sophisticated to naive consumers is reduced, and sophisticated consumers may even

benefit from the presence of naive consumers.

A basic testable implication of classical models of insurance markets with heterogeneity in risk,

including Akerlof (1970) and Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976), is that higher-risk types purchase more

extensive insurance. Contrary to this prediction, empirical research has often found no correlation

or a negative correlation between risk and insurance coverage (see Chiappori and Salanie, 2000;

Finkelstein and McGarry, 2006, for instance). Spinnewijn (2013) provides a way of accounting for

these findings based on consumers’ potentially naive and heterogeneous beliefs in a model with

both moral hazard and asymmetric information. In such a setting, consumers who are initially

identical with respect to underlying health could have different beliefs regarding both the level of

health risk they face and the sensitivity of their health risk to lifestyle. The insurance coverage a

21 See Armstrong (2015) for a detailed discussion of the effects naive and sophisticated consumers have on each
other.
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consumer purchases depends on the former belief, while her health behavior—and therefore also

her resulting risk type—depends also on the latter. As a result, the correlation between insurance

coverage and risk depends on the correlation between the two beliefs.

3.2 Third-Degree Naivete-Based Discrimination and Privacy

We now turn to situations in which firms engage in third-degree naivete-based discrimination—they

use outside information about naivete to discriminate between consumers. Because the primary

way in which firms can obtain such information is by obtaining data on consumers from various

sources, this issue is pertinent to the current concerns about privacy on the internet.

To motivate our discussion, we first argue (based loosely on Johnen, 2017a) that in competitive

situations firms are more likely to engage in third-degree naivete-based discrimination than in

classical third-degree price discrimination, so that understanding naivete-based discrimination is

extremely important. In a competitive environment with classical consumers, information about

an individual is of limited value, and hence firms are unlikely to seek it. Even with preference

heterogeneity, if all goods are offered at marginal cost, a rational consumer simply self-selects and

buys the product that matches her preferences best. The same is not true for naive and sophisticated

consumers with the same initial beliefs. As we have mentioned, these consumers make identical

choices at the contracting stage and hence cannot be screened. Furthermore, when sophisticated

consumers can costlessly avoid paying the additional price and are therefore less profitable than

naive consumers, or consumers differ in their profitability for another reason, firms have an incentive

to identify naive consumers. And with firms’ fast-growing ability to collect and analyze consumer

data, it seems safe to assume that they respond to this incentive.

In Heidhues and Kőszegi (2017), we study naivete-based discrimination in a model similar to

our bare-bones model above. To illustrate a key difference between naivete-based and classical

preference-based price discrimination, the paper uses the example a monopolistic bank that sells

bank accounts and overdraft services to consumers. Some of its consumers use the overdraft service

heavily while others do so only rarely. Wanting to serve all customers as well as to benefit from heavy

users’ high demand for overdraft services, the bank charges a high overdraft fee and a relatively
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low account maintenance fee. The high overdraft fee, in turn, leads customers to overdraft less

than what would be socially optimal. How will the bank react when it is able to identify the two

customer groups? When engaging in preference-based price discrimination, a bank that gains the

ability to discriminate low and heavy overdraft consumers, can now offer them different contracts.

To increase its profits, the bank will lower the overdraft fee for heavy users and thereby increase

social welfare, which it can extract through an increase in the maintenance fee.22 In sharp contrast,

when heavy users overdraft unexpectedly and by mistake, the bank will react to its new information

by increasing the overdraft fee to heavy users, lowering social welfare. When heavy users overdraft

unexpectedly, they are not willing to pay a much higher maintenance fee in exchange for a lower

overdraft fee, as they do not anticipate benefiting from the lower overdraft fee. Hence, the only

way to profit from these consumers is through a high overdraft fee.

More generally, we confirm that in both the monopolistic and imperfectly competitive cases,

naivete-based discrimination is never Pareto-improving, and derive how the aggregate welfare im-

pact depends on the type of exploitation distortion in the market. With homogenous distortions,

naivete-based discrimination lowers welfare if the exploitation distortion k(·) satisfies a—we argue

weak and empirically identifiable—specific condition. In the contracting setting of Section 2.5,

for instance, a sufficient condition is that consumers’ consumption-utility function u(·) satisfies

prudence, which is a standard assumption and in line with empirical results. Intuitively, in that

setting naivete-based discrimination leads firms to increase overlending to more naive borrowers and

to decrease overlending to more sophisticated ones. But because increasing the distortionary over-

borrowing by a given amount is more harmful then decreasing it by the same amount is beneficial,

the information will typically reduce total welfare.

In contrast, with sophisticated-side distortions perfect naivete-based discrimination always max-

imizes welfare: knowing that sophisticated consumers cannot be exploited, firms avoid setting an

additional price when selling to a sophisticated consumer, eliminating any distortion; and when

selling to a naive consumers, by assumption the additional price creates no distortion, so that total

22 Similarly, not needing to worry anymore that attractive conditions for rare overdraft users will attract high
overdraft users, the bank will lower the low users’ overdraft fee also.
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welfare is maximized.23 Finally, in the case of naive-side distortions, naivete-based discrimination

has no impact on welfare. Intuitively, because the additional price does not affect trade with so-

phisticated consumers, a firm maximizes the ex-post profits from naive consumers, leading it to

offer the same additional price independently of what it knows about consumers’ naivete.

Johnen (2017a) identifies a subtle source of firm profits due to third-degree price discrimination.

To see his argument, take our bare-bones model of Section 2.3, and suppose that firm 0 (but not

firm 1) can perfectly identify whether consumers in a given group are naive or sophisticated, and

make different offers to these consumers. Such informational advantage could arise, for instance,

if firm 0 has pre-existing customers whose behavior it can observe and analyze. Suppose also that

products are homogenous (t = 0). Then, firm 1 cannot make a profitable offer below the average

profitability of attracting a customer in that group, so that its anticipated price must be no less

than c − αamax. Knowing this, firm 0 can set the anticipated price for naive consumers at (or

slightly below) c− αamax, guaranteeing profits of (1− α)amax > 0 per naive consumer.

3.3 Other Motives for Discrimination

A few papers study price discrimination when naive consumers are present, but naivete is not

the dimension along which firms discriminate. Grubb (2015a) asks how naivete affects classical

preference-based discrimination. He considers services, such as mobile phones and bank overdraft

protection, for which consumers may not know the marginal price of the next unit of service. If

consumers correctly anticipate their probability of running into penalties, inattention to marginal

prices actually facilitates efficient screening by firms. Intuitively, penalty fees for high usage pre-

vent high-value consumers from taking the contracts offered to low-value consumers; yet because

consumers do not know when they apply, these fees do not distort the consumption of low-value

consumers.

Hoffmann et al. (2014) also study the effect of naivete on a type of preference-based discrim-

ination. They consider a model in which each product has two dimensions, and firms—having

23 Kosfeld and Schüwer (2017) analyze a model in the Gabaix-Laibson tradition in which a firm receives a signal
about a consumer’s naivete after the consumer signs on, but before the bank sets the add-on price. Since this is a
market with a sophisticated-side distortion, if the signal is perfect there is no inefficiency.
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obtained information about the consumer’s preferences—reveal a consumer’s utility in the dimen-

sion in which her utility is higher. Although such “selective disclosure” is biased, it still provides

useful information, and hence raises consumer welfare unless consumers are naive about the bias,

competition is limited, and firms are able to price discriminate.

To shed light on the role of privacy and data protection, Huck and Weizsäcker (2015) develop a

model in which player A—say a consumer—interacts with player B—say a firm—and their transac-

tion generates greater surplus if A shares more information with B. The problem, however, is that

B may sell this information to player C, who can use the information in a way that harms A (for

instance because C can price discriminate and extract more rent from A in another market). For

any price that B may ask for the information, the types of C who buy are the ones who hurt A more

(e.g., by being able to extract more rent from her). Huck and Weizsäcker allow for player A to be

naive in the sense that she does not foresee the possibility of B selling information about her. They

find that the presence of naive consumers makes the market for information more profitable, and

hence naive consumers exert a negative externality on sophisticated consumers, whose data is also

leaked more often. A regulatory intervention that makes it more difficult for B to sell information

may make a partially naive A—who underestimates the harm selling the information to C can do

to her—worse off by providing a false sense of safety.

4 Perception Externalities

In this section, we discuss situations in which a firm’s behavior affects not only how a consumer

perceives the firm’s offer, but also how she perceives alternative offers. In this sense, a firm exerts

an externality on rivals through how and whether a consumer thinks about the rival’s product.

Note that when generally interpreted, the classical industrial-organization topic of persuasive

advertising—whereby advertising shifts a firm’s demand curve—fits the above definition of compe-

tition with perception externalities. Persuasive advertising is probably based at least in part on

psychological mechanisms.24 Some of the models we discuss below can also be interpreted as being

24 Indeed, early writers in industrial organization had a rich—partly psychological—view of advertising that went
beyond the information-provision view that dominated the second half of the 20th century. For example, Kaldor (1950)
suggests that some advertising “attempts to influence the behavior of the consumer, not so much by enabling him
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about persuasive advertising. But because much of the classical work is not based on psychological

foundations, we do not review it here. For a review, see Bagwell (2007).

4.1 Educating, Confusing, and Manipulating

We first consider the possibility that a firm can take steps to help or hinder consumers in under-

standing the choices available in the market. We illustrate some of the main economic forces using

a single framework that builds on that of Section 2, allowing us to sidestep mixed-strategy pricing

equilibria. But we also comment on how the logic plays out in other models.

From an abstract point of view, most models in this subsection posit that a firm chooses not

only price(s), but also an action that affects whether a consumer can find the best product available

in the market.25 Several papers investigate the theoretical aspects of such games. Piccione and

Spiegler (2012) analyze a framework in which the probability that a consumer can compare products

depends in a general way on firms’ price-framing choices, and a consumer chooses a default option

if she cannot compare products. Spiegler (2014) generalizes this framework by positing that firms’

marketing messages induce a distribution of possible frames, and in combination with the firms’

products, the frame determines the probabilities with which a consumer chooses each product.

Spiegler (2016) provides a comprehensive review of this literature, especially focusing on the issues

at play with obfuscation.

We incorporate specific examples of the above possibilities into the model of Section 2, con-

tinuing to focus on symmetric pure-strategy equilibria, and assuming to start that all consumers

are naive. Specifically, we allow firms to manipulate whether consumers are sophisticated—i.e.,

whether they understand the additional price. Beyond setting its anticipated price fl ≥ f and

additional price al ≤ amax, firm l costlessly chooses whether to make the additional price obscure

or transparent. We distinguish between two extreme forms of this revelation technology. Under an

to plan more intelligently through giving more information, but by forcing a small amount of information through
its sheer prominence to the foreground of consciousness.” When introducing the persuasive view of advertising
Braithwaite (1928) already suggested that “the vast majority [...] [of advertising is] aimed almost exclusively at
‘creating demand.’ [...] Now advertising expenditure as thus defined aims at increasing sales by affecting the mind
of the consumer. By various appeals it induces him to change his subjective valuation of the commodity.” Along
these lines Copeland writes that “[a]dvertising aims to educate consumers’ tastes. Effective advertising is carried on
in anticipation of a demand for itself which it produces” (Cherington and Copeland, 1925).

25 The exceptions are the search-cost and dynamic models we discuss at the end of the subsection.
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education-favoring technology, consumers become sophisticated if at least one firm chooses trans-

parency. Such a technology is assumed in Gabaix and Laibson (2006) and much of the literature

following it, where it is often labelled as unshrouding or educating the consumer. In contrast,

under a confusion-favoring technology, consumers remain naive if at least one firm chooses price

obscurity. A version of this assumption is made in Chioveanu and Zhou (2013), and other papers

on strategic complexity. Both assumptions satisfy what Piccione and Spiegler (2012) call weighted

regularity: each firm has a comparability choice that is imposed on the other firm whether or not

the other firm likes it. Piccione and Spiegler show that under this assumption, the game-theoretic

analysis of equilibrium is relatively simple.

As will be clear momentarily, outcomes can depend crucially on whether we are in an education-

favoring or a confusion-favoring market. Unfortunately, however, we are unaware of any research on

which assumption—or what mix of the assumptions—is more appropriate, and in what situation.

This gap in the literature calls for both theoretical and empirical research. As argued also by

Spiegler (2015), we need more structured theories of consumer naivete to help us understand what

features or arguments lead consumers to understand products. And we need empirical work that

sheds light on the determinants of consumer mistakes in different markets.

The question also arises what we mean by consumer education or confusion. From the perspec-

tive of the model’s predictions, what matters is whether a consumer can choose the best product

for herself, or chooses randomly; whether she fully understands the products or the incentives of

firms is irrelevant. Hence, any aid that allows the consumer to choose the best product qualifies as

education. Of course, this recognition raises another question: if a consumer does not fully under-

stand the market, what types of communication regarding her best choice does she find credible?

Once again, research on this issue is virtually non-existent.

Given that a firm’s transparency choice is costless, a transparent market is always an equilibrium

with an education-favoring technology, and an obscure market is always an equilibrium with a

confusion-favoring technology. To see this, consider an education-favoring market, and suppose

that all competitors of a firm are educating consumers. Then, all consumers will be sophisticated,

whether or not the firm educates. Being indifferent, the firm is therefore willing to educate. This
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equilibrium, however, is arguably driven purely by the education technology. To shed light on

more of the economics, we ask whether an obscure market is an equilibrium with an education-

favoring technology, and whether a transparent market is an equilibrium with a confusion-favoring

technology. This makes sense especially if transparency choices are costly, undermining the previous

equilibrium based on indifference. Continuing with the education-favoring technology, Heidhues et

al. (2017) show that if an obscure market is an equilibrium when education is costless, then it

becomes the unique equilibrium when education is costly, no matter how small the cost is.

Education-Favoring Technology. Consider the education-favoring technology, and take a

candidate equilibrium with an obscure market in which v > c+ t. As we have shown above, if the

price floor is not binding (f ≤ c + t − amax), then consumer mistakes have no effect on market

outcomes. This immediately implies that no firm has an incentive to educate consumers: even if a

firm did, it would not want to change its total price, and hence could not increase its profits. As a

result, an obscure market is an equilibrium.

Eliaz and Spiegler (2011a,b) arrive at a closely related conclusion using a different approach to

consumer education. In their models, firms can influence what a consumer looks at—in marketing

terminology, her consideration set—but conditional on what she sees, the consumer rationally

applies a well-defined preference. This combination of assumptions captures marketing strategies

that may draw consumers’ attention, but do not provide information or directly affect preferences

too much. A firm may, for instance, position a product in a way that it is more easily noticed, affect

the consumer’s online search, or remind the consumer of disadvantages of a product she already

knows. More specifically, Eliaz and Spiegler (2011a) assumes that each of two firms chooses both

a product and a marketing strategy, and prices are fixed. Consumers automatically consider the

product of a randomly chosen firm, and depending on this default product as well as the rival’s

marketing strategy, they may also consider the rival’s product. Eliaz and Spiegler (2011b) analyzes

a variant of the same model in which each firm chooses a menu, and may include payoff-irrelevant

items in a menu that attract consumer attention. For both models, Eliaz and Spiegler identify

conditions under which there is an equilibrium that generates the same profits as those that obtain

with rational consumers. Nevertheless, because persuading a consumer to consider a product is
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costly, there is a positive probability that a firm offers a socially suboptimal product and the rival

does not persuade the consumer to abandon it. This means that the equilibrium is inefficient, and

because firms’ profits are not affected, all of the inefficiency due to consumers’ bounded rationality

is borne by consumers. These results are reminiscent to those above, as well as several situations

we have discussed in Section 2, where consumer naivete does not necessarily have implications

for firms’ profits, but could nevertheless lower consumer welfare. Unlike above, however, in Eliaz

and Spiegler marketing is used with positive probability. Furthermore, Eliaz and Spiegler establish

that any equilibrium with rational-consumer profits features what they call an “effective marketing

property:” if a firm draws a consumer’s attention purely because of a costly marketing message or

attention grabber, then it ends up selling to the consumer.

The analysis is different if charging an additional price is subject to an exploitation distortion.

Suppose that charging a leads to a homogenous distortion k(a) paid by the firm. In an obscure

market, it must be the case that each firm chooses a(1) satisfying k′(a(1)) = 1, and the firm makes

a profit of a(1) − k(a(1)) from the additional price. In a candidate equilibrium, the anticipated

price then becomes f = c+ t−(a(1)−k(a(1)). But this is not an equilibrium: a firm can deviate by

educating consumers, charging consumers f = c + t + k(a(1)), a = 0, attracting the same number

of consumers while earning higher margins. Intuitively, the firm offers an efficient pricing scheme

instead of an inefficient one, informs consumers of this, and captures as profits the eliminated

deadweight loss. This formalizes a verbal argument by Shapiro (1995), who implicitly assumes an

education-favoring technology, and concludes that a market in which the obscure nature of prices

generates an inefficiency could never arise in equilibrium.

Now suppose that the price floor is binding (f > c+ t− amax). Then, in the candidate obscure

equilibrium, firms’ margins are high, and therefore each firm wants to attract consumers to increase

profits. But since the anticipated price is already at the floor, this is only possible by educating

consumers and lowering the additional price. Would a firm want to do so?

If the total price is lower than consumers’ value (f + amax ≤ v), then the answer is clearly

yes. Intuitively, since consumers value the product highly, a firm can attract more consumers by

educating them about high prices, but at the same time lowering prices a little bit. This insight is a
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variant of a general result by Piccione and Spiegler (2012, Proposition 1) derived in a homogenous

good framework: that if the outside option is irrelevant for consumers’ choices (in Piccione and

Spiegler’s case because firms are restricted to price below consumers’ value) and a firm can educate

consumers, then the Bertrand outcome obtains. In this case, a firm offering a better deal always

wants to make sure consumers understand this, so that firms cannot escape the Bertrand logic.

If the total price is greater than consumers’ value (f + amax > v), however, the logic of the

interaction is different. Then, as explained by Heidhues et al. (2017), if a firm educates consumers

and cuts its additional price by a little bit, consumers’ realization that the price is so high leads

them not to buy. Thus, the firm can attract consumers only if it cuts the additional price by a

discrete margin. Since this may be unprofitable, the firm may prefer not to educate.26

Gabaix and Laibson (2006) identify another reason that firms may not want to educate con-

sumers. As we have explained in Section 2.3, in their model sophisticated consumers inefficiently

avoid the additional price, but benefit from naive consumers through a cross-subsidy. A firm can

educate consumers and propose a low additional price that sophisticated consumers prefer not to

avoid, increasing efficiency. A sophisticated consumer, however, might prefer to trade inefficiently

with another firm and obtain the cross-subsidized price, rather than trade efficiently and receive

no cross-subsidy. As a result, education may not be a profitable marketing strategy. In particular,

because the cross-subsidy the sophisticated consumers like is increasing, and the gain from trading

efficiently is decreasing, in the number of naive consumers, education is less likely when the pro-

portion of naive consumers is high. And because the efficiency gain is increasing in sophisticated

consumers’ avoidance cost, an increase in the avoidance cost makes education more likely.

Heidhues et al. (2017) explore how the decision of whether to educate consumers interacts

with features of the market and the product being sold. As they highlight, deception is especially

stable for bad products that would not survive in the market absent deception. This is easiest

to see when v < c in our basic framework above; in that case, a firm that educates consumers

can charge at most v, which is unprofitable. As a result, a deceptive equilibrium always exists.

26 Formally, when all firms charge prices f, amax, each firm earns (f+amax−c)/2. A firm that educates consumers
can charge a total price of at most v. Even if it captures all consumers, it earns a profit of v − c, which may well be
less than (f + amax − c)/2. If this is the case, the firm does not want to educate.
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The result extends to a multi-product setting with a socially inferior and superior product. If the

superior product is sold competitively, then whenever a firm educates, consumers will purchase the

superior product and hence a firm selling the inferior product will never benefit from educating.

And because the superior product is sold competitively, firms do not earn a positive margin when

doing so, implying that even firms selling the superior product have no incentive to educate. In

the presence of a price floor, then, firms earn positive profits not despite selling an inferior product

but because they sell an inferior product. And the addition of a superior product can expand the

scope for profitable deception by reducing the incentives to educate. As a potential example, firms

have limited incentive to educate consumers about the inferior nature of managed mutual funds,

because consumers would then invest in index funds with very low margins.

More generally, the effect of competition on education depends in complex ways on market

specifics. Heidhues et al. establish that if the floor on the anticipated price is binding and there is

a single socially valuable good (v > c), then with sufficiently many firms in the market an obscure

equilibrium ceases to exist. With many firms vying for the obscure market’s profits, there must

be a firm whose market share and hence profits are very small. This firm can educate consumers

and cut the total price to v, attracting all consumers and earning positive profits bounded away

from zero. In such environments, competition-policy measures that increase the number of firms

help facilitate market transparency. In contrast, because competition in the market for a superior

product lowers the incentive to educate consumers about the inferiority of an alternative product,

competition is not uniformly beneficial.

Wenzel (2014) analyzes the effect of competition in a variant of the Gabaix and Laibson (2006)

setup in which the share of naive consumers who become educated is increasing in the number of

firms who educate, but does not jump to one once a single firm educates. This pattern is plausible

in many settings: consumers may overlook an education attempt or not take it seriously until they

see the same warning again and again. Wenzel argues that—in contrast to the model of Gabaix

and Laibson (2006)—consumer education is more likely to occur in a more competitive market.

For starters, a transparent equilibrium is more likely to exist with more firms. Intuitively, the more

rivals educate, the less likely it is that a consumer is still naive, and hence the less profitable it is
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to try to exploit naive consumers at the cost of cross-subsidizing sophisticated consumers. At the

same time, an obscure equilibrium is also more likely to exist with more firms. Nevertheless, Wenzel

(2014) argues that with many firms reasonable equilibrium selection in the spirit of risk dominance

tends to favor a transparent equilibrium. Intuitively, shrouding is risky in that the pricing can be

exploited by educated consumers, and with more competitors the risk that someone may decide to

educate consumers is weighted higher. A firm that educates does not face such risk.

Murooka (2015) investigates whether commission-motivated intermediaries—such as mortgage

brokers, financial advisors, or insurance salespeople—can be relied upon to educate consumers about

hidden fees. Murooka assumes that a transparent firm (which charges no additional price) and a

deceptive firm (which charges an additional price) compete by choosing prices for consumers and

commissions for intermediaries. Upon learning the firms’ offers, competing intermediaries decide

which product to offer to consumers and whether to educate consumers about the deceptive firm’s

additional price. Murooka shows that an obscure equilibrium exists if and only if the additional price

is large. This means that intermediaries fail to fulfill their role of educating consumers exactly when

that role is most important. Intuitively, when the additional price is large, the deceptive firm can

afford to pay a large commission to intermediaries, who then prefer to sell the deceptive product

to a few consumers rather than attract many consumers by educating. Because intermediaries

need to be bribed not to sell the transparent product, they earn supra-competitive commissions.

And because the commissions are ultimately paid by consumers, consumers are worse off when

intermediaries can educate than when they cannot.

Confusion-Favoring Technology. Now suppose that we are in a confusion-favoring market.

Then, a transparent market is an equilibrium if there is no exploitation distortion and the market

is sufficiently uncompetitive—i.e., t is sufficiently high—for the price floor not to be binding (f ≤

c + t − amax). In particular, if firms set f = c + t − amax, a = amax, then there is nothing to be

gained from confusing consumers: confused consumers choose the firm with the lowest anticipated

price, and a firm cannot profitably lower the anticipated price below c+ t− amax.

If either of the conditions fails, however, a transparent market ceases to exist. Suppose that

there is a homogenous distortion paid by the firm with k(a) > 0 for any a > 0, and the price
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floor is not binding. Then in a transparent market firms choose f = c + t, a = 0, avoiding the

distortion. But this is not an equilibrium: a firm can profitably confuse consumers and increase

a. Unfortunately, therefore, in equilibrium firms confuse consumers exactly when that leads to a

distortion.

Alternatively, suppose that there is no exploitation distortion, but the market is sufficiently

competitive—i.e., t is sufficiently low—for the price floor to be binding (f > c + t − amax). In a

candidate transparent equilibrium, firms set a total price of c+t, and each gets half of the market. A

firm can therefore gain by confusing consumers and setting f, amax: because f is the lowest possible

anticipated price, the firm still gets at least half of the market, and because f+amax > c+t, it has a

higher margin. Hence, the obscure market is the unique equilibrium. This insight captures a general

comparative static obtained by Carlin (2009) and Chioveanu and Zhou (2013) (which we discuss

in more detail below): that as a market becomes competitive, it also becomes obscure. Intuitively,

in a less competitive market firms can maintain high margins by virtue of their market power. In

a competitive market, however, high margins require obfuscation, tending to shift the nature of

the market towards an obscure one. Carlin argues that this prediction is roughly consistent with

evidence by Hortaçsu and Syverson (2004) that in the 1990’s S&P 500 index funds experienced

both significant entry and an increase in fees.

The effect of competition can therefore be radically different with education-favoring and

confusion-favoring technologies: in a very competitive market with a binding price floor and high

consumer value (v ≥ f + amax), a transparent market is the unique equilibrium with an education-

favoring technology, and an obscure market is the unique equilibrium with a confusion-favoring

technology. But the situation is not symmetric. To see this, consider a firm that can unilaterally

affect (either educate or confuse) a small number of consumers, and cannot price discriminate. In

an obscure market, the firm would not benefit much from educating a few consumers: to attract

a significant fraction of them, it would have to lower its margin also on the many consumers who

remain confused. In a transparent market, however, the firm would want to confuse even a few

consumers because it could then sell to these consumers at a high margin. These insights imply

that so long as price discrimination is infeasible, economic forces favor obfuscation rather than
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education in a competitive market, and obfuscation can dominate outcomes even if the scope for

unilateral obfuscation is quite small. Indeed, in the models of Carlin (2009) and Chioveanu and

Zhou (2013) partial education and partial obfuscation are equally feasible, and both papers find

that competition leads to obfuscation. Our logic indicates that if price discrimination is feasible,

then there is more scope for partial education—a firm could educate a few consumers, and sell at

a cheaper price only to them—but this question has not been investigated so far.

If it is costly to confuse consumers, then obfuscation is of course less likely to happen, especially

when there is competition. In Carlin and Manso’s (2011) reduced-form model, obfuscation carries a

fixed cost, so competition decreases obfuscation because it lowers each firm’s benefit from increasing

the share of confused consumers. Glaeser and Ujhelyi (2010) develop a model in which firms

compete in a Cournot fashion, and each firm can increase industry demand through misleading

claims that induce consumers to overvalue the product. Glaeser and Ujhelyi argue that their model

captures, for instance, false health claims regarding ineffective and dangerous medications, as well

as (hidden) suggestions to the health benefits of smoking, both of which used to be common. In

this framework, some of the benefit of increasing industry demand accrues to other firms, so there

is a free-rider problem among firms. Because the free-rider problem is greater with many firms,

misinformation decreases in the level of competition.27

Other Approaches to Obfuscation. Obfuscation is defined above as hiding the additional

price, but there are other natural ways to define the concept. A number of papers think of ob-

fuscation as making it difficult to compare prices. A firm could, for instance, break prices into

multiple components in an economically meaningless way, or condition the price on unnecessarily

many contingencies, to make the total price unclear. In Carlin (2009), each firm makes a pricing

choice as well as a complexity choice, and firms’ complexity choices jointly determine the share of

consumers who are informed—and therefore choose the cheapest firm—or uninformed—and there-

fore choose randomly. This creates a Varian-type (1980) search model in which a mixed-strategy

pricing equilibrium obtains. As might be expected, a firm that chooses a relatively low price aims

27 Observe, however, that from a positive perspective, misinformation in the model works much like a product
innovation. In richer models of competition with product specific misinformations, classic results in the innovation
literature suggest that competition may increase or decrease firms’ misinformation incentives.
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for low complexity to be able to attract consumers, and a firm that chooses a relatively high price

aims for high complexity to hide how expensive it is. Carlin finds that as the number of firms

increases, the probability that a firm chooses high complexity increases. In Chioveanu and Zhou

(2013), firms can adopt simple or complex frames, and consumers are less likely to be able to

compare two firms’ prices if the firms adapt different frames or they both use complex frames. A

consumer chooses a firm with positive probability if no competitor to which she can compare the

firm’s price has a lower price. Again, an increase in the number of firms leads firms to use complex

frames more often.

Other papers approach the question of obfuscation from the perspective of search costs. Just

like a firm might want to make it more difficult for a consumer to compare prices in the market, a

firm might want to increase consumers’ costs of searching prices in the market. More interestingly,

Ellison and Wolitzky (2012) and Wilson (2010) identify reasons why a firm might unilaterally want

to increase consumers’ costs of searching only its own price—for instance, by removing itself from

a price-comparison website. Ellison and Wolitzky show that this can benefit the firm if search

costs are convex, so that increasing the cost of searching the firm’s price also increases the cost of

searching further. And Wilson shows that the same can benefit a firm by softening price competition

and thereby increasing the profits from consumers who find the firm despite the higher search cost.

At their core, all of the above papers on obfuscation or the lack of education depend on an insight

already recognized by Scitovsky (1950): that consumer ignorance is a source of oligopoly power, and

hence firms are often interested in creating ignorance.28 There is some empirical evidence consistent

with this basic insight. Ellison and Ellison (2009) study an online computer-parts retailer that gets

most of its business from a price-comparison website. Firms quote prices for a low-quality product

on the price-comparison website, and indeed consumers’ elasticity of demand with respect to this

price is extremely high. But a retailer can charge for upgrades, shipping, and other add-ons once the

consumer is referred to its site, leading to higher markups than would be implied by the elasticity

of demand. These results suggest that a kind of floor on the low-quality product’s price is in

28 Bar-Gill (2009) makes an observation in the same spirit. He argues that the complexity of the fees lenders
could impose in the subprime mortgage market rendered it exceedingly difficult to compare products, so—despite
the seemingly competitive nature of the market by conventional measures of concentration—lenders acted as local
monopolies.
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operation. In fact, Ellison and Ellison (2009) provide direct evidence of the adverse-selection-based

foundation for the price floor (Section 2.2) by documenting that a lower rank on the comparison

site is associated with a lower proportion of consumers buying upgrades. The observation that the

rank affects what the consumer buys also suggests that consumers’ understanding of the market is

meaningfully limited.29

Hastings et al. (2017) study a completely different setting, Mexico’s privatized market for social

security. Being heavily regulated, funds’ investment strategies are essentially homogenous. Fur-

thermore, concentration in the industry is relatively low. While one would therefore expect funds

to compete aggressively on price, prices in this market are shockingly high. For instance, a 100-peso

deposit by a typical Mexican worker into an account that earned a five percent annual real return

would be worth only 95.4 pesos after 5 years. Hastings et al. document that a major reason for

the high prices was the low price sensitivity of investors, especially when investors were exposed to

a large sales force. These findings are consistent with the models of obfuscation we have discussed

above, as well as with the central notion in Murooka (2015) that sales agents direct consumers

toward expensive products.

The models we have reviewed in this section are all static in the sense that firms’ decisions to

manipulate consumer understanding occur simultaneously with their pricing decisions. Realistically,

however, manipulations—e.g., education—are often longer-run campaigns. There is little research

on the implications of this possibility. As one exception, Dahremöller (2013) extends and modifies

Gabaix and Laibson’s (2006) model by considering a duopoly setting in which firms make their

observable education decisions before their pricing decisions, and their costs of producing the add-

on are different. Then, outside a knife-edge case either the efficient or the inefficient firm wants

to educate to disproportionately hurt the other firm’s add-on profits, making the competitor less

aggressive in the base-good market. In particular, the efficient firm may want to educate if this

leads to a lower add-on price and hence higher add-on demand; and the inefficient firm may want

29 The last conclusion is confounded by the possibility that the firm’s rank on the price-comparison website is
correlated with the value of its other offerings. Ellison and Ellison’s dataset allows them to conduct an alternative
test avoiding this confound. The retailer from which they have data operates two websites with identical products.
If consumers fully understood all prices, then conditioning on a consumer’s decision to purchase from one of the two
retail sites, the retail sites’ ranking on the comparison site should not predict which retail site the consumer purchases
from. This prediction is violated in a major way.
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to educate if this lowers the efficient firm’s add-on sales.

Building on the general formulation of product comparability in Spiegler (2016), de Roos (2017)

investigates how limited comparability affects the ability to collude in a homogenous-good industry.

Obfuscation implies that a deviator attracts fewer consumers, and therefore benefits less, from

marginally undercutting the cartel price; but obfuscation also makes it more difficult to punish a

deviator by attracting consumers away. Despite the opposing forces, for many (but not all) types

of obfuscation there is a tendency for obfuscation to aid collusion. Intuitively, while the deviator

cannot systematically attract consumers away from all competitors, rivals can punish the deviator

so long as consumers consider at least one more product.

4.2 Endogenously Determined Attention

In this section, we discuss a body of research studying how firms behave when they do not have

actions to explicitly manipulate consumer perceptions at their disposal, but nevertheless consumer

attention depends endogenously on the market environment. The papers use a variety of modeling

assumptions regarding whether and how consumers compare products, but there are a few common

threads.

Salience. The largest set of papers builds on the model of salient thinking by Bordalo et al.

(2013).30 The central aspect of the model is that the way in which a consumer trades off between

attributes of a product (e.g., quality and price) depends in specific ways on the choice set facing

the consumer. In a property called ordering, an attribute of a good is more salient, and hence gets

a larger weight in choice, if it is further from the average value of the attribute in the choice set.

And in a property called diminishing sensitivity, the salience of a product’s attribute decreases if

all products’ values in that attribute increase by the same amount. We use these properties to

explain the market implications of salience.

In Bordalo et al. (2016), two firms first set their quality levels, and then choose prices. A firm’s

unit cost of production has a quality-independent component and a quality-dependent component.

30 See Herweg et al. (2017) for a more detailed review of the model’s implications for consumer behavior, and the
resulting effects on markets, than we have scope for here. Our summary of the literature has benefitted tremendously
from their discussion.
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If the fixed component is relatively high, then prices will be high relative to quality, so diminishing

sensitivity implies that price differences will not be as salient to consumers. As a result, a quality-

salient, “de-commoditized” equilibrium obtains, in which quality provision is inefficiently high.

In contrast, if the fixed component of the cost is relatively low, then prices will be low relative

to quality, so price differences will be more salient to consumers. As a result, a price-salient,

“commoditized” equilibrium obtains, in which quality provision is inefficiently low. Bordalo et al.

argue that these results can help understand shifts in the nature of markets, such as the drastic

transformation of the US coffee market in the 1990’s.

Helfrich and Herweg (2017) and Dertwinkel-Kalt and Köster (2018) both identify salience-based

reasons for manufacturers of quality products to ban online sales of their products. The mechanisms

driving this preference, however, are completely different in the two papers. In Helfrich and Herweg,

competition from online sales lowers prices in the market, increasing the salience of prices due to

diminishing sensitivity and hence decreasing the markup that the quality manufacturer can charge.

In Dertwinkel-Kalt and Köster, lower online prices render the product’s price more salient due to

ordering, hurting the manufacturer.

Inderst and Obradovits (2016) ask how salience affects the logic of markets with hidden prices.

The greater is the price component that firms can hide, the lower are anticipated prices. Due to

diminishing sensitivity, this increases the price sensitivity of consumers, and makes a price-salient

equilibrium more likely, resulting in inefficiently low-quality products being sold and produced. As

greater competition lowers headline prices, it exacerbates this adverse effect. Inderst and Obradovits

(2017) exploits a similar logic in the context of loss leaders. If a product is used by retailers as

a loss leader, then its price will be low, rendering price decreases more salient to consumers. By

implication, retailers may prefer to sell loss leaders of inefficiently low quality, justifying the view

that loss leading results in a race to the bottom in product quality.

Apffelstaedt and Mechtenberg (2017) analyze retailers’ equilibrium product lines when con-

sumers are partially naive regarding their sensitivity to in-store context effects. The model allows

for a range of possible context effects, including those in Bordalo et al. (2013), Kőszegi and Szeidl

(2013), and Bushong et al. (2017). A consumer first chooses among retailers, not (fully) anticipating
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that she will be subject to context effects later on. Once she is at her chosen retailer, she is locked

in, and her decision depends on the products available at that retailer. Similarly to Heidhues and

Kőszegi (2010), a consumer is attracted to a retailer by a bait product that she thinks she will buy,

but once at the store she is induced to switch to a different, more profitable product. Unlike in

Heidhues and Kőszegi (2010), the more profitable product may not only be more expensive than

the bait (“up-selling”), but also less expensive than the bait (“down-selling”). Furthermore, the

retailer also uses a third, decoy product to manipulate the consumer’s preferences to induce switch-

ing. Salant and Siegel (2017) develop a related model in which consumers are subject to framing

effects at the store but not outside the store, and return an item if it is below their value ex post.

Up-selling is also possible in their model, and allows a firm to overcome consumer-protection reg-

ulations. A firm may also use framing to lower screening distortions when there are heterogeneous

consumers, possibly increasing profits as well as consumer welfare.

Limited Attention. Several papers explore implications of the idea that the attention con-

sumers can devote to market information is limited, and a consumer may make strategic decisions

in how to allocate her limited attention. That consumers use heuristics instead of fully attending to

all available information, and market prices respond to this fact, is documented by Lacetera et al.

(2010) and Busse et al. (2013). Lacetera et al. find that the price of used cars exhibits discontinuous

drops at multiples of 10,000-mile odometer readings, and that this is driven by limited attention

by final consumers rather than wholesalers. Studying German data, Englmaier et al. (forthcoming)

observe similar price drops at multiples of 10,000-kilometer odometer readings. In addition, they

find a large increase in a used car’s price if it is registered in January rather than December of

the previous year—presumably because consumers pay limited attention to the initial registration

date as well. That market participants also allocate their attention strategically is documented by

Bartoš et al. (2016). They find that negatively stereotyped minority names on applications reduce

employers’, but increase landlords’ effort to obtain more information about the applicant. This is

consistent with a model of statistical discrimination in which employers’ goal is to seek out the

best candidates—leading them to immediately reject negatively stereotyped applicants—and land-

lords’ goal is to screen out the worst tenants—giving them reason to inspect negatively stereotyped
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applicants more closely.

Martin (2017) analyzes the informativeness of prices in a standard pricing game when buyers

are rationally inattentive to quality in the sense of Sims (2003) and the literature following it. A

seller, knowing whether its product is of high or low quality, decides between a high and a low

price. After observing the price, the buyer—not wanting to buy the low-quality product at the

high price—chooses the extent to which she attends to the quality of the product. In the hope of

making a large profit, the low-quality seller sets a high price with positive probability, lowering the

informativeness of prices. Often, a decrease in the cost of attention lowers the probability that the

low-quality seller sets a high price, but in some situations the opposite is the case. In particular,

if the outside option is ex-ante superior, then a decrease in the cost of attention can increase the

probability that the buyer abandons her outside option and purchases, potentially increasing the

low-quality seller’s incentive to mimic the high-quality seller.

When consumers can only compare a limited number of products, Hefti (2016) shows that even

as more and more information becomes available and more and more products can be found (e.g.,

online), prices do not converge to marginal cost as entry costs approach zero. To understand the key

intuition, consider the Salop (1979) model of competition on a circle, and suppose that a consumer

has the capacity to look at two different randomly chosen products in the market. If there are two

firms, the consumer can check both, leaving her on average 1/4 away from her ideal variety and

leading to standard Salop-style competition. If instead there are four firms, then the consumer is

likely to choose neighboring firms, leading her to be further than 1/4 from her ideal variety and

also softening price competition. Diversity therefore does not benefit consumers who cannot sort

through it. Hefti and Liu (2016) arrive at a similarly dim view of targeted advertising—advertising

aimed at consumers likely to benefit most from the firm’s product. Consider again a symmetric

Hotelling model with two firms, and suppose that advertising costs are low. If consumers have

unlimited attention, a firm just targets consumers for whom it is the best match, as it cannot get

the other firm’s consumers. But if consumers have limited attention—they may not observe the

firm’s advertising—then a firm targets everyone, hoping to defend its own consumers from the rival

and also hoping to attract the rival’s consumers. Hence, even though the technology exists for
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targeted advertising, firms engage only in mass advertising.

De Clippel et al. (2014) study a different form of competition with strategically inattentive

consumers. Consumers observe the price of the market leader in each of multiple markets, and can

also inspect competitors’ prices in a given number of markets of their choice. By lowering its price,

a market leader increases the chance that the consumer ignores the rival and buys from it, so that

leaders effectively compete for consumer inattention across markets. An increase in consumers’ ca-

pacity to inspect markets can induce leaders to focus on exploiting the most inattentive consumers,

lowering competition and increasing prices.

In Heidhues et al. (2018), products have multiple price or quality components (such as a base

price and an add-on price or a price and a level of safety), and consumers can only evaluate a

limited number of relevant components. This means that if a consumer carefully studies many

products, she has less attention left for comparison shopping. Heidhues et al. show that because

low-value consumers are often more likely to study—and therefore less likely to comparison shop—

than high-value consumers, the average price consumers pay can be increasing in the share of

low-value consumers. This prediction helps explain why a number of essential products are more

expensive in lower-income neighborhoods.

5 Responding to Consumer Preferences

In much of classical industrial organization, a consumer’s preferences are extremely simple—she

has a fixed valuation for each product, and may also be subject to search costs. In this section, we

review research on how rational profit-maximizing firms respond to some richer and more realistic

types of consumer preferences that have been identified in the behavioral-economics literature, and

that are reviewed in other chapters of this handbook.

5.1 Loss Aversion

A small literature studies market pricing when consumers exhibit expectations-based loss aversion

in the sense of Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007).31 To understand the main insights in the easiest

31 See also Grubb (2015d) for a review of this literature.
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possible way, it is useful to understand the basic features of the model, and some key implications, in

the context of consumer behavior. A special case of the model posits that a consumer derives utility

not only from the absolute level of her consumption outcomes, but also from comparing outcomes

in money and product satisfaction to her lagged rational expectations about those outcomes, with

losses being more painful than equal-sized gains are pleasant. For example, if she buys a cheaper but

lower-quality product than she expected, she experiences this as a loss in the product-satisfaction

dimension and as a gain in the money dimension. These assumptions have three implications that

are exploited repeatedly in industrial-organization applications. First, if the consumer expected to

obtain a product at a lower price than the one at which it is now available, she evaluates paying

the higher price as a loss, creating a “comparison effect” that makes her sensitive to changes in

the price and overall less willing to buy the product. Second, because she evaluates paying a

higher-than-expected price as a loss but paying a lower-than-expected price merely as a gain, she

dislikes price variation to a first-order extent; and by the same argument, she dislikes variation in

the quality of the product. Third, if the consumer had expected to obtain a product with a higher

probability, then she evaluates not getting the product as a loss, creating an “attachment effect”

that increases her willingness to pay for the product.

Implications of the Comparison and Attachment Effects. Heidhues and Kőszegi (2008)

and Spiegler (2012) show that the comparison effect can reduce or eliminate price variation in

oligopolistic and monopolistic markets, respectively. In Heidhues and Kőszegi (2008), we study a

Salop-type (1979) model of pricing with differentiated products, assuming that firms have uncertain

cost distributions. Consumers correctly anticipate the resulting price distribution, and form rational

expectations regarding their consumption outcomes before the purchase decision. The firms then

optimally set prices, taking into account other firms’ behavior and consumers’ reference-dependent

preferences. This means that firms cannot commit to their price before consumers form their refer-

ence points. Our main prediction is that prices are often identical across differentiated products—a

prediction that is consistent with casual observation in such familiar markets as clothes or movies,

and is documented systematically by the Competition Commission of the United Kingdom (1994),

Beck (2004), McMillan (2004) and Einav and Orbach (2007). If consumers had expected to pay
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p∗ with probability one, then they assess buying at a price greater than p∗ as a loss in money and

buying at a price lower than p∗ merely as a gain in money, making demand kinked at p∗. Hence,

for a range of cost levels p∗ is the optimal price to charge, so that charging the same sticky price

is often an equilibrium. More interestingly, we derive a sufficient condition under which firms with

different cost distributions charge the same price with probability one in any equilibrium. The key

step is to argue that a firm sets a deterministic price in any equilibrium; then, if the supports of

firms’ cost distributions are not disjoint, these deterministic prices must be the same. Suppose, to-

ward a contradiction, that a firm’s prices are—and hence consumers expect them to be—stochastic.

Due to the comparison effect, demand is then more responsive at higher than at lower prices in

the firm’s price distribution. If the firm’s costs do not vary much, it could increase profits either

by decreasing high prices or by increasing low prices. We show that the tendencies for sticky and

focal pricing are stronger in more concentrated industries, while in a variant of the model, Spiegler

establishes that the incentive for sticky pricing is even stronger when fluctuations are in demand

rather than in costs.

Subsequent work has shown that the tendency of loss aversion to generate reduced price variation

depends crucially on the timing. Heidhues and Kőszegi (2014) and Rosato (2016) assume that a

monopolistic retailer commits to a stochastic offer before consumers form their reference points.32

This assumption applies if the seller can announce and commit to its selling strategy (Rosato, 2016),

or can establish a reputation for playing a particular strategy (Heidhues and Kőszegi, 2014). Then,

although loss-averse consumers strongly dislike uncertainty, the profit-maximizing sales strategy

involves randomization even in a deterministic environment. In this result, the attachment effect

plays the crucial role. Heidhues and Kőszegi (2014) assume that a monopolist with a deterministic

cost sells a single product to a representative consumer with known valuation, and can announce

its price distribution in advance. The optimal price distribution then consists of low and variable

“sale” prices and a high and atomic “regular” price. The sale prices are chosen such that the

consumer buys at these prices no matter what she had expected. Then, because the consumer

expects to purchase with positive probability, the attachment effect induces her to buy also at the

32 See Karle and Peitz (2014) for a variant of Heidhues and Kőszegi’s (2008) model of pricing with differentiated
products in which firms commit to deterministic prices before consumers form their reference points.
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regular price. And as in the above papers, the regular price is sticky in part due to the consumer’s

comparison effect. Rosato assumes that the seller can randomize the price of the product as well as

the probability that it is available. He shows that the monopolist optimally tempts the consumer

with a bargain offer that is available in limited supply, engaging the consumer’s attachment effect

and thereby inducing her to buy also at the high price if the bargain is not available. Although the

consumer is rational, in both of these papers the seller manipulates the consumer into a purchase

that yields ex-ante expected utility below that of her outside option.33

First-Order Risk Aversion and Insurance. In other papers, loss aversion creates a strong

(first-order) incentive for firms to shield consumers against economic risks. Herweg and Mierendorff

(2013) assume that consumers are uncertain about their future demand, and show that due to

consumers’ dislike of price variation, the seller’s optimal two-part tariff is—consistent with plenty

of empirical evidence—often a flat fee rather than a measured tariff, despite such a contract inducing

overconsumption. A flat fee is more likely to be optimal if marginal costs are not too high, loss

aversion is strong, and there is intense variation in demand.

Hahn et al. (forthcoming) analyze a monopolist’s optimal menu when consumers are loss averse

and do not know their willingness to pay in advance. To insure the consumer against fluctuations

due to her range of potential willingness-to-pay realizations, the seller often offers a small number

of products relative to the heterogeneity in the population.

Manipulating Expectations. Since demand depends on consumers’ reference points, with

expectations-based reference dependence it is in firms’ interest to manage consumers’ expectations.

This motive is present already in the models above: for instance, the reason to offer sales in

Heidhues and Kőszegi (2014) and Rosato (2016) is to induce expectations of purchase. Two papers

consider more direct manipulations of consumer expectations. Karle and Schumacher (forthcoming)

study a model in which a consumer is uncertain about her valuation for the firm’s product. The

seller can advertise to her to partially or fully reduce this uncertainty, after which the consumer

forms her reference point about the purchase. Karle and Schumacher show that the advertiser

33 This last result is due to a subtle type of time inconsistency with expectations-based loss aversion. When the
consumer decides to buy at a sale price, she does not take into account that this increases her ex-ante expectations
to consume and spend money, lowering her expected utility.
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may prefer partial information, so that the remaining uncertainty manipulates the consumer into

making an ex-ante unfavorable purchase. The effect is similar to that in Heidhues and Kőszegi

(2014) and Rosato (2016): the consumer definitely buys if her valuation is high, and due to the

resulting attachment effect, she ends up buying also if her valuation happens to be lower. Karle

and Peitz (2017) assume that competing firms sell differentiated products to consumers through

an intermediary (e.g., Ebay). The intermediary observes the products the consumer might like,

and guides the consumer by showing her a set of products and their prices. The consumers form

their reference points regarding the purchase, and then inspect the products to decide what to buy.

Karle and Peitz establish that to increase equilibrium prices, the intermediary shows too many

products. If a consumer observes a low-priced product among many higher-priced products, she

assigns a low probability to eventually buying that product, so she expects to pay a higher price

with high probability. As a result, she is not very sensitive to price cuts, reducing competition

between sellers.

Other Reference Points. A few authors study the market implications of loss aversion under

assumptions about reference-point determination that are not based on expectations. Carbajal and

Ely (2016) posit that consumers know their types in advance and have a type-dependent reference

point relative to which they evaluate outcomes. Carbajal and Ely study how the optimal menu

depends on the reference-point function, and also derive properties of self-confirming reference

consumption plans—where a type’s consumption in equilibrium coincides with her reference point.

In contrast to an individual-decisionmaking setting—where an increase in the reference point always

hurts the agent—a higher self-confirming reference consumption plan can benefit both the seller

and some agents. Intuitively, a higher reference point leads the seller to exclude fewer low types

from the market (who, due to their higher reference point, value the product more highly), and as

a result of this market expansion higher types receive higher information rents.

Zhou (2011) considers a Hotelling-type duopoly in which one of the firms is “prominent,” so that

its price determines the consumer’s reference point in the price dimension. If the prominent firm

charges a lower price than its competitor, then consumers experience buying from the competitor as

a loss in money, making them really eager to avoid the competitor. If the prominent firm charges
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a higher price than its competitor, then consumers experience buying from the prominent firm

merely as a foregone gain in money, making them less eager to avoid the prominent firm. Due to

this asymmetry, the prominent firm prefers to randomize its price.

5.2 Preference for Commitment

In this section, we review the literature studying market outcomes when consumers are present

biased, restricting attention to situations in which consumers are sophisticated or their potential

naivete is not important for the questions at hand.34 As Chapter [Time Preference] explains

in detail, present-biased consumers benefit from commitment, and hence might be willing to sign

contracts that restrict their choices in some way. A few papers study optimal commitment contracts

that result from this preference. DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004) analyze a firm’s optimal two-

part tariff when facing a present-biased consumer who signs an exclusive contract with the firm. The

authors consider two cases. In the first case, the consumer decides whether to make an investment—

such as saving or exercising—that carries an immediate cost and a future benefit. Then, the

optimal tariff subsidizes marginal investment by the amount by which the consumer undervalues

the benefit. In the second case, the consumer decides whether to engage in indulgence—such as

eating or smoking—that generates an immediate benefit and a future cost. Then, the optimal tariff

taxes the marginal indulgence by the amount by which the consumer undervalues the future cost.35

DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004) document that the basic features of contracts in many

industries are consistent with the above predictions. For instance, consistent with the prediction

that marginal investment is subsidized, health clubs often have fixed monthly fees and a marginal

price of zero per visit. And consistent with the prediction that marginal indulgence is taxed, credit-

card interest rates tend to be significantly above the marginal cost of credit. Note, however, that

a high price for indulgence is also consistent with several models of naivete that we have discussed

34 Since the implications of naivete regarding present bias are often similar to the implications of other types of
naivete, we cover those in Sections 2 and 3.

35 While in DellaVigna and Malmendier’s setting the optimal contract achieves first-best despite asymmetric
information, in general there is a tradeoff between committing a present-biased agent’s future behavior and allowing
her to respond to taste or income shocks. For contributions exploring optimal contracting with this tradeoff—which
is unlikely to be possible in the market and therefore is outside the scope of our review—see Amador et al. (2006)
and Galperti (2015).
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in Section 2: if consumers underestimate their tendency to indulge, a firm can introduce hidden

prices by making indulgence expensive.

Gottlieb (2008) asks how optimal pricing to present-biased agents is modified when other firms

can interact with the consumer after the initial contract is signed. He shows that for indulgence, such

ex-post competition completely eliminates the firm’s ability to commit the consumer’s behavior.

To illustrate, consider smoking. Because of her present bias, a consumer underweights the future

health costs of smoking, resulting in overconsumption. She would therefore prefer to sign an

exclusive contract with a firm in which she is paid a lump sum up front, and she can purchase only

overpriced cigarettes from the firm in the future, restraining her overconsumption. But if she can

buy cigarettes from others, the contract is completely ineffective.36 In contrast, for investments

the same concern does not arise, as other firms could not compete with the subsidized terms of the

optimal commitment contract.

Nocke and Peitz (2003) study the preference for commitment in a durable-goods market with a

monopolistic seller. Buying the good entails an immediate cost and a stream of current and future

benefits, so (as explained in Chapter [Time Preference]) the consumer may be tempted to delay

purchasing the good if she can. Since having a secondary market for the durable good facilitates

procrastination, it affects outcomes in the primary market even when under classical exponential

discounting it would not. As a consequence, the monopolist may want to shut down the secondary

market.37

5.3 Markets for Conspicuous Consumption

The idea that individuals may want to advertise their wealth through conspicuous consumption—

i.e., consumption visible to others—has been familiar to social scientists since Veblen’s celebrated

“Theory of the Leisure Class.” In this section, we review research on how markets are affected

by such a motive for consuming products. Since the products individuals use for conspicuous

36 Nevertheless, in some markets for products with immediate benefits, such as credit cards, consumers do not
switch easily to competitors, so (as documented by Ausubel, 1991; DellaVigna and Malmendier, 2004) high prices
are still feasible.

37 See also Esteban and Miyagawa (2006) and Esteban et al. (2007), who study non-linear pricing when consumers
have a preference for commitment because they suffer from temptation disutility in the sense of Gul and Pesendorfer
(2001).
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consumption often appear to be rather expensive, a basic question is whether and why consumers

might pay supra-competitive or otherwise surprisingly high prices to signal their types. But many

other questions also arise.

In most of the literature, the key assumption on the demand side is that a consumer’s utility is

increasing in the beliefs others hold about her wealth, income, or taste. Chapter [Social Preferences]

of the Handbook reviews evidence and foundations for this particular way in which individuals like

to stand out from the crowd, and discusses implications for individual decisionmaking. Pesendorfer

(1995) and other research following it uses a slightly different theoretical approach, assuming that a

consumer wants to impress others not because she cares directly about others’ opinion, but because

she wants to match with high types. As far as industrial-organizations implications are concerned,

however, this motive typically leads to the same logic as the motive to stand out.38

Prices and Product Quality. In an early contribution, Bagwell and Bernheim (1996) de-

velop a model in which competitive firms can supply different qualities of a conspicuous good, and

consumers derive both an image utility and a direct benefit from consumption. Bagwell and Bern-

heim first posit a single-crossing property typically assumed in models of asymmetric information,

whereby high-type consumers have higher monetary valuation for the direct benefit from increases

in consumption than do low-type consumers. In this case, there cannot be an equilibrium in which

high types signal by buying a product at a supra-competitive price. Intuitively, instead of spending

too much on a product, a high-value consumer can buy more of a cheaper version of the product.

Since she values increases in consumption more than a low type, doing so helps her signal her type,

and in addition she gets more of a direct benefit from the product as well. Bagwell and Bernheim

also show, however, that Veblen effects can arise if the single-crossing property is violated in a

particular way. In that case, increasing consumption at the competitive price is not an effective

way to signal, so a high-type consumer prefers to buy less at a supra-competitive price. And since

38 Beyond wanting to stand out, consumers may of course derive a direct, private consumption benefit from
consuming the conspicuous good. A designer suit, for instance, can be used to show off, but can be valued for
warmth and comfort as well. Nevertheless, for two reasons many papers assume that the conspicuous good confers no
direct consumption benefit. First, this assumption captures situations in which the same benefit can be obtained from
a substitute product at a much lower price. For instance, a cheap watch or a smartphone provides the same time-
keeping benefits as a Rolex. Second, the assumption serves the useful theoretical purpose of isolating the implications
of conspicuous consumption.
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a low type would prefer to imitate high types if the same good was cheaper, no competitor can

attract consumers by lowering the price.

Mandler (forthcoming) uses a model in which the conspicuous good has no direct consumption

benefit, and higher-income consumers have a higher willingness to pay for increases in their per-

ceived income. This framework has the notable feature that in a separating equilibrium satisfying

the intuitive criterion, each consumer type’s expenditure on the conspicuous good is independent

of the good’s price. In this sense, consumers of conspicuous goods do not care about prices. Intu-

itively, the role of an otherwise useless conspicuous good is purely to allow consumers to publicly

burn money, and it is only how much money they burn that is used for inference. As a result,

the higher is the good’s price, the less is produced, so—with production costs being positive—the

higher is social and consumer welfare. Piracy of conspicuous goods, therefore, can lower social

welfare by lowering prices.

Kuksov and Xie (2012) ask a different question regarding how competition affects the demand

for status goods. They consider a duopoly in which consumers can only purchase one unit of one

product, and show that a decrease in one firm’s cost can benefit both firms by making the competing

product more exclusive and hence a better signal of high type.

While Mandler (forthcoming) assumes linear prices and Kuksov and Xie (2012) assume unit

demand, Rayo (2013) allows for both multi-unit demand and non-linear prices and asks how a

monopolist optimally designs status goods—equivalently, signals of status—for consumers. Positing

first that consumers derive no direct utility from the goods, Rayo shows that it is often optimal

for the monopolist to pool types. Intuitively, suppose consumers within an interval of low types

do not care much for increases in status, but there is a sufficiently large number of higher types

that do. Then, it is optimal to pool the former consumers, selling them a product that confers

low status. This allows the monopolist to extract a lot of rent from higher types by selling a

product that confers high status. In an extension, Rayo assumes that consumers derive both a

direct consumption benefit and a status-signaling benefit from consumption, and higher types have

higher demand for both benefits. In this case, the quality schedule is the same as in a model without

status utility, but the price schedule is steeper and exhibits jumps at pools, making consumers pay
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a lot for high-quality-high-status goods.39

Friedrichsen (2017) also analyzes a model in which consumers derive both direct consumption

benefits and signaling benefits from the product, but—modifying previous approaches—she assumes

that the two motives are not perfectly correlated. In her model, consumers prefer to signal that

they like quality. Under these assumptions, the signaling motive in general affects quality provision

as well as prices, and generates a rich set of possibilities. A monopolist may offer a lower-quality

product to consumers who value either quality or image, and a higher-quality product to consumers

who value both quality and image. Alternatively, the monopolist may offer versions of the same

product at different prices. And under competition, consumers never pay a supra-competitive price

for a product, but they may buy a product with inefficiently high quality to signal taste. As a

result, the market outcome may be less efficient under perfect competition than under monopoly.

Advertising and Branding. Krähmer (2006) identifies a novel role for advertising in a

framework related to those above. There are brand-name products and no-name products in the

market, and the public initially cannot distinguish brand-name products from the rest. Brand-name

producers can advertise to make their brands known, allowing consumers to signal their types to

the public. Hence, advertising is aimed not at potential consumers of the product, but at the social

contacts of potential consumers.

Nevertheless, it is clear that some producers of brand-name products prefer not to advertise, and

even on the product itself the branding is extremely subtle and not easily identified by the average

observer. Yoganarasimhan (2012) and Carbajal et al. (2016) provide different explanations for this

phenomenon. Yoganarasimhan (2012) assumes that a consumer cares both about signaling her taste

and about conformity—purchasing the same product as her social contacts.40 An inconspicuous

branded product can be identified only by sophisticated consumers, and hence is particularly helpful

for signaling taste. A conspicuously branded product, in contrast, helps a consumer conform to a

greater share of possible contacts. Carbajal et al. (2016) assume that a consumer wishes to signal

not only her wealth, but also her social connectedness, and inconspicuously branded products are

39 See also Mazali and Rodrigues-Neto (2013) for a related analysis of product offerings where pooling is driven by
fixed costs of producing a brand rather than price discrimination, and the implications for tax policy.

40 See Amaldoss and Jain (2005) for a comparison of the implications of the desire for uniqueness versus conformity.
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recognized only in close social interaction. In contrast to a flashy car, for instance, a painting

in one’s living room is only seen by one’s guests. Then a wealthy and socially well-connected

individual can differentiate herself from wealthy but socially unconnected others by purchasing

inconspicuous status goods: although the latter consumer could afford such products as well, they

would not make sense for her to buy, as not many would see it. Because inconspicuous brands

therefore confer the highest status, they are—consistent with casual observation—more expensive

than flashy alternatives.

Dynamics. A few papers have explored the dynamics of markets for conspicuous consumption.

Pesendorfer (1995) provides an explanation for fashion cycles in a model where a monopolist can

at any time pay a fixed cost to introduce a new version of the product, but cannot commit to

then refrain from selling it in future periods. The monopolist periodically designs a new version

of the product, and sells it expensively to allow consumers to signal their types. This signaling

value becomes diluted as the product spreads in the population, setting the stage for a new fashion.

Kuksov and Wang (2013) provide an explanation for why fashions appear to be partly random:

to make it difficult for low-type consumers, who cannot quickly learn about new fashions, from

purchasing the hit product of the day. Relatedly, Rao and Schaefer (2013) show that the drop in

a monopolist’s price over time is greater for status goods than for classical goods, and they discuss

various commitment strategies, such as product dating or product changes, whereby a firm can

limit this effect for early adopters.

Amaldoss and Jain (2008) consider the interaction between leaders who are discerning enough to

purchase the status good early and followers who only get the chance to purchase late. Consumer

preferences are not directly driven by signaling type; instead, the authors assume that leaders’

willingness to pay is decreasing in the number of followers they expect to purchase, and followers’

willingness to pay is increasing in the number of leaders who have purchased. A firm then faces

a commitment problem: once leaders have purchased, the firm wants to sell to followers, but the

expectation that it will do so lowers leaders’ demand. If the leader market is important, the firm

charges a high price early and reduces demand from leaders to make it unattractive to sell to

followers. In contrast, if the follower market is important, then the firm lowers prices to leaders
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so that they purchase despite the expectation that followers will also buy. Because the firm may

want to commit to selling little to followers, it might choose a limited-edition product, or an overly

fancy product with a high marginal cost.

6 Behavioral Managers and Firms

Much of the behavioral-industrial-organization literature—and hence much of our review—discusses

the implications of psychologically based models of demand rather than psychologically based mod-

els of supply. In part, this tendency reflects a conscious judgment by researchers about what is

important: profit-oriented firms have incentives to safeguard against profit-decreasing psychological

tendencies by employees, and therefore many phenomena are likely to be less prevalent in the behav-

ior of firms. Nevertheless, there are at least two major reasons to expect psychological phenomena

on the supply side as well. First, a small owner-managed firm does not have the capacity to put

in elaborate safeguards against profit-decreasing tendencies, so whatever psychological phenomena

the owner exhibits as a consumer surely manifest themselves in the firm’s behavior.41 Second,

some psychological tendencies might be profitable for a firm—even if they are utility-decreasing

for the employee—or might predispose a person toward starting a business or corporate career,

so that selection effects do not necessarily eliminate all psychological tendencies. Indeed, while

it is much smaller than the literature on behavioral consumers, there is a growing literature on

behavioral tendencies in firms, which we discuss in this section. Unfortunately, the literature has

so far studied only limited aspects of managerial behavior. Given the many business decisions a

typical firm undertakes, it seems that there is a lot of room to use behavioral models to improve

our understanding of firms’ decisions.

41 In a well-put observation emphasizing that we cannot expect entrepreneurs to just maximize profits, Axinn
(1983) noted: “an economist will forcefully express the view that the only meaningful goal of the rational business
executive is the maximization of his own profits . . . that is not going to ring true to anyone who has . . . had to put
his son-in-law in a business.”
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6.1 Firm Mistakes

We first discuss types and sources of mistakes—that is, suboptimal decisions—by key decisionmak-

ers in firms, beginning with small owner-managed firms and continuing with larger firms. In line

with the selection criteria for this survey, we do not discuss work that documents mistakes by firms

without considering the underlying psychological sources.42 Furthermore, we do not discuss what

market outcomes obtain if firms follow simple learning rules such as reinforcement learning, because

we think of these as descriptive rather than psychologically rich models of firm behavior.43

Small Firms. Available evidence indicates that starting a small business is unlikely to be

financially rewarding: the majority of businesses fail quickly (see, for instance, Artinger and Powell,

2016, and the references therein), and the majority of entrepreneurs would be financially better

off with a salaried job (Hamilton, 2000; Moskowitz and Vissing-Jørgensen, 2002). Although other

phenomena surely contribute to this pattern and the evidence on the relative importance of different

factors is far from conclusive, many researchers suggest that owners’ overconfident beliefs regarding

success play a crucial role.44 For instance, Manove and Padilla (1999) observe that (all else equal)

an optimist is more likely to found a firm than a pessimist, so we would expect overconfidence to be

overrepresented among entrepreneurs. Indeed, people starting small businesses think their business

is far more likely to succeed than a typical similar business (Cooper et al., 1998), and entrepreneurs

of startups have unrealistically optimistic beliefs regarding future growth (Landier and Thesmar,

42 In the classical industrial organization literature, profit maximization is typically assumed, not documented. One
reason is that to test the profit-maximization hypothesis, a researcher needs to know the firm’s cost function, which
is typically not available. Nevertheless, a number of papers document failure to maximize profits. For example, Cho
and Rust (2010) demonstrates through a field experiment that rental-car companies could increase profits by holding
on to their cars longer while giving consumers a discount for renting older cars; Hanna et al. (2014) document that
seaweed producers fail to optimize with respect to the initial seaweed pod size; DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2017)
report that US retail chains give up about 7% in profits by often charging the same (uniform) price across outlets
despite differences in the demand and competitiveness of local markets; Covert (2015) provides evidence that firms
in the US shale industry respond too little to new information—especially if the data originates from competitors—
and fail to exploit profitable experimentation; Bloom et al. (2013) show in a field experiment that the introduction
of better management practices significantly improves firm performance in the Indian textile industry; and more
generally, the literature on “management as technology” finds that some firms consistently use inferior management
practices (Bloom and van Reenen, 2007).

43 See Armstrong and Huck (2010) for an in-depth discussion of these papers.
44 Alternative explanations include preferences regarding the gamble involved in starting a small business, as well

as the non-pecuniary benefits of self-employment. Hall and Woodward (2010) estimate, for instance, that because
entrepreneurs backed by venture capital have a small probability of making a really large payoff, individuals who
have high initial assets or low coefficients of relative risk aversion may rationally choose to become entrepreneurs.
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2009).

Motivated by the above considerations, two papers study the implications of overconfidence

for debt financing. Manove and Padilla (1999) is an early paper that develops a model of project

selection by entrepreneurs who tend to overestimate the profits they will make. In the model, en-

trepreneurs receive an informative signal regarding future profits, and while a realistic entrepreneur

interprets the signal correctly, an overconfident entrepreneur always interprets it as being good. En-

trepreneurs then choose whether to make a small or a large investment, and go to a competitive

market to finance their investments. The authors look for perfect Bayesian equilibria that satisfy

the intuitive criterion, adjusted for the fact that overoptimistic entrepreneurs misinterpret their

signal. Comparing the equilibrium outcome with the second-best, they find that market financ-

ing is not conservative enough. To see this, note that an overoptimistic entrepreneur may want

to engage in a high investment despite having a bad project. The market interest rate reflects

the true population risk and ensures that the project generates enough in expected profits to be

worthwhile, but it does not correct for the opportunity cost of the investment: the overoptimistic

entrepreneur could have undertaken a low-investment project, which would have generated higher

social surplus in expectation. Furthermore, collateral requirements (or unlimited liability) do not

(sufficiently) deter overoptimistic entrepreneurs who believe their project is unlikely to fail. In

contrast, bankruptcy requirements and other limited-liability mechanisms will raise equilibrium

interest rates and deter investments based on unrealistic optimism.

Landier and Thesmar (2009) assume that an overconfident entrepreneur overestimates the prob-

ability of success when starting her business, and ignores the fact that low interim cash flow is a

bad sign about profitability. As a result, overconfident entrepreneurs sign short-term debt con-

tracts. Intuitively, an overconfident entrepreneur believes that a low interim cash flow is unlikely

and hence short-term debt is a good deal, and investors in turn value the potential to liquidate bad

projects at the interim stage. Because realistic entrepreneurs are willing to liquidate bad project

by themselves, in equilibrium they choose long-term debt, which provides better hedging benefits.

Landier and Thesmar document that consistent with this prediction, more optimistic entrepreneurs

are more likely to use short-term debt for financing.
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Based on the distinction suggested by Moore and Healy (2008), Astebro et al. (2014) em-

phasize that different types of overconfidence should have different implications for markets. If

overconfidence amounts to overestimation of one’s own ability or performance, then—similarly to

the overconfidence assumed by Manove and Padilla (1999) above—it may drive individuals to en-

trepreneurship if ability has a relatively higher return for entrepreneurs. If overconfidence amounts

to overplacement—according to which individuals overvalue their skills relative to others—then

it may induce overentry into competitive markets in particular, with too many entrepreneurs

thinking that they can outperform others. If, on the other hand, overconfidence amounts to

overprecision—according to which individuals have excessively narrow confidence intervals around

their estimates—then overconfident entrepreneurs will often undervalue the benefit of exploration

relative to exploitation (Herz et al., 2014), and will be likely to ignore feedback and stick with their

chosen paths. But in contrast to other forms of overconfidence, one would not expect overprecision

to bias individuals towards attempting entrepreneurship.

Studying a different mistake, Goldfarb and Xiao (2017) argue that inexperienced restaurant

owners in Texas make a relatively small, but predictable error in their exit decisions: they fail

to condition on the transitory nature of weather shocks, leading them to exit too early after bad

weather shocks and too late after good weather shocks. Experienced owners, in contrast, properly

condition on weather shocks. Adapting the sparsity model of Gabaix (2011) (see the Handbook

Chapter on [Attention]), Goldfarb and Xiao (2017) develop and estimate a structural model in which

attention costs can prevent owners from taking weather shocks into account, and find evidence that

between 83% and 91% of owners do not pay attention to weather at all, with experience leading to

a sharp drop in the estimated attention costs.

Large Firms. In large, publicly traded firms, harmful individual behavioral tendencies may be

mitigated through cooperate governance structures and the selection of capable leaders, so one may

conjecture that some phenomena—e.g., procrastination—will be less relevant than in small firms.

But any sweeping claim that behavioral tendencies cannot be important for managerial decisions is

theoretically and empirically misguided. From a theoretical perspective, Simon (1955) has argued

long ago that given how difficult a large firm’s optimization problem is, profit maximization is an
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implausible assumption for the “administrative man.” Rather, firms’ managers optimize “locally”

and try to achieve “satisficing” outcomes.45 In addition, there may be behavioral tendencies that

a firm profits from overall, so that the firm might seek out—and potentially exploit—candidates

with these traits. As a notable example, de la Rosa (2011) shows that a firm benefits from an

overconfident employee, because it can reduce the expected wage through a performance contract

and possibly also implement high effort more efficiently. And the corporate promotion process may

also disproportionately favor some behavioral traits. Again, overconfidence can help a person live

through the cutthroat competition involved in becoming a top manager. Consistent with these

arguments, a sizable empirical literature, to which we now turn, documents some psychological

sources of mistakes by managers of large corporations. We suspect that the findings have some

broader implications as well, for instance for the dramatic and persistent within-industry produc-

tivity differences among firms with access to the same resources (Syverson, 2011), or the effects

of CEO characteristics on firm performance (Bertrand and Schoar, 2003), but have not seen these

possibilities explored in the literature.

An old hypothesis in industrial organization and finance is that unprofitable mergers are partly

driven by empire-building preferences, or managers’ hubris in their ability to evaluate (Roll, 1986)

or run an acquired firm. Malmendier and Tate (2005, 2008) reinvigorated this hypothesis by docu-

menting that managerial characteristics—especially overconfidence—influence firm decisionmaking

in major ways. We refer the reader to Chapter [Corporate Finance] of the Handbook for details

on this issue, as well as how it interacts with optimal corporate governance. Here, we discuss

implications of manager traits for pure industrial-organization questions.

The hubris hypothesis for takeovers is closely related to the winner’s curse in auctions, which

Capen et al. (1971) and later Thaler (1988) proposed as an explanation for firms’ consistently

low returns on winning offshore oil leases. As Capen et al. (1971) put it well before the ascent

of auction theory: “There is a somewhat subtle interaction between competition and property

evaluation, and this phenomenon—this culprit—works quietly within and without the specific lease

sale environment. We would venture that many times when one purchases property it is because

45 See also Simon (1959) and the discussion of boundedly rational firm behavior in Ellison (2006) and Armstrong
and Huck (2010).
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someone else has already looked at it and said, ‘Nix.’ The sober man must consider, ‘Was he right?

Or am I right?’ ” This failure of strategic reasoning—ignoring the information contained in others’

actions—is well-documented in experiments and central in behavioral game theory, and is discussed

in depth in Chapter [Behavioral Game Theory] of the Handbook. Yet the striking feature about

the original oil-lease context is that it is a high-stakes business decision in which bidding firms had

ample feedback. Is it possible that oil firms invested large sums in costly exploration and estimation

of oil reserves, only to slip due to a failure in basic strategic reasoning? It seems so: Hendricks

et al. (1987) find evidence that by shading bids in all auctions by a constant fraction, roughly

three-quarters of the firms could indeed have increased their profits—suggesting that they may

indeed have fallen for the winner’s curse. Consistent with strategic mistakes in bidding behavior,

Hendricks and Porter (1988) find that firms who do not own neighboring tracts—which leads to

an informational disadvantage at predicting a tract’s value—lose money on average. While the

estimated losses are insignificantly different from zero, if non-neighboring firms have some private

information regarding the tract’s value, due to information rents they should earn positive profits.

And even absent such private information, an optimizing firm must earn positive profits conditional

on winning in order to recoup its bidding cost.

More recently, Goldfarb and Yang (2009) and Goldfarb and Xiao (2011) structurally estimate

managers’ strategic ability in technology adoption and entry decisions by applying the cognitive-

hierarchy approach of Camerer et al. (2004) (discussed in detail in Chapter [Behavioral Game

Theory] of the Handbook). They define a level-zero player as someone who conditions her choice

on publicly available information, but not on rivals’ anticipated decisions—that is, she acts as a

potential monopolist would. Higher-level players, in turn, behave as if all other managers are of

lower levels, with those levels drawn from a truncated Poisson distribution. Because higher types

can make better predictions about rivals’ play, Goldfarb and Yang (2009) and Goldfarb and Xiao

(2011) interpret the estimated cognitive hierarchy level of a manger as her strategic ability.

Goldfarb and Yang (2009) investigate technology adoption by internet service providers, while

Goldfarb and Xiao (2011) investigate entry decisions into local US telecommunication markets

following the deregulatory Telecommunications Act of 1996. Holding other market characteris-
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tics constant, one key reduced-form finding in Goldfarb and Xiao (2011) is that better-educated

managers—those with degrees from very good undergraduate institutions, or degrees in business or

economics—tend to enter markets with fewer competitors, which suggests that they are better at

predicting competitors’ behavior. In the structural analysis, Goldfarb and Xiao’s (2011) key idea

is to exploit the variance firms display in entering markets. In particular, note that type-0 man-

agers (who are acting as monopolists) have a high probability of entering a given market, so that

type-1 managers (who are optimizing against type-0 managers) have a low probability of entering,

and type-2 managers (who are optimizing against a mix of type-0 and type-1 managers) have an

intermediate probability of entering. This implies that an intermediate overall probability of entry

is consistent with a combination of type-0 and type-1 managers as well as a predominance of type-

2 managers, but the former case exhibits higher firm-specific variation in entry probability. The

authors estimate that better-educated managers have higher strategic ability. Furthermore, the

estimated level of cognitive ability is higher in 2002 than right after the first wave of entry in 1998,

suggesting that low-ability managers were more likely to fail in the intervening shake-out. And

reassuringly, both Goldfarb and Yang (2009) and Goldfarb and Xiao (2011) find that a manager’s

estimated cognitive ability is positively correlated with revenues and the probability of staying in

business out of sample.

Hortaçsu and Puller (2008) analyze the bidding behavior of electricity firms in the Texas “bal-

ancing market,” where suppliers trade between each other to meet prior contractual obligations.

Large firms best-respond to other firms’ behavior, but small firms submit excessively steep bid func-

tions, insufficiently adjusting their production quantities to market circumstances. While there is

some learning by small firms, the learning rate is relatively low. The authors argue that the cost of

setting up a sophisticated bidding unit is the main reason for small firms’ underparticipation in the

balancing market. Furthermore, they estimate that the differential bidding behavior by firms sig-

nificantly reduces productive efficiency in the marketplace—suggesting that taking firms’ mistakes

into account can be an important consideration in designing electricity (and likely other) markets.

Taking a more micro-founded approach, Hortaçsu et al. (2017) adapt the cognitive hierarchy

model to bidding in the Texas electricity market. They assume that a level-zero firm simply submits
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a perfectly inelastic bid function at its contract position, and a higher-level firm best-responds to a

truncated Poisson distribution over lower-level types, taking into account its believed market power.

Because higher-level firms believe their rivals to be higher-level as well, they face a more elastic

residual demand curve, leading them to bid more competitively. Hortaçsu et al. (2017) illustrate

that increasing sophistication—either exogenously or through a merger—leads to efficiency gains

because higher-level firms therefore bid closer to marginal cost.46

Massey and Thaler (2013) investigate teams’ behavior in the NFL draft, a labor market with two

unique features that make it ideal for identifying mistakes. First, the quality of hiring decisions can

be measured unusually well based on players’ subsequent performance. Second, due to the salary

cap—a cap on how much the team can spend on players’ wages in total—an owner’s problem can be

thought of as using a “given budget to buy the best performance.” Massey and Thaler argue that

a number of psychological forces can lead NFL teams to overvalue early draft picks relative to later

ones.47 These forces include failing to account for reversion to the mean—that an exceptionally

good performance is often followed by more mediocre performance—and the winner’s curse, as well

as overconfidence in being able to identify top performers. Indeed, while early draft picks perform

better than later draft picks, their higher performance does not warrant the steeply higher wages

they are paid. In what Massey and Thaler term the loser’s curse, the first draft pick (which goes

to the previous season’s worst performer) generates lower surplus than any second-round pick—

contradicting the rationality of the market.48

46 Doraszelski et al. (forthcoming) investigate bidding behavior, and especially learning, in the newly introduced
market for frequency response within the UK electricity system. They argue that as initial demand and rivals’ initial
bidding behavior are difficult to predict, early on there is prone to be considerable strategic uncertainty. Indeed, at
the beginning there are frequent and sizable adjustment in bids, and bidding behavior is not in line with equilibrium
predictions. But in contrast to the slow learning documented by Hortaçsu and Puller (2008) for the Texas balancing
market, already after one and a half years play starts to converge towards complete-information Nash-equilibrium
predictions, and reaches these within four years after the market is opened.

47 New players, so-called rookies, enter the NFL through the “draft.” Unless traded, a drafted player can only play
in the NFL for the team that drafted him. Teams select players in a predetermined order, with the team owning
the first draft pick selecting first, followed by the team owning the second draft pick, etc. One round of the draft
ends once all teams have had their turns. Crucially, the draft picks can be and are traded among teams. Massey
and Thaler assume that if two teams trade, say, the first pick in exchange for the 12th and 34th picks, then these are
valued (approximately) equally by the teams.

48 See also Romer (2006), which documents that NFL teams are too reluctant to go for a first down over kicking
on fourth down. The reason for this behavior is unclear.
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6.2 Behavioral Contracting and the Theory of the Firm

In their classic textbook on industrial organization, Scherer and Ross (1990) discuss the case of the

American steel cartel. According to Judge E. H. Gary (chairman of US Steel’s board of directors),

social interaction during the dinners he hosted helped establish trust (or “respect and affectionate

regard”) among the steel industry’s leaders that lead to cartel agreements being “more binding . . .

than any written or verbal contract.” The quote suggests that social preferences—partly formed

through social interactions—are crucial for understanding how firms interact. While the old implicit

challenge to model social motivations in collusive settings has not been met yet, a series of papers

investigates how negotiations between firms—or their managers—are influenced by psychological

tendencies such as (negative) reciprocity.

Conceptually, it is useful to relate the novel behavioral approaches to the classical property

rights approach to the theory of the firm (Grossman and Hart, 1986; Hart and Moore, 1990). The

property rights approach assumes that while it is possible to specify asset ownership and make

transfers ex ante, due to the complexity of the environment one cannot completely specify out-

comes for all contingencies ex post. The resulting incomplete contracts give parties an incentive

to renegotiate ex post. Crucially, ex post renegotiation is assumed to be efficient. Thus, the only

role of asset ownership in these models is to influence non-contractible interim investment incen-

tives. While the literature has generated a number of very important insights, it is hard to imagine

that the only purpose of asset ownership is to motivate interim investment. Furthermore, casual

observation suggests that renegotiation of contracts is neither ubiquitous nor frictionless. Incorpo-

rating psychological tendencies such as negative reciprocity, loss aversion, and self-serving biases

has given rise to models in which renegotiation is not necessarily efficient. In such circumstances,

initial contracts are designed in part to reduce negotiation inefficiencies ex post, and as we will

see it is sometimes better not to specify any contract ex ante. The renegotiation inefficiencies,

thus, reintroduce some of the considerations that were prominent in the earlier transaction-cost ap-

proaches to the theory of the firm (Coase, 1937; Simon, 1951; Williamson, 1971; Klein et al., 1978).

But the novel microfoundations lead to new predictions that promise to enrich our understanding

of how production is organized, both within firms and in long-term relationships between firms.
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Renegotiation and Shading. Hart and Moore (2008) initiated the behavioral approach by

introducing a number of psychological assumptions into a contracting problem between a buyer

and a seller. In their model, a contract written at date 0 determines the parties’ entitlements at

date 1. Falling short of one’s entitlement leads to a loss, which can be reduced by costlessly shading

one’s performance to the detriment of the other party. Importantly, the parties have a self-serving

view of their entitlements: they feel entitled to the best contractually feasible outcome.

The above framework generates a central trade-off: a rigid contract guarantees that each party

receives what she feels entitled to and thereby prevents shading; but a rigid contract cannot be

contingent on information that arrives later and is therefore ex-post inefficient. Hart and Moore

(2008) predict that parties are more likely to restrict those aspects of the contract—such as the

price—over which there is a strong conflict of interest, while other variables may be specified to

a lesser extent. They also predict that to reduce the amount of shading, the party who has a

stronger preference regarding the design of the product should be allowed to specify it ex post. In

the extreme case in which one party is almost indifferent between different specifications while the

other cares a lot, a fixed-wage “employment relationship” results: the employee—who cares little

about the exact task she has to perform—does the task decided upon by the employer—who feels

strongly about the exact product design.

Hart and Holmstrom (2010) build a related model to identify a novel trade-off regarding the

optimal scope of the firm. Each of two units has a “boss” who implements a binary decision

of whether or not to “coordinate.” Joint profits of the two units are maximized if both units

coordinate. Each unit’s boss, however, also receives a non-transferable private benefit from the

chosen activity, and so total surplus—the sum of profits and private benefits—may or may not call

for coordination. The authors assume that profit sharing is impossible, and that renegotiation is

not practicable due to the threat of shading. They compare two decision structures: either each

unit’s boss can make the decision of whether to coordinate (non-integration), or there is an outside

manager with the aim of maximizing total profits who makes the decisions (single-firm integration).

On the one hand, if the benefits from coordination are unevenly divided, then non-integration leads

to too little coordination. On the other hand, as long as coordination leads to a reduction of private
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benefits, single-firm integration leads to too much coordination. And in either case, when a unit

manager does not like what happens, she may shade, worsening the inefficiency.

Hart (2009) introduces uncertainty regarding the cost and benefit of trading into a model in

which ex-post renegotiation is plagued by shading behavior. In his model, a buyer and a seller

can agree ex ante to a fixed (ex-post) price.49 When the state of the world is realized, each party

decides whether to trade at the pre-specified price or to hold up her trading partner by insisting

on a price adjustment. Because a forced renegotiation results in shading behavior, a party chooses

hold-up only if the renegotiated price is sufficiently better than the one specified in the contract.

The model, hence, predicts that renegotiation and shading are more likely to occur in volatile

settings. Furthermore, the renegotiated price depends on parties’ outside options, which are partly

determined through asset ownership. Because asset ownership increases the outside option when

the state of the world is good, Hart predicts that one should assign asset ownership to the party with

a more state-sensitive valuation from trading. Doing so gives the party higher bargaining power

exactly when she gains more from trading, making it less profitable to hold her up and reducing

the occurrence of inefficient shading behavior. This prediction contrasts with that from the classic

property-rights approach, where asset ownership is assigned solely to increase non-contractible

interim investments.

Renegotiation under Loss Aversion. Herweg and Schmidt (2015) follow Hart and Moore in

assuming that a contract acts as a reference point that parties dislike falling short of, but they posit

that the source of this dislike is loss aversion rather than a biased view of entitlements. Consider

a buyer and seller who negotiate over a good to be delivered at a later point in time, and who are

both loss-averse over two dimensions of utility: for the buyer a money and a product-satisfaction

dimension, and for the seller a money and an effort-provision dimension. In this setting, a contract

that specifies the price and the product to be traded makes—akin to the well-known endowment

effect—parties reluctant to switch to a different trade. This implies that if the ex-post optimal terms

are close to the specified ones, parties do not renegotiate; and even otherwise, they only partially

adjust the contract terms. Hence, in sharp contrast to Hart and Moore (2008), here it is a specific

49 He also considers an extension in which parties can specify a price range, which through the same mechanism
as in Hart and Moore (2008) comes at the cost of inducing shading.
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contract that leads to a renegotiation inefficiency. To avoid setting a utility-decreasing reference

point, therefore, it may be better for parties not to write a contract. Similarly, even if writing a

contract is optimal, parties may agree on a “compromise” contract that is never efficient ex post

but that limits the ex-post renegotiation inefficiency. Herweg and Schmidt (2015) also compare an

at-will employment contract—in which the buyer can order a specification (as in Simon, 1951), but

the seller is free to walk away—to a fixed performance contract. The optimal contract is determined

by the scope for inefficient abuse generated by an employment contract and the renegotiation costs

generated by a specific contract.

Herweg et al. (forthcoming) develop a closely related model in which a buyer who is loss-averse

in the sense of Kőszegi and Rabin (2006) trades with a profit-maximizing seller in an incomplete-

contracting environment. There is a single good to be traded, and ex ante there are three possible

specifications. Depending on the state of the world, each specification turns out to be either useless,

to generate a low value for the buyer, or to generate a high value for the buyer. The seller costs

depend on the value generated to the buyer and are such that it is always efficient to trade the low-

value good. An ex ante contract specifies a price and assigns the right to select a specification to one

of the parties. Absent loss aversion, ex-post bargaining always ensures that the materially efficient

specification is traded, so the contract is irrelevant. But loss aversion can render some contracts

inefficient by creating an expectation to trade inefficiently.50 In contrast, a seller employment

contract always remains optimal. Because the buyer strongly dislikes the worthless (but cheap-to-

produce) specification, renegotiation occurs and the materially efficient good is traded ex post. But

then for any state of the world the buyer can foresee the ultimate payment as well as the valuation

from the good she will consume, so this contract also induces no loss.

50 To see this, consider an employment contract in which the buyer has the right to choose her preferred specification.
Then absent renegotiation, she always selects the inefficient high-value specification. To reach material efficiency, the
seller can offer a price reduction in exchange for trading the efficient low-value specification. If the buyer expected to
go along, she would expect to always pay the lower price, and would therefore feel a loss when paying the contractually
agreed price. To reduce this loss, she would be willing to accept a smaller price cut. Hence, the buyer may prefer
not to expect to renegotiate, and if she is sufficiently loss averse this can be credible.
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6.3 Firm Behavior in Markets: Motives Beyond Profit Maximization

Market Measures beyond Profits. There is some classic work in industrial organization on

firms’ objectives. Much of the literature derives deviations from the profit-maximization motive

from the contracting problem between an owner who is solely interested in maximizing her wealth

and a manager she hires to run her firm.51 In these problems, it is optimal to make the manager’s

compensation contingent on outcomes other than output, leading the manager to pursue those

broader objectives. To optimally induce unobservable effort from a risk-averse manager in the

presence of industry-wide shocks, for example, Holmström (1979, 1982) shows that an element of

relative performance pay is optimal. Furthermore, in oligopolistic industries in which a manager’s

incentive contract is or can be made known to rivals, an owner often strategically delegates: in

an attempt to influence rivals’ behavior, she rewards the manager based not only on profits, but

also on output (Vickers, 1985) or market share (Fershtman and Judd, 1987). This enables an

owner to behave as a Stackelberg leader: he can—through writing the appropriate goals into the

contract—induce her manager to choose the Stackelberg-leader action.52

While research on strategic delegation focuses on contracting, one can straightforwardly extend

the logic to the selection of managers whose preferences are known to rivals.53 For example, strong

status concerns with respect to rivals will lead a manager to act more aggressively, potentially

making her a good hire. To see this intuitively, suppose that a manager who cares about relative

profits leads a firm in a symmetric Cournot game. Since a slight increase in output has a second-

order effect on the profits of her firm but a first-order negative effect on the profits of rival firms, she

51 An exception is Baumol (1958), who hypothesized based on casual observation that the typical American
corporation maximizes sales subject to profits reaching an acceptable level. He argues that this alternative model
can explain otherwise puzzling observations, such as that increases in overhead costs are passed on to prices.

52 Depending on the nature of the market game, this may increase or decrease competition. In a regular Cournot
market, owners will want to reward higher output or sales to increase profits. In contrast, in standard differentiated-
products price-competition models, the strategic complementarity implies that owners want to give incentives to
set higher prices (Tirole, 1988). Taking a more general, game-theoretic approach, Heifetz et al. (2007) show that
for almost every game, a player materially benefits from committing to maximizing something other than her true
preferences.

53 This motive is conceptually identical to that in Schelling’s (1960, pp. 142-143) famous observation: “The use of
thugs or sadists for the collection of extortion or the guarding of prisoners, or the conspicuous delegation of authority
to a military commander of known motivation, exemplifies a common means of making credible a response pattern
that the original source of decision might have been thought to shrink from or to find profitless, once the threat had
failed.”
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will act more aggressively. This induces rivals to produce less, and thereby increases her own firm’s

profits. But owners do not always want to select aggressive types. With standard differentiated-

products price competition, an owner would like to commit to non-aggressive behavior and, thus,

avoid selecting an aggressive type. Similarly, an owner who hopes to profit from collusion will often

want to avoid a manager driven by relative profit concerns.

Shifting the research focus from exploring reasons behind firm motives to exploring the im-

plications of specific motives, Cabral (forthcoming) assumes that a firm likes to be number one

in terms of market share.54 Two firms interact over an infinite horizon, with consumers subject

to taste shocks infrequently and randomly reconsidering from which firm to purchase. Firms use

Markov pricing strategies that condition on their current market shares, and in the simplest case

both firms have a preference to be number one. Then, firms tend to price aggressively when market

shares are close to equal and hence market leadership is up for grabs, but not when market shares

are asymmetric. To decrease the chance of price wars, therefore, the firms have a mutual interest

to allow a market leader to increase its market-share advantage, so that market shares can stay

asymmetric for long periods. Unlike in models with increasing returns, however, the industry does

not tend to permanently tip in one direction, as fortunes can reverse after a price war.

Corporate Social Responsibility. There is a wide-spread belief—especially outside economics—

that firms should engage in socially desirable acts over and above those implied by laws and con-

tracts. The economics literature on such “corporate social responsibility” (CSR), even broadly

interpreted, is relatively small.55

Bénabou and Tirole (2010) contrast three possible interpretations of the term: an undertaking

motivated largely by profit maximization, albeit over a longer horizon than in other business deci-

sions; engagement in pro-social behavior on behalf of stakeholders; and insider-initiated corporate

philanthropy. Bénabou and Tirole argue that despite skepticism from economists, some of these

54 While it is not his main research question, Cabral does observe that the motive to be number one might have a
strategic advantage. To see this, suppose firms compete for market share in period 1 and then compete for customers
who incur a switching cost in period 2, and consider the firm that likes being number one. If this firm does not attract
a sufficient number of consumers in period 1, it is bound to price aggressively in the period 2 to become number one.
The firm’s rival, therefore, has an incentive to price less aggressively in period 1 to avoid a future price war. This
leads to higher equilibrium profits for the firm.

55 There is a vast management literature on the topic that we do not review.
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types of CSR might make sense, although they also highlight that especially the third type is highly

controversial. The first type of CSR may be needed to counteract the potentially excessive short-

term focus induced by corporate governance inefficiencies; and the second type can be called for if

transaction costs are lower when firms rather than stakeholders engage in a pro-social activity.

Predating the modern CSR debate, Kahneman et al. (1986) argue that consumers feel entitled

to a fair share of the benefits of trade. To investigate the implications for industrial organization,

Rotemberg (2005) develops a model in which all firms are selfish, but consumers believe that some

altruistic firms may exist. A consumer is willing to buy from a firm as long as she cannot reject

that the firm is altruistic, i.e., whenever the firm’s price falls below a reference price determined

by her personal belief regarding the firm’s cost. Then, the firm sets either the monopoly price (if

this does not antagonize any consumer), an interior price below the monopoly price, or a price just

below the one that starts antagonizing consumers. In the last case, the firm faces a kinked demand

curve. In the dynamic extension, consumers reevaluate a firm only if it changes its price, making

firms reluctant to change prices as costs change.56

Baron (2009) investigates conditions under which firms may incur costs to reduce an undesirable

externality. He develops a duopoly model in which a selfish firm competes with a socially respon-

sible firm, which dislikes producing the negative externality. Citizen consumers are heterogenous

regarding how much they are willing to pay for a firm’s “corporate social performance” when buying

its product. In equilibrium, the selfish firm engages in zero corporate social performance while the

responsible firm engages in a positive amount both because it cares intrinsically and because this

lowers price competition through increasing vertical product differentiation. Baron also considers

the case in which citizen consumers can contribute to an activist who aims to maximize corporate

social performance. The activist can demand additional corporate social performance from at most

one of the firms by (credibly) threatening to carry out a costly campaign if and only if her demands

56 In Rotemberg (2011), a consumer believes that some firms are altruistic and naive—in that they ignore customer
anger when determining prices—and are willing to punish a firm if they perceive it to be insufficiently altruistic.
Rotemberg identifies conditions under which even selfish firms mimic naive altruistic ones to avoid antagonizing
customers, and shows how this may play out in pricing decisions under various assumptions. Rotemberg (2010)
analyses a closely related model of dynamic price adjustments with customer regret and argues that this can better
explain evidence relating price adjustments and inflation. Customer regret following unanticipated price changes can
also explain why firms announce price changes in advance.
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are not met. Interestingly, in the baseline model the activist wants to target the responsible firm.

Intuitively, the selfish firm (but not the responsible firm) is difficult to motivate because engaging in

corporate social performance carries with it the indirect cost of lowering product differentiation and

thereby intensifying price competition. When consumers care about the baseline corporate social

performance—and are therefore less willing to follow an activist in punishing a morally-inclined

firm—then it can be optimal to target the selfish firm.

7 Policy Issues and Implications

We discuss a few general principles that emerge from work in behavioral industrial organization

regarding the regulation of markets. Some of these principles have already found their way into

actual policies or policy proposals in specific market contexts (see Nuñez, 2017, for examples).

We expect an increasing number of future competition and consumer-protection cases in which

behavioral-economics insights are central, as well as a flood of cases in which behavioral-economics

insights help qualify or inform a more classical analysis.57 But discussing regulatory tradeoffs in

specific markets is beyond the scope of this review, so we restrict attention to general principles.

7.1 The Inadequacy of Market Solutions to Consumer Mistakes

Competition. A famous quote from a former chairman of the Federal Trade Commission is that

“robust competition is the best single means for protecting consumer interests” (Muris, 2002, cited

in Spiegler 2015). This claim presumably reflects the idea that a competitive market both supplies

a given product at cheaper prices, and supplies more efficient products, than a less competitive

market. While the claim might be broadly correct with fully rational consumers, the models we

have discussed imply that when consumers make mistakes, competition and other market-based

solutions often do not help consumers.

Among the classical advantages of competition, the one that generalizes best to models of behav-

57 For instance, the German antitrust authority is considering a case against Facebook arguing that the company’s
collection and handling of private data amounts to abuse of dominance. This claim is based in part on the idea
that consumers do not understand what private data they are giving to Facebook, and how Facebook will use it
(Bundeskartellamt, 2017).
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ioral industrial organization is perhaps the low level of prices. In particular, the broad qualitative

conclusion of many models in Section 2 is that competition reduces prices. Even when it comes to

prices, however, consumer mistakes in comparing quality (e.g., Spiegler, 2006b; Gamp and Krähmer,

2017) or prices (e.g., Spiegler, 2006a) can soften price competition in multiple ways, dampening

the price-reducing power of competition and even encouraging firms facing fiercer competition to

obfuscate more (e.g., Carlin, 2009).

When it comes to providing efficient products, the literature we have reviewed indicates that

competition is unlikely to provide any help on average. Competition may decrease prices without

any effect on exploitation distortions (as in the basic cases we have discussed in Section 2.4), it may

increase exploitation distortions (e.g., Gamp and Krähmer, 2017), and it may increase or decrease

the incentive to educate consumers about product quality (e.g. Heidhues et al., 2017).

Advice from Intermediaries. But markets can help consumers in ways beyond the direct

reduction of prices or improvement in quality. A popular narrative is that even if consumers

cannot navigate some complex market environment by themselves and firms choose not to educate

them, consumers can turn to expert advisors for help. Such information intermediaries could help

consumers make better decisions, albeit for a fee. Price comparison websites, which allow consumers

to find cheap flight tickets or hotel rooms, may be an example of such a helpful intermediary

(Kamenica et al., 2011). At the same time, there are reasons to doubt that intermediaries can

eliminate consumer mistakes in markets.

An obvious problem is firms’ reaction to the presence of intermediaries. For instance, evidence

by Ellison and Ellison (2009) suggests that a price-comparison website induces sellers to quote very

low base prices and introduce high surcharges, undermining consumers’ ability to do meaningful

comparisons. More generally, firms may respond to price comparison aids with more obfuscation,

again lowering the net effect on consumers.

Another, in our opinion more important, issue relates not to how firms react, but to the in-

termediaries themselves: whether and when profit-maximizing intermediaries guide consumers to

correct choices rather than exploit consumers’ fallacies just like producers do. Conceptually, a

consumer—say, a retail investor—may search for two types of advice. First, she may want to de-
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cide which type of product—say, asset class—fits her personal needs. Second, once she identifies a

class of products, she may be looking to figure out which product is the best—say, which mutual

fund among those investing in the US stock market to buy. Regarding the first problem, if fees

are similar across products types an advisor has little reason to misguide the client—although also

little reason to try hard to find the suitable product.

For the second class of problems, however, there is reason to believe that intermediaries are

useless to harmful. These problems are especially relevant in retail finance, where an inferior prod-

uct often amounts to a higher-fee version that provides the same service. Think of an investment

advisor deciding between recommending an otherwise identical high- or low-fee fund, or a broker

deciding between recommending one of two mortgages—a cheap one or a non-standard one that

in expectation is more costly to the consumer. Murooka (2015) shows that competing intermedi-

aries fail to educate consumers about very deceptive products, and their presence actually increases

prices (see Section 4.1). This prediction is roughly consistent with the findings of an audit study

by Mullainathan et al. (2011): if anything, advice exacerbates consumers’ biases by encouraging

the chasing of returns and investing in actively managed funds.

Research on other types of advice largely supports the above pessimistic conclusions. In Arm-

strong and Zhou’s (2011) commission model, upstream firms sell a homogenous product to a pop-

ulation of naive and fully informed (sophisticated) consumers. Each upstream firm sets prices and

a commission for promoting its product to consumers. Naive consumers visit an intermediary and

credulously follow this intermediary’s recommendation. Being unable to affect the behavior of in-

formed consumers, an intermediary always promotes the product with the highest commission. The

higher-price firm, therefore, only makes a sale if it offers a higher commission and the intermediary

steers consumers to it. This means that a firm paying a low commission earns money only from

informed consumers and hence prices aggressively to attract them, while a firm offering a very

high commission is confident that the intermediary will recommend it to uninformed consumers,

so it sets high prices. In the unique mixed-strategy equilibrium, therefore, prices are positively

correlated with commissions, and naive consumers are recommended the higher-priced product.

The above problems would not arise if intermediaries were paid directly by consumers, and
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not through commissions for making sales. But Inderst and Ottaviani (2012b) show that when

consumers ignore that commissions influence advice, then the fee-based business model does not

emerge in the market.58 If the advisor received a fixed fee, then a seller could raise the price of

its product and the advisor reduce her fee, keeping the money that they receive jointly unchanged

and hence a naive consumer indifferent. The producer can then use the increased revenue to pay a

commission to the advisor, which induces the advisor to steer more naive consumers to it. Consumer

naivete, hence, can explain the prevalence of a commission-based advice model.

7.2 Soft Paternalism

Given that we cannot count on markets to supply the right information or products to naive

consumers, researchers have proposed market interventions to improve outcomes. A large part

of the literature emphasizes soft-paternalistic interventions. While different specific principles for

soft paternalism have been proposed, the common thread is clear: we should help consumers

without interfering too harshly in their environment. A policy satisfies the principle of libertarian

paternalism (Thaler and Sunstein, 2003; Thaler and Benartzi, 2004; Thaler and Sunstein, 2008) if

it induces better decisions by consumers who make mistakes, but it does not much restrict their

freedom to choose as they would without the policy. And a policy satisfies asymmetric paternalism

(Camerer et al., 2003) if it helps consumers who make mistakes, but it does not much harm

consumers who are choosing optimally.

While non-controversial when used correctly, the application of these principles has ignored

basic industrial-organization insights to an extent that we find problematic. When asking whether

a policy is libertarian paternalistic or asymmetrically paternalistic, researchers and policymakers

often assume that the supply in the marketplace remains unchanged, and ask whether consumers

will be able to choose better. But industrial organization (indeed, equilibrium thinking) tells us

that if we change the behavior of a significant share of consumers—the very aim of the policy—then

supply is likely to change as well. When that happens, there is little hope for the policy to remain

libertarian paternalistic, and all too often the policy cannot be asymmetrically paternalistic either.

58 See Inderst and Ottaviani (2012a) for a discussion of different policy interventions in the market for financial
advice that also covers the case of naive consumers taking advice at face value.
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As a simple example, in any market model in which there is a cross-subsidy similar to the one

analyzed in Section 2.3, a reduction in consumer mistakes makes sophisticated consumers worse

off.

The same point applies to a common libertarian-paternalistic tool, defaults. The appeal is

obvious: if a policymaker has a good idea about which product is likely to benefit consumers, it

can nudge them toward choosing that product through defaults, with the confident knowledge that

defaults have a major effect on behavior. But to convincingly evaluate the welfare implications,

we need to model how libertarian-paternalistic interventions affect consumers’ decisionmaking and,

ideally, the firms’ ability to educate or confuse as well as their contract offers (Spiegler, 2015). While

we are still limited here by a lack of understanding of what exact psychological mechanisms drive

default effects in different environments and, more generally, what consumers understand, Spiegler

(2015) highlights in a set of examples that choice-architecture-style interventions can plausibly

backfire when taking firms’ responses into account.

Given the above recognition, a natural question arises: in what types of environments is it

appropriate to evaluate soft-paternalistic interventions by assuming that the market environment

is fixed? One type of environment could be markets in which the supply is determined by the

policymaker, for instance through a state monopoly. But even in this case, the change in consumer

behavior induced by an intervention typically has budgetary implications. Another type of envi-

ronment could be markets in which the other side is largely inelastic, and for some reason prices do

not respond to an intervention. Here, interventions affecting organ donations is the best example:

the demand for organs is largely independent of supply, and there is no price mechanism in place

to clear the market. But these situations are exactly the types of environments in which industrial-

organization analysis is unnecessary, so we do not discuss them further in this review. A further

example may be situations in which naive and sophisticated consumers self-select, and sophisticated

consumers are served by a competitive supply that is perfectly elastic—as in the mutual-fund indus-

try model of Heidhues et al. (2017) in which sophisticated consumers buy competitively-supplied

low-fee index funds and naive consumers buy high-fee managed funds. An intervention that induces

naive consumers to take the high fees into account, or select the competitive index funds for other
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reasons, may qualify as soft-paternalistic.59

A second, interrelated, question is why a policymaker would want to restrict herself to libertar-

ian or asymmetric paternalism and refrain from other interventions. In most classical industrial-

organization papers, policies are analyzed from a total-welfare or perhaps consumer-welfare per-

spective, implicitly relying on potential Pareto improvements. It is unclear to us why we should

shy away from a regulatory intervention in the banking market that would help naive consumers

avoid overdraft fees, simply because it reduces the cross-subsidy to more sophisticated consumers

(especially in reverse-Robin-Hood-like equilibria in which the poor cross-subsidize the rich). At

least conceptually, a more promising approach to us would specify a welfare function to be max-

imized, and then look at the optimal regulation that achieves such a goal. In line with this idea,

from now on we evaluate interventions from the classical vantage points of overall efficiency and

distribution, not from the perspective of whether they satisfy principles of soft paternalism.

7.3 Disclosure and Consumer Education

The most obvious type of intervention aimed at mitigating the welfare-decreasing effects of consumer

naivete targets the naivete itself. In particular, many researchers and policymakers have proposed

that we might be able to induce more sophisticated behavior for at least a part of the population

through education or improved disclosure. In an attempt to help boundedly rational consumers

to choose between different complicated tariffs by different suppliers, for instance, Ofgem proposed

requiring energy suppliers to display a “tariff comparison rate” similar to the APR for loans (Office

of Gas and Electricity Markets, 2013). From many perspectives, education is uncontroversial: it

can help not only naive consumers, but also consumers who are just uninformed in the classical

sense; it is obviously soft paternalistic; and it is often easily accepted by firms. Yet a number of

limitations to education have been identified in the literature.

Effectiveness of Education. An immediate concern is whether the education is effective in

changing consumers’ understanding of the product or market in question. As we have emphasized,

the fact that a product feature is disclosed does not in itself mean that consumers become aware of

59 In practice, if the intervention induces naive consumers to select index funds without comprehending the reason
why, of course, it may give rise to high-fee or otherwise exploitative index funds.
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it and take it into account—this is ultimately an empirical question. Indeed, much of the evidence

reviewed in Chapter [Household Finance] suggests that education campaigns often have little to no

effect.60

Unfortunately, there is very little academic research on what kinds of education might be

helpful to consumers, and we view this as the greatest gap in the literature on the topic. A notable

exception is Bar-Gill and Ferrari (2010). They point out that existing disclosure requirements in

the US and the EU almost exclusively focus on attributes of the product or contract offered. This

kind of disclosure is not helpful for consumers who mispredict their own product use, a frequent

mistake in the applications discussed in Sections 2 through 4. For this reason, Bar-Gill and Ferrari

(2010) propose extending disclosure requirements to “product-use” information, such as the average

monthly payment consumers make for mortgages or the average amount consumers pay in late fees

for credit cards. Even better, they argue, is to require firms to disclose individual-level usage

information to consumers in markets in which this information is collected anyhow. For example, a

credit-card company may be required to disclose how often the individual consumer has paid late,

which hopefully helps overcoming “better-than-average” effects.

Kiss (2014) documents that advertising campaigns can be effective in inducing consumers to

overcome inertia—a common concern among regulators of gas, electricity, banking, health insurance

markets—and increase switching rates and thereby competition. Kiss exploits a regulatory change

in the Hungarian market for auto liability insurance. Prior to 2010, all insurance contracts ended

with the calendar year and consumers could only switch in the month of November. This induced

widespread advertising campaigns as well as newspaper articles comparing insurance options. After

the regulatory change, all insurance contracts last a year, implying that they end yearly with the

car purchase anniversary. Kiss finds a significant difference in switching rates between new-regime

drivers who bought their car in the middle of the year and those who bought it around January

1. As consumers are otherwise similar, Kiss argues that the increased switching rate of the latter

consumers follows from increased attention to the switching decision following the advertising and

information campaign.

60 Furthermore, even if disclosure is effective in a particular instance, it requires consumer attention, which is a
limited resource. We return to this issue in the next subsection.
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Negative Side-Effects of Education. Beyond the question of whether and when education

is effective in reducing naivete, a number of authors have highlighted ways in which (effective)

education/disclosure can have unintended negative consequences when naive consumers are present.

While most of the mechanisms—especially those centered on the naive consumers “left behind” by

education that is only partially effective—are compelling and potentially important, we think of

them as making the case for additional interventions rather than as making the case that we should

not attempt education.

A simple example of a negative side-effect of education is immediate from Equation (2) and the

discussion following it, and is analyzed in more detail by Kosfeld and Schüwer (2017). Suppose that

we are in a market with a sophisticated-side distortion, and a regulator concerned with consumer

naivete implements a successful education campaign that decreases the share α of naive consumers.

Holding firms’ offers fixed, this is clearly Pareto-improving (and hence asymmetrically paternalis-

tic) and libertarian: educated naive consumers are strictly better off, while formerly sophisticated

consumers and uneducated naive consumers are equally well off. But it is also clear that in equi-

librium the intervention cannot always be Pareto-improving simply because it may lower total

welfare. With more consumers being sophisticated, more consumers engage in inefficient avoidance

behavior, so if the effect on the additional price is sufficiently small, lower total welfare results.61

The intuition is easiest to see in a competitive market: given that fewer consumers now pay the

additional price, firms must raise prices to break even, making formerly sophisticated consumers

as well as uneducated naive consumers worse off.62

A host of more subtle reactions by firms can also have negative effects. Suppose disclosure

regulation facilitates comparing products for sophisticated consumers and hence makes this market

segment more competitive. Firms respond by refocusing their business model on earning money

from naive consumers’ mistakes (Murooka and Schwarz, 2017), potentially increasing exploitation

distortions and decreasing consumer utility.

Similarly, education by a regulator can lower education—or increase obfuscation—by firms (e.g.,

61 This logic makes clear that with naive-side or homogenous distortions the same concern does not arise.
62 As a less stark instance of the same issue, Kamenica et al. (2011) provide a simple formal example in which

educating consumers benefits them taking prices as given, but once the response of firms is taken into account, leaves
them exactly as well off as before.
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Carlin and Manso, 2011; Piccione and Spiegler, 2012). To illustrate this logic in a particular situ-

ation, consider the bare-bones model used in Section 4 with an education-favoring technology and

a binding price floor. Consider a disclosure—or any other—regulation that is effective in reducing

the maximal unexpected payments (amax) a firm can collect from naive consumers. Suppose that

consumers are heterogeneous in their valuations, with a fraction κ ∈ (0, 1) of consumers having

v ≥ f + amax, and another fraction having a sufficiently low v for them to buy in equilibrium only

if an obscure market obtains (v . f). Then, the higher is amax, the greater is a firm’s incentive to

educate consumers, and hence the more transparent the market tends to be. Intuitively, the pro-

portional increase in profits from optimally undercutting the competitor’s total price is increasing

in that price.63 Attempts to make the market more transparent by lowering amax can therefore

backfire by leading firms to obscure the market.

Another reason to be skeptical of the universal desirability of educating or debiasing consumers

is based on the simple observation that consumer mistakes can mitigate other distortions. Consider

an insurance market. If all consumers are rational, then adverse selection can be severe and can lead

to highly inefficient outcomes. If some consumers are naive—specifically, if some healthy consumers

choose expensive full coverage by mistake—then adverse selection is less severe, increasing welfare

(Handel, 2013; Handel et al., 2016). This is not a mere theoretical possibility: Handel (2013)

estimates that if consumers chose optimally, the welfare loss from adverse selection in the US

health insurance market would double.64

A related observation applies in the attention model of Grubb (2015a), which we introduced

in Section 3.1. Recall that Grubb analyses services (such as mobile-phone calls or bank-account

transactions) whose marginal price depends on consumers’ past behavior, and because consumers

may not recall their past behavior, they may not know their marginal price. One is then tempted to

63 Specifically, suppose the competitor’s total price is p1 = f + amax in a candidate equilibrium without education.
If the firm does not educate and charges the candidate equilibrium price, she earns (p1 − c)/2. If the firm deviates
and educates, she faces the demand D0(po, p1) = κ(t+ p1 − p0)/2t so given the constant marginal cost c her optimal
deviation price is p0 = (t+p1 + c)/2, earning deviation profits of (κ/8t)(t+p1− c)2. Differentiating the ratio between
deviation and candidate equilibrium profits [κ(t+ p1 − c)2]/[4t(p1 − c)] with respect to p1 shows that is increasing in
p1 in the range where p1 > t + c (which holds since the price floor is binding in the candidate equilibrium). Hence,
the incentive to deviate from a candidate shrouding equilibrium in which p1 = f + amax is increasing in amax. Thus,
for a given κ firms educate if amax is large enough.

64See the Handbook Chapter on Behavioral Health Economics.
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argue that consumers would be better off being notified when they approach or exceed their included

allowance. Based on a dynamic structural model of the US mobile-phone industry between 2002

and 2004, Grubb and Osborne (2015) estimate that holding firms’ offers fixed, consumers benefit

substantially from such notifications. But once the equilibrium response from firms is taken into

account, notifications lower welfare by $26 and consumer surplus by $33 per person per year. The

reason is simple: because consumer inattention facilitates efficient screening by firms, disclosing

marginal prices lowers welfare. Importantly, however, this point is limited to rational inattentive

consumers—consumers who may not remember their past usage, but have rational expectations

regarding their probability of running into a high fee. If consumers instead underestimate this

probability, then (as also in Armstrong and Vickers, 2012) notifications can easily increase consumer

and total welfare.

Problems regarding education can also arise from the type of education a regulator is able to

provide. In an environment in which disclosing everything is ineffective, a regulator must simplify.

But when consumers base their decisions on such simplified information, firms have an incentive

to game the system. Duarte and Hastings (2012) empirically document this effect in the Mexican

market for retirement financing. Due to heavy regulation, funds in this market choose very similar

investment strategies, so consumers should select between funds based only on fees. But because

firms could charge both a load and a management fee, investors—presumably unable to integrate

the two fees into a single relevant price—initially reacted only little to the fees. As a result, funds

charged high fees. To improve the market outcome for consumers, the regulator created an index

that combined the two fees, with the explicit aim of facilitating comparison between funds. The

index being salient, workers largely based their decisions on it. The firms readjusted their fee

structure to optimally exploit the index, managing to increase revenues while lowering their index

at the same time. The funds’ response lowered the gain from the information-provision policy, and

lead to a disadvantageous redistribution from low- to high-income consumers.

It is worth comparing the Mexican intervention with the intervention against drip pricing by

airlines in the EU. Article 23 of Regulation (EC) No 1008/2008 requires that the displayed price

must include “all applicable taxes, and charges, surcharges and fees which are unavoidable.” While
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both interventions aim to simplify product comparison by introducing one relevant price measure

in a market with multidimensional prices, economic logic suggests the intervention will work better

for airlines. In the case of airlines, the different fees in question apply equally to all consumers,

so integrating them into the headline price creates a price measure that accurately reflects what

everyone will pay. Hence, if consumers are sensitive to the headline price, price competition results

and benefits all consumers. In the case of funds, however, the load and the management fee do not

apply equally to all consumers—the management fee is more important for investors with a long

investment horizon—so a single index cannot capture the price for all consumers, and introduces a

scope for firms to manipulate the index. Even if the index increases price competition, therefore,

it does not necessarily benefit all consumers.

7.4 Regulating Contracts or Firm Conduct

In addition to soft interventions, another approach to combat the effects of consumer mistakes

is regulating the products or contracts themselves. The aim of these interventions is eliminating

product or contract features that are being used to exploit naive consumers, and that are unlikely

to serve useful economic purposes. Many researchers and policymakers seem to prefer considering

hard interventions only after potential soft interventions have been exhausted. We are unaware of

any logical or empirical argument for taking this approach, and believe that regulations should be

considered in parallel with soft interventions.

To illustrate the potential of regulation, consider a type of widespread hard intervention that

is not typically discussed in economics: safety regulations. As Bar-Gill and Warren (2008) point

out, extensive safety regulations are ubiquitous for products ranging from toasters to car seats. Yet

in a model with rational consumers who understand all disclosed information, the case for safety

regulations appears weak: rather than restricting what products can be sold, the regulator can

simply require disclosure of risks, so that consumers can make their own decisions regarding what

to buy. Yet safety regulations make perfect sense when viewed from the perspective of trying to

reduce the scope for consumer mistakes in purchases. Most consumers who would purchase a crib

that puts babies’ lives in danger would do so by mistake rather than after a calculated tradeoff
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between price and safety. Banning dangerous cribs eliminates the possibility of mistakes and creates

almost no distortion from consumers who would rationally prefer less safe cribs. Of course, defining

a safe crib is highly product-specific, and firms looking to skimp on costs will try to circumvent

the definition. Even so, safety regulations are effective enough that consumers can shop without

having to worry that a crib will collapse.

While similarly far-reaching regulations do not exist for many types of contracts, the same case

as for safety regulations can be made: if a contract feature is likely to induce many mistakes and has

little economic purpose, then banning it is welfare-increasing. As in the case of physical products,

such regulation is difficult, likely to be market-specific, and firms will have strong incentives to

circumvent it. These considerations must be taken into account when designing the regulation, but

they are not reasons to foreclose considering regulations altogether. In the rest of the subsection,

we discuss the potential and pitfalls of some regulations in specific contexts.

Regulating Exploitative Features. When recognizing the presence of naive consumers, an

obvious potential regulation is lowering the contingent charges that naive consumers may ignore.

For instance, the OFT took enforcement action against the pricing practices of gyms in the UK,

which resulted in some terms, such as minimum contract lengths and high termination fees, being

deemed unfair and contrary to good faith (Nuñez, 2017). A more complex example is the regulation

of debt settlement services in the US.65 In a common debt settlement program prior to the regu-

lation, consumers were required to make payments to be used both for the provider’s fees and for

eventually settling a portion of the consumer’s debt. Once sufficient funds were accumulated, the

provider began negotiations with the creditor. Consumers who did not complete the—often multi-

year—program forfeited the provider’s fees without receiving any service. Charging for services

that have not yet been rendered is therefore no longer permitted.

These types of interventions, equivalent to lowering amax in our bare-bones model, are discussed

in the context of the UK market for current accounts by Armstrong and Vickers (2012). Because

the additional price facilitates a cross-subsidy from naive to sophisticated consumers, lowering

it through regulation benefits naive consumers and harms sophisticated consumers. This point

65 See https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2010/08/10/2010-19412/telemarketing-sales-rule.
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must be qualified when (as in Heidhues et al., 2017) there is a binding floor on the anticipated

price. In the range where the price floor remains binding, a decrease in amax does not affect

the anticipated price, so it benefits naive consumers without affecting sophisticated consumers.

Consistent with this prediction, Bar-Gill and Bubb (2012) and Agarwal et al. (2015) find evidence

suggesting that the Credit CARD Act—while succeeding in lowering regulated fees—did not lead to

an increase in unregulated fees or a decrease in the availability of credit.66 In addition, in a model

where sophisticated consumers can exert socially inefficient effort to avoid the additional price, a

decrease in amax to a level where sophisticated consumers no longer exert the effort increases overall

welfare.67 But Heidhues et al. (2016) point out a potential problem with this kind of regulation: it

often increases firms’ incentive to invent new hidden fees, lowering the net effect of the policy.

In the credit-market model of Heidhues and Kőszegi (2010) discussed in Section 2.5, naive

borrowers underestimate how much they will pay in interest and fees and therefore underestimate

the cost of credit, leading them to overborrow. To protect borrowers, regulations restrict prac-

tices generating large penalties: in July 2008 the Federal Reserve Board severely limited the use

of prepayment penalties, and the Credit CARD Act of 2009 prohibits the use of interest charges

for partial balances the consumer has paid off, and restricts fees in other ways. Our model pre-

dicts that because these and other regulations limiting unexpected payments can lower consumers’

mispredictions, they can increase welfare.

Multilevel marketing schemes that use independent sales representatives who are paid for both

selling a product as well as for acquiring new independent sales representatives are widespread

(according to Antler, 2018, the size of the US multilevel marketing industry exceeds $35 billion).

They are especially controversial if agents are not just rewarded for the sales agents they recruit

themselves but also for the recruits attracted by their recruits, etc.68 Indeed, a system of (high)

rewards for generating a downline resembles pyramid scams, which are illegal in most countries.

Antler (2018) develops a behavioral contracting model to distinguish between exploitative pyramid

66 More generally, the pass-through of the revenues of the additional price to the anticipated one depends on
demand and supply-elasticities (for a discussion thereof see Grubb, 2015c).

67 For further potential welfare effects of regulating the additional price, see our discussion of the participation and
exploitation distortions in Section 2.4.

68 See, for example, the warnings by the Federal Trade Commission: https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/

business-center/guidance/multilevel-marketing (accessed on May 5, 2018).
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schemes and incentive systems for rational agents, which suggests that consumer protection agencies

may indeed want to rule out rewards to a sales agent for the downline she generates.69

Heidhues et al. (2018) highlight the pro-competitive implication of regulating secondary contract

features—such as safety aspects of a product, contract clauses, or additional price components—

when consumers’ attention is limited. In their basic model, each firm’s contract offer consists of

a headline price as well as an additional price. Consumers initially see the headline price of a

randomly chosen firm, and then decide whether to spend their available attention on studying this

firm’s contract offer—in which case they get to know the additional price and when it applies—or

browsing another firm—in which case they learn about that firm’s existence and its headline price.

Contract regulations that limit additional prices or set default conditions under which they do not

apply intensify competition and thereby increases consumer welfare in this benchmark and many

related environments. The underlying reason is straightforward: freeing consumers from having

to study the regulated features allows them to spend attention on comparing products instead,

increasing competition. When allowing for multiple markets on which the consumer can expend a

given amount of attention, they show that the benefits to consumers from regulating a given market

may occur in other markets, and that these benefits are highly non-linear: once the regulation covers

sufficiently many markets, a strong pro-competitive effect kicks in.

But as Heidhues et al. (2018) emphasize, one must be careful about what price-related aspect of

a product one regulates. Building on and extending Fershtman and Fishman (1994), Armstrong et

al. (2009) consider a search model in which consumers can exert effort to become informed about

the best deals in the market. A price cap restricts equilibrium price dispersion and thereby lowers

consumers’ incentive to become informed. As a result, such a policy can reduce price competition

and increase the average price consumers pay.70 A regulator must therefore restrict only the

69 Antler establishes that if a firm sells a valuable good through an optimal incentive scheme with rational agents,
then it does not rely on rewarding agents for the downline they generate. The same, however, is no longer true with
plausible forms of agent naivete. In particular, Antler solves for an analogy-based expectation equilibrium (Jehiel,
2005) in which agents ignore that it becomes more difficult to sign up further agents later in the game. Similarly to
other contracting models with naive agents, it is optimal for a firm to reward outcomes whose likelihood the agent
overestimates.

70 Similarly, the authors demonstrate that a “do-not-call” list can have a detrimental effect if it reduces consumers’
price knowledge. While it can be privately optimal to join such a list, uninformed consumers reduce price competition
between firms and so joining the list generates a negative externality.
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secondary features of products that take advantage of consumer naivete or limited attention, and

not interfere with the core price mechanism in the market.71 In practice, it might often be difficult

to precisely distinguish the two.

Changing Sellers’ Incentives. Some interventions proposed in the literature work by chang-

ing the incentives of firms or agents who have contact with consumers at the point of sale. The goal

of such interventions is to reduce the benefit the seller derives from exploiting consumer mistakes.

In the context of financial advice, the model by Murooka (2015) discussed in Section 4.1 implies

that making commissions independent of the type of product leads intermediaries to sell better

products to consumers. With uniform commissions, deceptive firms cannot use the high profits

they make from exploiting naive consumers to set high commissions, and therefore cannot squeeze

transparent products out of the market. Indeed, recent US regulation allows a broker’s fee for a

mortgage to depend only on the size and not the terms or conditions of the mortgage.72

A completely different approach is to lower the profits a firm can make from the additional price.

As a case in point, suppose the additional price is generated from selling an add-on good or service

(see Section 2 for examples). Then, if it is feasible to induce competition in the add-on market, this

will eliminate the profits a firm can earn from naive consumers, and increase the anticipated price,

reducing the inefficiency. As discussed and analyzed in Michel (2017), this idea underlies recent

regulations of extended warranties in the UK by the Office of Fair Trading that aim to increase

competition for these warranties at the point of sale.73

Korobkin (2003) proposes that many exploitative contract features can be policed by ex-post

judicial review under the unconscionability doctrine, a legal doctrine that invalidates contract

terms over which a party had no effective choice. Korobkin argues that it is logically impossible

for a consumer to have effective choice over a contract feature she does not understand, so that

this situation should be covered under unconscionability. Nevertheless, this is not how courts have

71 Heidhues et al. (2018) argue that the European Union’s principle on unfair contract terms—despite typically being
motivated solely on the basis of fairness concerns—broadly matches the model’s policy recommendation. Similarly,
some existing safety regulations that do not regulate the price or functionality of the core product are in line with
the model’s policy prescription.

72 See 12 CFR §226.36.
73 In contrast, Michel (2017) argues that a minimum quality standard is less effective than inducing aftermarket

competition, and may even lower consumer surplus.
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interpreted the unconscionability doctrine so far. Similarly, Bar-Gill (2004) argues that the penalty

doctrine, which precludes damages beyond the harm or reasonable ex-ante estimate of the harm

caused to the other party, is applicable to some credit-card fees. For instance, a $30 late fee for

paying a $10 balance a few days late is clearly illegal under the doctrine. Once again, however,

courts have been reluctant to invoke the penalty doctrine for many types of contract terms. While

these proposals are promising, it would be useful to evaluate the potential of ex-post judicial review

in the context of economic theories in which consumers make mistakes.

Political Economy of Regulation. Beyond the difficulty of finding welfare-increasing regula-

tions and the potential negative side-effects, Warren and Wood (2014) highlight a general political-

economy problem with many hard regulations: even if they help naive consumers, they tend to

be disliked by all—i.e., both naive and sophisticated—consumers. Although Warren and Wood’s

result is much more general, the main idea is easily illustrated in the bare-bones model analyzed

in Section 2.3, in which sophisticated consumers benefit from receiving a cross-subsidy from naive

consumers. These sophisticated consumers, then, are hurt if some contract regulation reduces the

exploitation of naive consumers and should vote against it. Naive consumers, who erroneously

believe themselves to be sophisticated, will thus also not be in favor of such a regulation.

Nevertheless, several forces outside Warren and Wood’s model make it possible to enact regu-

lations that reduce consumer mistakes. First, regulators may not ask for voter approval on many

interventions they consider. Second, consumers who are not fully sophisticated may underappre-

ciate the equilibrium effects of regulation—just as many economists may before becoming familiar

with the relevant research—so they might not understand that the regulations in question will

hurt sophisticated consumers. Third, citizens concerned about general welfare may appreciate

regulations that do not necessarily benefit them.

7.5 Modifying Classical Policy Approaches and Recommendations

Questioning Inferences about Anti-Competitive Practices. Ronald Coase made a cogent

observation that is relevant both for the understanding of markets and for the understanding

of industrial organization as a science: “[o]ne important result of [the] preoccupation with the
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monopoly problem is that if an economist finds something—a business practice of one sort or

other—that he does not understand, he looks for a monopoly explanation. And as we are very

ignorant . . . the number of ununderstandable practices tends to be very large” (Coase, 1988, p.

67). Research in behavioral industrial organization lends support to a variant of Coase’s judgment.

Namely, the unrealistically narrow view of consumers and managers in the classical industrial-

organization paradigm can lead to a misinterpretation of market phenomena, and thereby to a

misguided call for market intervention. Most importantly, a number of puzzling patterns in firm

behavior have been attributed to harmful practices such as collusion or predation, when in fact

plausible explanations based on richer models of consumer behavior are possible. Although we are

unaware of careful evidence to distinguish the mechanisms at play—and more research on how to

do so would be extremely valuable—we provide two potentially important examples.

First, models of consumer loss aversion (Heidhues and Kőszegi, 2008) provide an explanation

for the lack of price variation that is different from theories of collusive behavior typically invoked

to explain the same pricing practices (see Athey et al., 2004, and the more informal arguments

preceding it).

Our second example is motivated by the model of unplanned purchases by Johnson (2017).

Suppose consumers with horizontally differentiated preferences over stores purchase two products—

milk and soap—with probability one, but ex ante they erroneously believe that they will purchase

soap only with probability 1/2. Denoting a consumer’s value from the two products by vm > 0

and vs > 0 and prices by pm and ps, a consumer’s anticipated utility of visiting a store, gross of

transportation costs, is vm−pm+ (1/2)(vs−ps). Hence, firms always set ps = vs; otherwise, a firm

could raise ps and lower pm by the same amount, keeping revenue constant but increasing consumers’

perceived utility, and thus demand. Hence, goods consumers anticipate to buy for certain—staple

goods—have lower mark-ups and in sufficiently competitive settings are priced below cost. Now

suppose that one firm—say, a corner store—can only stock one of the two products. Then, it will

tend to stock the staple product, because the higher is consumers’ anticipated purchase probability,

the higher is consumers’ anticipated surplus. Therefore, small stores stock exactly those goods for

which large stores have low (possibly negative) markups, providing a new explanation for a practice
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that is typically interpreted as predatory pricing.

Third, if firms make mistakes or follow goals other than profit maximization, we need to be

careful when inferring unobservable variables from firms’ behavior. For instance, consider again

predatory pricing—reducing one’s current price to increase future market power or even drive a

rival out of the market. The classic profit-maximization hypothesis suggests that the possibility of

predation can be ruled out unless it is feasible for the firm to recoup the current costs of aggressive

pricing by the future benefits of market power, and legal practice is based on this (Bolton et al.,

2000). But in as much as firms’ managers are driven by vengeance or relative profits, such conclu-

sions need not hold. Similarly, if small firms make less strategic supply decisions—as Hortaçsu and

Puller (2008) estimated for the Texas electricity market—this can lead to significant welfare losses,

suggesting that mergers may increase efficiency by increasing firms’ strategic sophistication. Future

research on behavioral firms will hopefully help in predicting when such concerns are important,

and how they could be addressed.

Insurance. In addition to questioning the premise behind some classical approaches, the

literature in behavioral industrial organization offers a few specific modifications to classical policy

insights. An important example is insurance markets. It is well-known that in Rothschild and

Stiglitz’s (1976) model of the insurance market, low-risk agents receive cheap insurance, but this

insurance is partial; otherwise, high-risk types would prefer to purchase the same insurance, and

then the price could not be kept low. Because some consumers are underinsured, a government

policy of mandatory insurance can be Pareto-improving. Sandroni and Squintani (2007) show that

the case can be weaker with overconfident consumers (consumers who are high-risk but believe

themselves to be low-risk). As explained in Section 3.1, with overconfident agents the group of

low-risk and overconfident are offered insurance they believe is actuarially unfair, so that they may

prefer no insurance, or they may find the amount of insurance they can purchase in the market

sufficient. In this case, a mandatory expansion in insurance coverage is not Pareto-improving. A

similar effect occurs in Schumacher (2016).

Relatedly, Handel’s (2013) work mentioned above demonstrates that consumer inertia renders

adverse selection less important than in a model with rational consumers. The obvious implication
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is that steps a social planner can take to reduce adverse selection may not be as important as we

would expect with rational consumers. Looking at this issue more carefully, Handel et al. (2016)

show that the effect of risk adjustment (a policy that combats adverse selection by making its

effect on insurer profits less severe) depends on the quality of consumer choices, and the policies in

place to improve consumer choices. In particular, since improving consumer choices can exacerbate

adverse selection, it is more likely to improve welfare if risk adjustment is also in place. Hence, the

two types of policies are complementary.

Privacy. Although the research is in its infancy, the existing literature suggests that the

case for protecting private information is often, but now always, stronger when consumers make

mistakes than when they do not. Heidhues and Kőszegi (2017) demonstrate that with homogenous

distortions, the implications of firms knowing more about consumers are often opposite with naivete-

based discrimination than with classical preference-based discrimination (Section 3.2). Presumably,

then, the implications for protecting privacy are opposite as well. But the same is not the case

for sophisticated-side and naive-side distortions. And Hoffmann et al. (2014, described in Section

3.3) find that naivete about targeted advertisement can lower welfare, but only in less competitive

environments where firms can price discriminate.

Benefits from Product Variety. In classic industrial-organization, to infer the benefits from

variety, researchers estimate a demand system and calculate the resulting consumer surplus. If

consumer choices are partly based on mistakes or consumers only consider a subset of all available

goods, however, then the inference is misleading and researchers are likely to overestimate the

benefit from product variety (and product innovation). This is easiest to see in the extreme case

in which all goods are homogenous but consumers have problems comparing prices or products, so

that they behave as if products were differentiated.
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